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Share Your Expertise With 
The ~~~~s@Seri?ice,And we'll 

Share The Gold WithYou! 

When you receive updates to your NEXISmProduct Guide, you sometimes get a little gold - goldenrod 
sheets which show recommended sample searches, and offer suggestions on other related sources. These 
N W S  Gold Sheets are an important of our new approach toward documentation: sharing the expertise 
of professional users like you. And while you and your peers have been making suggestions for some time, 
we're pleased now to offer some recognition - and some compensation - for your contributions. 

So, beginning immediately, when you provide suggestions or tips we use on a NEXIS Gold Sheet, we'll 
not only offer you a byline on the Gold Sheet, we'll give you credits*on your NEMS invoice. 

For details, or to contribute tips, fax to Bob Bernard at 513-865-1780 or 
mail to his attention at Mead Data Central, PO. Box 933, Dayton,Ohio 45401. 

NEXIS@<ii%S 
NEXIS Gold Sheets.What you'd expect from your information partners. Your Information Partners 

*Cred~t\ wII \a?, bared on contr~butmn 01993 Mead Data Central. lnc All right, rewved NEXIS I\ r regNercd trademarh and THE WORLD IN YOUR HAND logo 15 a trademark at Mead Data Central. lnc. 



Who gves scientrhc and techmcal 
L:.  
v~~onaries more to see? 

With its broader scope and depth o i  brings you the leading European scientific 

focus, Dialog" is the online service with and business sources. 

the power to expand your vision. Moreover, Dialog allows you to look 

Dialog's full collection of scientific, more deeply into your subject with in- 

technical and intellectual property data- depth, global business information and 

bases rivals any specialized online service news. Unique, high-performance search 

for depth of information. tools, such as RANK for 

It includes essential sources trend analysis, make your 

like Pharmaprojects, search more precise and 

Medlinem and IMSworld productive. And our no- 

for pharmaceutical research; The Merck surprise pricing allows accurate search 

Index Online: Kirk-Othmer and CA cost estimates, with no per-search-term 

Searchd for chemical information; and fees like n N ' s  to drive your costs out 

Metadex: Ei Compendex*Plus'" and of sight. 

INSPEC for materials and engineering Look into Dialog.You'll see more. 

data. And our global partner, DataStu,' Call Dialog Sales at 800-3-DIALOG. 
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Specializin in your specialty. 
Silverplatter o 8 ers specdzed databases, 
speclfLcally for your field, with information 
that ranges from: 

b Business to Technology, 
b Chemistry to Mathematics, 
b Agriculture to Energy, 

and everywhere in between. 

A business solution. 
And, Silverplatter offers sophisticated 
and powerful search software 
enabling you to access s m  
information quickly and easily. 

Speciulized databases, 
dedicated to your research, 
accessed through powerful software, 
all from SilverPlatter. 

SilverPlattek supports you and your end 
users by providing instant access to unique 
and vital research not necessarily available 
from any other source. 
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W c h  online service 
g ives you more 

P oints in your favor? 
The one you can depend on for all virtually any information request. 

the tools to do your job as quickly, cost- And our job doesn't stop with the 

efficiently and consistently as possible. search. We offer unmatched service and 

That's the whole point of Dialog\upport from the industry's largest staff 

No  other service 

ofkrs so many ways to 

increase your online pro- 

ductivity and precision. 

Powerful, time-saving, 

cost-cutting tools like 

OneSearch" fbr mul- 

Greater productivity 
+ 

More searching power 
+ 

More cost-cutting tools 
+ 

Unmatched service G. support 
+ 

Depth 4 information 
- 

of MLS subject special- 

ists. Customers confirm 

that our documentation 

is the clearest, most thor- 

ough and easy to follow. 

We also make it easier 

to trace activity and 

tiple file scanning. DIALINDEX' to allocate charges with our subaccount 

identitjl quickly the best databases for billing and summary reports. 

your topic. And new RANK for flexible The point is, the more you use 

trend analysis. Dialog, the more points you have work- 

Our  depth in science, technology, ing in your favor. 

global business, intellectual property For more information call Dialog 

and patents enables you to satisfy Sales: 800-3-DIALOG. 

The Answer is in D a l o ~  
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JOURNAL PROGRAM 

VCH : Journal Publisher 
Over 100 quality journals available from VCH, publisher of 
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Frankly, we had such @ood;esponse, we thought you'd like &hear about some of 
our latest success stories. 

A California company saved $700 by placing an order for a 60-volume 
publication on international communications directly with NTIS. 

A waste water management company in Texas placed a rush order for a 
manual on drinking water criteria. They also needed a copy of a single 
page of the report that day. NTIS 'faxed' the critical page before noon, 
and also shipped the f d  document that afternoon. 

At llAM one Monday morning a New York City-based management 
consulting firm called the NTIS Sales Desk to request same-day 
availability of a 193 page report. We had the report ready for pickup in 
hours. 

At 2PM on a Friday afternoon a law firm in San Antonio called in an 
order for 11 documents cited in the Federal Register. The documents 
were needed Saturday in preparation for a meeting with a congress- 
man. NTIS had the entire order ready within 2 hours for overnight 
shipment. 

Just before lOAM (EDT), NTIS received an electronic order addressed 
to the "NTIS Super Duper Rueh Emergency Dept." from a major 
university. A patron needed a 98-page document by 9AM Arizona 
(Rocky Mountain) time that same day, i.e., within one hour. The 
document was 'faxed' in time for the 'absolutely, positively has to be in 
his handsn deadline. (Who says you can't have something before you 
even ordered it?!) 

What else is new at NTIS? Much more than you think. This past year we frlled 
orders for over 3 million reports, data frles, software programs, and more with 
greater t h  99.9% accuracy and, we've cut our average order processing time by 
almost 50%. 

If you haven't been using NTIS' full service delivery program, you're in for a surprise. 
TQM is working at NTIS, the fderal source for US. and foreign government-spon- 
sored scientific, technical and business-related research. For more information, call 
(703) 487-4650,or write to: NTIS, Springfield, Va. 22161and ask for the free 
NTZS Products & Services Catalog. (PR-8271 AW ). 

P.S.: We also have a great Catalog of Federal TQM Documente available fmm 
NTIS. It's free for the -king when you call and request PR-893. We're looking 
forward to hearing fmm you! 
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Just the right files 
Just the right features 
lust the right information... 

At just the right price 
OCLC's EPIC service delivers what you need 

at a price you can afford. 
As a reference librarian, you want information. But only the information you 
need. And at an affordable price. 

%rn to OCLC's EPIC service. EPIC won't confuse you with a huge list of 

powerful features-the ones you use most-for precise 
searching 

industry standard common command language 

We invite you to compare the EPIC service with other online information 
systems. Database by database. Feature by feature. Price by price. You'll find 
that EPIC offers the databases you want with the searching features you need 
to find only the information you're loolung for. All at a price you can afford. 
For an EPIC price list, call your OCLC-affiliated Regional Network or OCLC. 



1 here are no easv answers 
in science and te&nology . . 

but you can - hd answers easily on STN International" 

Designed especially for scientists and engineers, the 
STN network includes more than 150 databases 
from some of the world's leading publishers of tech- 
nical information. This powerful resource is easily 
accessible to you through your personal computer 
or workstation. 

STN helps you solve problems-about an;ything 
from chemistry to biotechnology to environmental 
geology to materials engineering to pharmaceutical 
R&D. If the answers lie anywhere in the technical 
literature and patents of the world, chances are 
you'll find them on STN. 

Here's a question you should ask right away: 

Does your organization already have access to STN? If 
not, contact us today to request your free STN Infor- 
mation Kit. 

Call STN at 1-800-933-4350 (or 61 4-447-373 1 ; Fax: 
6 14-447-3713). 
STN la operared in Norrh Arnericd bv Chemical Absrracti S rn ,m  
a dwision of rhe American ~hemical '~ocierv 

STN INTERNATIONAL" 
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All 
systems 

At EBSCO we believe you should have the freedom to choose the best 
I 

subscription service and the best automated system for your needs. These 

1 are two independent decisions with major implications for your library. 1 
1 That's why our efficient electronic services are compatible with most 1 

major library and serials control systems. So, you can have superior sub- I . .  scrlption service and your system of choice, too. Call us today to learn 
more about our independence-oriented library automation services. 

P.O. Box 1943 Birmingham, AL 35201 
I 

(205) 991-6600 Fax: (205) 995-1636 

I 

Where library automation is a liberating experience. 
I 

I 
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Zoological References 
Take A New Shape! 

lhnounchg Zoological Record on CD. 
New From BIOSIS" and SitverPlatter", 

Soon, Zoological Record, the world- 
renowned source for access to animal 
research literature, will be available on 
CD-ROM technology. 

C;?I today for more information! 
Or, complete the coupon to receive your 
30-day free trial for Zoological Record 
on Compact DiscTM. 

1 -800-523-4806 (USA and Canada) 
t2151 587-4847 (Worldwide) 

Information for Today's Decisiom and Discoveries 
BIOSISIS a reptered trademark d B ~ d o g c d  Abstracts, Inc 

SdverPlpner u a ngntered t r a d e d  dSJvaPlntter lntsnuhmd N V 
hcensed to SdverPlntter hfamohon, Ine 

Yes! I'm interested in a free 30- 
day trial for Zoological Record on 
Compact Disc. 

Name 

Title 

Organization 

ClV State 

Coun y Pmtal Code 

Telephone 

Return h s  ~oupar to BIOSIS, MYkehng Deprrunent SL79DZD, 
2100Arch Street Phdadelphu, PA 19103-1399 USA. the 
Oificd Representawe or Auhareed D~stnbutor m your area 
Fu (215) 587 2016 Internet brans@alrehy upenn edu 
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Benchmarking, Total Quality Management, 
and The Learning Organization: 
New Management Paradigms for the 
Information Environment 

Introduction 

by Guy St. Clair 

In 1991, at the San Antonio Conference of 
the Special Libraries Association, Keynote 
Speaker Joel Barker challenged information 
specialists to seek new paradigms for the man- 
agement of information. A year later, I was 
invited to be Guest Editor of this special issue 
on benchmarking, Total Quality Management, 
and the learning organization in the informa- 
tion environment. I can't think of a more 
logical progression, for Barker's challenge 
cannot begin to be addressed in specialized 
libraries until we have accepted and enthusias- 
tically endorsed the concepts inherent in these 
management techniques. 

Those concepts are discussed in the articles 
chosen for this issue, and in gathering them, 
my guiding precept has been the compilation 
of a group of articles which can provide guide- 
lines-* roadmap, if you will-for those of us 
who manage or advise individuals who man- 
age specialized library and information ser- 
vices facilities. It is my intention, with this 
special issue of our Association's journal, to 
provide the background material, the thought- 
provoking and theoretical pieces which each 
of us can then use to design our own programs 
for our own workplaces. As several of the 
authors report, there is no single, best way to 
address the specific quality needs in all of our 
specialized libraries and information centers; 
all we can do is find the framework, the back- 

groundmaterial (such as I hope I'veassembled 
here), discuss the process with senior manage- 
ment and then, with management commit- 
ment, begin the process. 

And therein lies the key to our entire suc- 
cess, and the point several of us mention in our 
papers: no program, no matter what it's called, 
how sophisticated it is in its planning and 
implementation, or how specifically it's been 
adapted for our group, is going to succeed 
unless we have commitment from top manage- 
ment for what we're doing. In all my discus- 
sions with colleagues, clients, other writers, 
and even academics, a basic message comes 
through, and it's a message that has not been 
elaborated upon in much of the literature. 
Quality proceeds from the the top, and all the 
goodwill in the world, enthusiasm, excellence 
of service, and commitment to that excellence 
from library and information services workers 
will not be totally successful until senior man- 
agement has accepted (if not initiated, which 
is far preferable) the concepts of quality man- 
agement and encouraged the organization-as 
a whole-to adopt them. In my essay, I have 
attempted to address this issue, if not with a 
solution, at least, I hope, with an approach 
which might be of value. 

Definitions aren't really necessary at this 
point, and in fact, the authors included here 
provide usefd references and points of depar- 
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ture in their individual essays. Nevertheless, I 
should say a word or two about the learning 
organization, since that is the newest of these 
concepts and is perhaps the one of the three 
that is not yet universally recognized for its 
valuable potential in library and information 
services management. Several people have 
written on the subject, and Peter M. Senge, in 
his article, "The Leader's New Work: Build- 
ing Learning Organizations" (Sloan Manage- 
ment Review, Fall, 1990, vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 7- 
23), makes several important distinctions which 
help us understand the concept and how it 
relates to benchmarking and Total Quality 
Management in the information environment. 
For example, Senge writes that "superior per- 
formance depends on superior learning [within 
the organization]." In a quote from Walter 
Wriston, Senge looks to harnassing the 
organization's "collective genius," for that is 
what will "blow the competition away." 

"The impulse to learn," Senge writes, is "at 
its heart an impulse to be generative, to expand 
our capability." In the learning organization, 
leaders "are responsible for building organiza- 
tions where people are continually expanding 
their capabilities to shape their future." 

The concept of the learning organization, as 
it applies to our work, defines management in 
leadership terms, and managers as leaders. In 
our organizations, specialized librarians and 
information services professionalsalready play 
that role, in our work as information special- 
ists and information counselors. As achievers 
of excellence in information matters, our work 
relates to the process that leads to excellence in 
the organization as a whole. 

Our authors for this special issue could not 
be a more distinguished group of contributors, 
and their articles will undoubtedly bring much 
to the discussion about the role of 
benchmarking, Total Quality Management, 
and the learning organization in the informa- 
tion environment. With her important essay on 
benchmarking, Ferne C. Allan is liable now to 
find herself the recognized authority on the 
subject as it applies to specialized libraries, 
particularly in the research environment. Ow 
Association President Miriam A. Drake and 
Crit Stuart have contributed a very useful case 

study on TQM applications in the academic 
research community. The driving efforts mo- 
tivating the situation they describe, and their 
effort. in meeting these challenges, can be 
successfully translated to almost all of our 
specialized library and information services 
operations, regardless of size. 

Elizabeth Duffek and Warren Harding 
present us with a quality program from the 
perspective of the military and its particular 
research information needs, again providing 
us with concepts and ideas which can be ap- 
plied in all of our libraries. Ann Lawes pro- 
vides an international point of view, and em- 
phasizes the benefits that proceed from the 
patient and ultimately successful implementa- 
tion of quality assurance programs. Christine 
M. Pearson, who spoke with such success on 
the learning organization at the Association's 
Winter Education Conference in January 1993, 
has contributed her script of that presentation, 
with some very specific caveats for us to look 
for as we go forward in the establishment of 
quality systems in our libraries and informa- 
tion centers. Finally, I attempt to provide some 
thoughts on management's role in the process 
and how we, as library and information ser- 
vices professionals, can influence that role. I 
also attempt a look at measurement, since that 
tool, in my opinion, is the very foundation of 
the work we do in quality services and the 
particular link which enables us to work with 
senior management in providing our services. 

How successful we've been is not for me to 
say. There is muchcontroversy inourcommu- 
nity today about benchmarking, Total Quality 
Management, and the learning organization, 
and there are many naysayers postulating that 
these are not concepts at all (especially for 
library and information organizations), but 
simply buzzwords, time-wasters, and the like. 
I'm not convinced. My experience, and that of 
the people who've contributed to this issue, is 
simply that these efforts can be beneficial to 
the organization and to the specialized library 
or information services unit. 

But of course these efforts cannot work, and 
indeed should not even beconsidered, without 
appropriate organizational attitudes in place, 
so it is important for us to understand the 
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culture of the organizations that employ us. 
When we do, and then when we join forces 
with the decision-makers in the organization, 
we simply push forward. If necessary, we 
change the attitudes, but whatever the effort 
(and it is frequently a great effort, which may 
be why the naysayers have difficulty with 
these concepts), the outcomes will be positive. 
By embracing benchmarking, Total Quality 
Management, and the learning organization as 
our management techniques for library and 
information services, our users benefit. And 
that, in the final analysis, is the bottom line. 
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Benchmarking: Practical Aspects For 
- 

Information Professionals 
by Ferne C. Allan 

Benchmarking is an important activity in helping organizations toward TQM. 
Applying the technique in the research environment of a national laboratory has 
some unique aspects. How information resource involvement was prototyped is 
described. The role of the information specialist is discussed. Using the current 
benchmarking methodology, information components at each step are identified. 
Activities involved are outlined; lessons learned and some general guidelines are 
provided. 

What is Benchmarking, and How 
Does i t  Relate to TOM? 

Benchmarking is an important activity in 
helping organizations toward TQM. Many 
companies are applying the techniques, nu- 
merous articles have described its applica- 
tions, and several books have been published 
on the topic. How does benchmarking fit into 
the total quality picture? TQM is based on the 
premise that customer satisfaction can be 
achieved by continuously improvingpmesses 
that supportthecustomer. In 1987, theMalcolm 
Baldrige National Quality Award (Public Law 
100- 107) was established to encourage indus- 
try to improve quality and thus become more 
competitive.' The emphasis on the Baldrige 
Award certainly ignited the interest in 
benchmarking, as benchmarking is a major 
criteria for the award. 

The term "benchmark" has long been in use 
and has been applied in disciplines ranging 
from surveying to chemical analysis. More 
recently, performance benchmarking has been 
applied in thecomputerindustry. This concept 
of a standard to measure against has been 
retained in applications in quality manage- 
ment. Basically, benchmarking is a tool-a 
means of measuring and comparing perfor- 
mance. Although the techniques were applied 
in theearly 80s, the first fully descriptive book 
about benchmarking was published by Camp 

in 1989; this book provided focus and solidi- 
fied the concept. His working definition of 
benchmarking is "the search for industry best 
practices that lead to superior performance." 
The formal definition is "the continuous pro- 
cess of measuring products, services, and prac- 
tices against the toughest competitors or those 
companies recognized as industry leadenv2 
Other words to describe the concept are con- 
tinuous or process or performance improve- 
ment. In the past, journal articles have been the 
source for keeping up with the rapid growth of 
this process; now several good books have 
been published by authors such as Balm, 
Spendolini, and Watson. 3a495 

At Sandia National Laboratories, 
benchmarking is closely tied to process im- 
provement. At the laboratories, "Process im- 
provement involves activities that produce 
beneficial changes to youroperationlbusiness." 
Thus benchmarking can be viewed as "one of 
the quality activities that can be applied to 
process improvement. It is the formal process 
of measuring and comparing an existing pro- 
cess, product, or service against that of recog- 
nizedtopperformers (best-in-class) both within 
and outside your organization.'" 

The concept of measurement, or metrics, is 
still inherent. Perhaps the new nuance being 
applied is the concept of parmering, or how 
these measurements will be applied and com- 
pared. In traditional benchmarks, the standard 
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was defined. In benchmarking, the best prac- 
tice must be sought out and part of the process 
is to define this practice, a much more fluid 
arrangement. Benchmarking helps a company 
focus it efforts in areas where it achieves the 
most improvement. 

History of Quality and 
Benchmarking at Sandia 

Sandia's main responsibility is "national 
security programs in defense and energy." It is 
expected to "render exceptional service in the 
national interest." We have always had the 
concept of quality for our product--quality 
assurance, safeguarding, security, and center 
of excellence are all terms that have been 
associated with Sandia since its beginning in 
1949. In recent years, the TQM approach has 
become prevalent. As part of this emphasis, a 
formal program of benchmarking was started 
in 1991. 

To implement benchmarking, a well-suuc- 
tured methodology must be followed. Major 
publications describe the benchmarking pro- 
cess by steps and these range from 4 to 33; 
depending on scope of each step. 

At Sandia, a 12-step methodology has been 
utilized. Why would we modify an existing 
methodology for our own use? 

Unique Aspects of R&D and 
Government Laboratories 

Several aspects make a national lab unique 
when applying benchmarking methodology. 

Sandia has an R&D environment. 
Sandia is not a manufacturing fm, and 
is neither a production environment nor 
product-focused. Most processes are 
non-repetitive and many are one-time 
efforts; thus it is difficult to determine 
cost-benefit. 
Industry metrics don't always work. 
Although the focus has changed in the 
last five years, there really is no envi- 
ronment of competition. Many of the 
cost metricsusedin industry don't work. 
We also have no profit, so increased 

profitability can't be used as a measure 
of improvement. 
There are restrictions on information- 
sharing. Much of our work is govern- 
ment classified and we are used to shar- 
ing only with designated groups. With 
benchmarking, we have additional le- 
gal issues which are more familiar to 
industry-how to protect proprietary 
information and how to share informa- 
tion. 
Cultural biasexists. Ourscientistscome 
from prestigious colleges and universi- 
ties and are used to being "top of the 
class" so there is a built-in bias that we 
are already the best. They are also used 
to working autonomously. 
Government constraints exist. We are 
governed by Department of Energy re- 
quirements. Compliance can change 
process requirements and this has to be 
accounted for when comparing pro- 
cesses. 

What Can An Information Specialist Do? 

Benchmarking has been beneficial to the 
reputation of the information profession. In- 
formation is crucial to the benchmarking pro- 
cess and the procedure will not function with- 
out access to information resources. This need 
certainly enhances the status of the informa- 
tion specialist and the information center. 
However, skills in business and competitive 
intelligence must be developed or strength- 
ened. Although many traditional reference tech- 
niques are used, many non-traditional and 
innovative approaches are needed as well. It is 
important for the information professional to 
be aware that, unless the information center 
asserts it abilities in this area, means for sup- 
plying the service could be developed else- 
where in the organization. 

At our location, the manager of the newly- 
formed BenchmarkingProcess Improvement 
Department took the initiative to approach the 
Technical Library Reference Department. He 
had discovered from his orientation to the 
subject that information was a very important 
part of it. Coming from a research environ- 
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ment, he felt that involvement of an informa- 
tion professional from the very beginning 
would be beneficial. The original term of the 
contract was for 0.5 FTE for one year. During 
this time period, the information professional 
would study the benchmarking process and 
the needs of information service for 
benchmarking teams. Then the information 
professional would take this knowledge back 
to the other reference librarians, and in es- 
sence, mainstream it into the usual reference 
process. Our reference team serves by assign- 
ment to organizations, so any one of them 
could be on call for service to a team. The 
benchmarking manager was very open to sug- 
gestions and wanted his department to get up- 
to-speed as soon as possible. 

Two Ways to Serve-the 
Department and the Team 

The initial approach was to support the 
Benchmarking Department. The staff of the 
Benchmarking Department came from other 
technical positions and needed to be educated 
and have a program in place as quickly as 
possible. The services provided were: 

A. For the Department 
1. Current awareness-A profile was set up 

to flag pertinent articles. This was scanned 
before mailing to the department so items 
of interest could be selected for the bib- 
liography. This current awareness ser- 
vice continues. 

2. Additions to the quality collection-In 
the beginning there were few books on 
benchmarking; however, there were a 
number of books on business intelligence, 
and some on ethics and proprietary infor- 
mation. By now, some good books have 
been published. 

3. Bibliographies-annotations were writ- 
ten for selected articles and books. These 
bibliographies became Sandiareports and 
are available to the public. 

4.Reference questions-A variety of ref- 
erence questions were answered. 

5. Seminars 
a. Online seminar-A seminar was set 

up with a vendor representative to ex- 
plain online searching and specific at- 
tributes of benchmarking searching. 
This presentation was timely and saved 
me from having to prepare a presenta- 
tion. 
b. Sands seminar-I chaired a panel 
session on benchmarking at the ASIS 
Mid-year meeting in Albuquerque,NM. 
While the speakers were in town, we 
invited them to Sandia for a seminar. 

B. For the Property Inventory team 
At the midpoint of the contract time, a team 

was proposed for benchmarking the 
Sandia"property inventory" process. This as- 
signment gave the information professional a 
perfect chance not only to serve on the team 
but to prototype the involvement. Then, by 
analysis of the information services that were 
supplied at each step of the methodology, 
information specialists could anticipate peri- 
ods of heavy time involvement as they served 
on a team. The life of the team tends to be at 
least six months and can be much longer. 
Appendix A gives some details on information 
services one could (or should not) supply as a 
benchmarking team information resource. 

Information Components of the Sandia 
12-Step Benchmarking Methodology 

We have discussed the development of a 12- 
step methodology at Sandia. Each of these 
steps was analyzed to see if information gath- 
ering (supplying) was inherent in it. This is 
called an Information Component. Guidelines 
were laid out for information specialists to 
show the involvement at each step. In this way, 
they could plan time and resources for the 
expected life of the project. 

Step 1. Identify the process to be 
benchmarked. 

It may be useful to provide a broad scan to 
help define process, history, build list of termi- 
nology and keywords, and scope of process; 
and also to get a feel for where and how much 
information there is on the subject. Try not to 
get too much in-depth information now. You 
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may want to keep areading file for the team, by 
subject for now, and later by potential part- 
ners. Keep track of all searches. 

Step 2. Establish management commitment 
to the benchmarking process. 

Step 3. Identify and establish the bench- 
marking team. 

Determine how you will function and your 
role/responsibilities on the team, i.e., are you a 
full-fledged team member or a resource per- 
son? If possible, take TQM and/or 
benchmarking training with the team. 

Step 4. Dejine and understand the process 
to be benchmarked. 

Depending on how in-depth you went in 
Step 1, you may be involved here. You can 
help define knowledge of the target processes. 
If desired, set up current awareness. 

Step 5. Identify metrics and collect process 
data. 

You may be involved here, either to help find 
internal or external data, or to help in critiquing 
the metrics chosen, based on your knowledge of 
the process and/or your role on the team. 

Step 6. Identify rank and implement inter- 
nal process improvements. 

Step 7. Identify benchmarking partners. 
You are likely to play a major role in this 

step. It will probably be the most difficult part 
of the project, depending on how much has 
been published on the process. Some names 
should haveemerged in the process search, but 
to get a representative list from across the 
discipline you will need to employ some non- 
traditional methods. Camp, Balm, Spendolini, 
and Watson outline in good detail how to 
approach this part. Ojalalo also has hints on 
online searching. Unless another team mem- 
ber is designated, you are probably the best 
person to "track" (set up a file or database 
about) these companies and supply missing 
information. 

At this point, in preparation for Step 8, 
handling of the information should be dis- 
cussed and determined by the team, i.e. secu- 
rity of information and proprietary informa- 
tion should be identified. Companies chosen 
and data gathered should be treated according 
to company policies. At this point also, ethics 
and legal issues should have been clarified. 

Background information on potential partners 
may be useful when making initial telephone 
contact. 

Step 8. Collect process data from bench- 
marking partners. 

You may be involved here, especially in 
refining the list of potential partners, in ques- 
tionnaire development, or the collection of 
initial process data/metrics through library 
search. 

Step 9. Analyze benchmarking partners' 
process data and compare against internal 
process data. 

For the selected partners, find additional 
background information for the interviewers- 
anything that will help establish rapport. This 
includes facts on the company, current news 
about it, issues and accomplishments, as well 
as any negative news items. 

Step 10. Site visits, interviews, and reana- 
lyze data. 

Based on knowledge gained on the process 
and about the companies, you could provide 
input for the preparation of interview questions. 

Step 11. Implement improvementsand moni- 
tor results. 

You could be involved in providing input to 
an action plan and should be involved in pre- 
paring a final report, if one is produced. The 
plan usually discusses the information required 
and used. During the wrap-up sessions, stress 
that you are available if more information is 
needed. 

Step 12. Continue to conduct benchmarking 
of thisprocess, or other aspeclsof thisprocess, 
as appropriate. 

See if a current awareness service is wanted 
if one was not established earlier. 

This detailing of services gave the logical 
approach to reference, but there were many 
other aspects of being on a team. So, a briefing 
was also devised to help with logistics, politics, 
and administrative details. Some of these hints 
are universal and are included as Appendix B. 

Lessons Learned 

What were some of the lessons learned? 
Again, they will bedivided into two segments. 
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First, aspects of being "on loan" should be 
discussed. This project served as a prototype, 
since our Reference Department is continuing 
with other "on loan" projects. 

1.Be sure to have a work area set aside at 
the alternate work location. 

2.Time management is important when 
matrixing. Allow time toswitch between 
projects and for keeping up with two 
organizations. Also, being on site can 
generate many unexpectedquestions that 
were not anticipated. 

3. Have a contract between managements 
what the duties are, for how long, and 
what the producr will be. Meet periodi- 
cally to review progress and change 
course if necessary. 

4.Do a monthly report. This practice helps 
track progress and is a great start for the 
final report. 

5. Keep statistics. As a means of monitor- 
ing workload, our department tracks ref- 
erence questions. When working on site, 
these become such a natural part of the 
interaction that they tend to slip through 
uncounted. 

Lastly, someimportant lessons werelearned 
about benchmarking. 
1.Benchmarking is a tool and there is no 

"one right way" to do it. Benchmarking 
activities are seldom "pure." There were 
probably times when the team adhered 

too rigorously to theory when it would 
have been better to follow our own prac- 
tical instincts. Each team is unique and 
reference techniques will need to be tai- 
lored for each one. 

2.Define your role on the team-as a re- 
source or team member. The final defini- 
tion for the information person was as a 
resource. This means the information 
professional can supply information, in- 
put, and even give opinions to the team, 
but the team makes the decisions. How- 
ever, even as a resource person, it is 
important to take training with the team- 
TQM, benchmarking, or whatever course 
the team is taking to get up-to-speed. 

3. Attend as many meetings as possible. 
Information needs are unpredictable and 
can emerge at any point. Also, it works 
better if one team member is designated 
to be the contact person for the informa- 
tion resource. 

4. Everything takes longer. The team really 
needs some goal dates. 

It is still too early to tell whether 
benchmarking is the latest buzzword or the 
foundation for an underlying quality change in 
American productivity. Information profes- 
sionals should become familiar with 
benchmarking techniques and beready to dem- 
onstrate their abilities to provide the services 
needed to make benchmarking successful in 
their organizations. 

This workperformed at Sandia NationalLaboratoriessupported by the US. Department ofEnergy under 
contract DE-AC04-76 D P 00789. 
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Appendix A. 

Possible Information Services 

You will need to: 
Understand the technical process; 
Develop some rapport with the team members; 
Know benchmarking methodology-ideally by training with your benchmarking team; 
Have some knowledge of process analysis and flow-charting; 
Have some knowledge of TQM. 

You probably should not become involved in: 
Process flow charting; 
Memcs; 
Contacting potential partners; 
Team documentation. 

You could become involved in: 
Questionnaire development; 
Telephone interview script; 
Interview process (types of information to ask for); 
Tracking information on potential partners; 
Contact person, phone number, address; 
Summary (wrap-up) report or action plan. 

You will be supplying input on: 
Process searches--does a better process exist: Who is "best in class"; 
Company searches, tied with processes; 
Definitions; 
Information handling; 
Companies for process selection; 
Company backgrounds for site visits; 
Resource people, e.g., Who at Sandia knows about meuics, or proprietary information, etc.; 
Variety of reference questions. 
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Briefing on General Guidelines 
for Information Specialists. 

1. Establish the nature of your involvement up front. Time- and money-charging issues should be 
settled. Who pays-the benchmarking department, the department that is benchmarking, or the 
information center? 

2. Determine theappropriatemeeting to begin yourattendance; try tojoin when technology is being 
discussed. 

3. Determine the boundary for your information services. What is appropriate will vary fmm team 
to team. See Appendix A. Tailor your efforts to the team's needs. 

4. Watch what you promiseat thebeginning. Some subjectareasarenotdocumented,and may need 
unconventional techniques to find any information. 

5. Be prepared for non-traditional reference input, e.g., handling of restricted information, 
copyright issues. 

6. Be prepared to have the information you found considered irrelevant or just not used. perhaps 
being involved in the total process provides insights not otherwise discovered. We really don't 
know how much our search results are used). 

7. You may be on a team that does not perceive its information needs. You will need to be proactive 
and offer help, even in such things as how to organize information, e.g., potential partner 
contacts. Your ideas are welcome; be alert for ways to provide information. 

8. You will need to develop a means for counting searches. Your interaction will be so natural and 
continuous that it is easy to forget, especially in quick reference. Or, several subject areas may 
end up being one large continuous search. For example, you could use time equivalents. 

9. Prepare and organize for a large extended search process from the beginning. Keep copies of 
everything sent to users (this can be on disk). Also, keep a running tabulation of your searches 
(e.g.,subject, date, who has articles, who has printout, who has strategy). However, someone on 
the team will be responsible for team documentation. 

10. Review Malcolm Baldrige documentation to be familiar with how information and 
benchmarking tie in with the award. 

11. Ethics permeates this whole process. The International Benchmarking Clearinghouse of 
American Productivity and Quality Center has published a "Benchmarking Code of Conduct" 
that is relevant.' ' 

12. Make sure reference staff is alerted to the type of questions that indicate benchmarking 
activity. 
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Ferne C. Allan is a Senior Technical Information Specialist in the Technical Library Reference 
Department at Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico. She has recently been on loan to the 
Benchmarking/Process Improvement Department to prototype and define the role of the 
information specialist in this process. 
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TQM in Research Libraries 

by Git  Stuart and Miriam A. Drake 

TQM in academic libraries is inspiring a new focus on valued service to customers 
as competition from alternate information sources reveals the inadequacies of 
traditional service. Georgia Tech Library developed its own version of TQM to rivet 
attention to customer needs and provide content-based, value-added information 
services. As the primar agents in customer interaction, front line staff are driving 
innovation and the mar 1; eting of services. Statistical quality controls to adequately 
assess information transactions are not yet worked out. Anecdotal evidence of 
success or failure is still the primary measure of service success. 

Background 

Total quality management (TQM) has 
emerged in the last decade as the preferred 
method for reducing defects in production, in- 
creasing customer satisfaction, and boosting 
productivity. TQM has been adopted to drive 
innovation and improvement in industry, sup- 
planting quality circles, theory z, management 
by objectives, and other cures used in the recent 
past.' Much of the historic impetus for the 
acceptanceof quality improvement programs in 
America has been inspired by the Japanese in 
their headlong embrace of TQM.~ In recent 
years, the pioneering efforts of W. Edwards 
Deming, J.M. Juran, and others have evolved 
into a vast array of techniques for modeling 
processes and improving quality.3 Thousands 
of companies are spending considerable re- 
sources to establish TQM processes. The trans- 
formation that began with manufacturing is now 
being adopted by service organizations, largely 
because customers' expectations have risen 
sharply, and because quality improvement pro- 
grams can be adapted to service industries. 

The American stampede to embrace quality 
programs has produced uneven results because 
no single blueprint for improvement is broadly 
applicable. Commitment, ingenuity, and em- 
ployeeempowerment are proving to beessential 
ingredients for success. SuccessfuI quality pro- 

grams indicate that this approach to improving 
products and services is being accepted as one 
way of gaining a competitive edge. TQM may 
not survive in its present form; however, quality 
initiatives will remain in place and will place 
greater emphasis on quality, reliability, timeli- 
ness, and customer satisfaction. 

The reasons for early failures of TQM are 
sobering to contemplate, and the landscape is 
littered with faltering quality improvement pro- 
grams. Management may fear loss of control as 
decision-making and innovation is invited from 
theranks. Theextensiveeffortrequired to imple- 
ment a reorganization of processes may be side- 
lined as other priorities press for the time and 
energy of leadership. Fear of management in the 
workplace can strangle acceptance of programs 
whose success is critically tied to employee 
innovation and recommendations for change. 
Too often special departments created for qual- 
ity implementation are perceived as bureau- 
cratic and out of touch with the realities of the 
workplace. The often protracted time cycle of 
initiation, training, and implementation, usually 
several years, requires enormous energy, com- 
mitment,and focus toeffect desired change. The 
slow emergence of results can exasperate orga- 
nizations that require immediate turnaround to 
stay in business.' 

Success more frequently comes to organiza- 
tions which place responsibility for customer 
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satisfaction and quality improvement with front 
line staff.6 Some companies are moving to- 
ward "break-through" techniques which pro- 
duce substantial improvements to smaller seg- 
ments of an operation in a short amount of 
time. Experimentation will continue, with the 
focus remaining on customer satisfaction. 

Among the first service industries to experi- 
ment with quality improvement programs were 
airlines, banking institutions, insurance com- 
panies, and health care providers. Libraries are 
just beginning to adopt these practices. 

TQM in Libraries 
- - - -- - - - - - - - 

"Listening to customers must become 
everyone's business. With most competitors 
moving ever faster, the race will go to those 
who listen (and respond) most intently." This 
stern prediction from Tom Peters in his 
bestseller, Thriving on Chaos, would have 
been ignored until quite recently by most large 
academic libraries. Operating in relative isola- 
tion as great storehouses of knowledge, there 
was no perception that students, faculty and 
staff would look elsewhere to satisfy informa- 
tion needs. Librarians often failed to realize 
that the library is not the information source of 
choice for many faculty and students. Librar- 
ians were more concerned with internal pro- 
cess rather than perceptions of value or cus- 
tomer service. They saw themselves as keep- 
ers of knowledge rather than active agents in 
information transfer. Librarians took the posi- 
tion that people should want to come to the 
library because libraries are "good things," 
and for many years they were content to main- 
tain the status quo. 

Attachment to time-honoredpublic services 
dispensed by a disinterested person at a desk is 
still the norm in many libraries. Technical 
processing staff continue to describe physical 
objects with little regard to their content or 
intellectual accessibility. "Theseare traditions, 
procedures, and services that work for us. 
Sustain this well-documented, carefully 
evolved approach for continued success" is 
the motto of many librarians. They pay littleor 
no attention to the needs of their primary or 
secondary clientele. Customer satisfaction does 

not appear on lists of priorities focused on 
maintenance of collections and open hours. 

In reality, many students and faculty do not 
need the library for information for their as- 
signments, instruction, or research. It often is 
more efficient and more effec tive for people to 
use online information systems for data, infor- 
mation, and documents than to spend hours in 
the library accessing bibliographic databases 
and finding material on shelves. The Internet 
and increased availability of a variety of online 
services are facilitating self-sufficiency of stu- 
dents and faculty information finding and ac- 
quisition. 

Special librarians historically havebeen more 
customer-oriented than academic librarians, 
especially those who must deal with thousands 
of students. The special librarian has the ad- 
vantage of knowing the library's clients, their 
work, and the larger framework of corporate 
objectives. In companies where library costs 
are charged to user departments or client in- 
voices, libraries have been especially sensitive 
to customer satisfaction. 

History of TQM at Georgia Tech 

This notion of entrenched, predictable, sup- 
plier-driven library service has come to crash- 
ing end at the Georgia Tech Library. Histori- 
cally, the library functioned well in the con- 
ventional sense. Cataloging records were bet- 
ter than those produced in most libraries. The 
card catalog was destroyed in 1975 and re- 
placed by a microfiche catalog. Copies of the 
catalog were placed in each department on 
campus and delivery services were initiated. 
Reference service was conventional, leaving 
most of the work to be done by library users. 
Delivery service to campus offices was initi- 
ated and continues. The staff were well-trained 
to provide instruction in bibliographic mat- 
ters, but had little concern for information 
content or services of special value. 

GeorgiaTech is a computer and telecommu- 
nications-intensive campus whose students and 
faculty are sophisticated users. Approximately 
80% are in science and engineering. The 
library's collections reflect the specialties of 
the Institute. In 1985. the library implemented 
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the Georgia TechEIectronic Library (GTEL@) 
to provide campus-wide access to the catalog 
and a variety of locally mounted commercial 
databases. People did not have to come to the 
library to use it. They could use the library 
from their offices, dorms, or homes. Docu- 
ment delivery is provided through twice daily 
truck stops, fax, and downloading. 

All students and faculty have access to the 
Internet, and are comfortable with all aspects 
of information technology. It became clear 
that if the library did not pay attention to 
customer needs and did not provide content- 
based, value added services, the need for the 
library would decline in the years ahead. And 
so, the library's mission statement, formulated 
in 1985, shifted the focus of library activities 
from collections to customers. 

This shift represented a significant change 
in organizational values and culture. Many 
staff members resisted the change out of fear, 
uncertainty, and a lack of self-confidence. A 
catalyst for responding to customers' needs 
and expectations came unexpectedly in 1990 
when four librarians joined 100 Georgia Tech 
administrators and faculty at a one-day semi- 
nar at Milliken & Company corporate head- 
quarters in Spartanburg, SC. Mdliken had re- 
cently won the first annual Malcolm Baldridge 
National Quality Award. The staff at Milliken 
believed that TQM practices, so successfulIy 
adopted by business, could be applied to insti- 
tutions of higher learning given time, hard 
work, and total commitment. Tech's president 
embraced the challenge, mandating a new 
focus on the student as customer and challeng- 
ing teaching faculty and support services to 
respond to their needs. At Milliken, the simul- 
taneous strategies were to assess customers' 
values and expectations, encourage and re- 
ward innovation among employees, suppliers 
and retailers; improve quality of manufacture, 
offer limitless, customized options in prod- 
ucts; and greatly reduce inventories and deliv- 
ery times. Employee empowerment and rec- 
ognition were stressed as key ingredients of 
the program. The trip to Milliken was the first 
step in a new focus on student-as-customer 
that would keep Georgia Tech competitive 
into the 21st century. 

Implementation at Georgia Tech Library 

For library staff returning from the Milliken 
experience, the challenge was to create an 
environment in the Georgia Tech library that 
stressed customer satisfaction and encouraged 
employee involvement in improving informa- 
tion services. While administrators at Georgia 
Tech developed a strategy for implementing 
quality across the Institute, the library decided 
to move ahead with its own model of TQM. A 
team of five library staff was appointed and 
charged with developing a plan for quality 
improvement. Key elements of the quality 
team's action plan were: 
1. involve everyone on staff; 
2. identify internal and external custom- 

ers; 
3. improve customer satisfaction; 
4. increase opportunities for customer 

interaction and feedback; 
5.  provide value-added services; 
6. encourage innovation and efficiency; 
7. communicate openly; and 
8. identify staff training, education, and 

development opportunities. 

The guiding philosophy was customer satis- 
faction. Since no library model of TQM ex- 
isted in the literature, the library introduced its 
quality program with techniques and sugges- 
tions adapted from Milliken & Company, the 
literature on TQM, and library staff. Tech- 
niques include: 

Opportunity for Improvement Forms 
These forms enable any library employee to 

make a recommendation for improving ser- 
vice. Suggestions are reviewed by the quality 
team, and passed along to the appropriate 
manager for review and approval. The initial 
flurry of responses gradually reduced to a 
trickle; however, the forms are still used. Suc- 
cessfulapproaches to fosterin ginnovation have 
been implemented in the immediate setting of 
each work unit as well as the library as a whole. 

Brainstorming 
This technique is another mechanism for 

generating change in the workplace. Several 
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library-wide sessions have provided criticism- 
free opportunities forproposing improvements, 
with a special emphasis on customer service. 
Suggestions have frequently identified prob- 
lem areas that were widely perceived by front- 
line staff, but were unknown or treated as 
insignificant by managers and administrators. 
For example, staff made strong pleas for glare- 
free screens for computer monitors, moving 
the GTELB terminal cluster closer to the ref- 
erence desk and improving signage in library 
buildings. The first two recommendations have 
been implemented. The third is in progress. 
Changes are made as they are practical and 
affordable. The process is not completely sat- 
isfactory because not all staff ideas are appro- 
priate or possible to implement. Nevertheless, 
brainstorming continues tobe used as a tool for 
generating innovative ideas and solutions to 
problems. 

Staff Development and Training 
Through use of a questionnaire, library staff 

were asked to suggest topics on professional 
and personal development. The assessment 
also revealed preferred methods for receiving 
training. In response, workshops have been 
offered on the Internet, handling customers, 
and managing multiple priorities. Programs in 
the near future will feature presentations on 
diversity in the workplace and teamwork. 
Where there is a perceived broad interest, 
library staff who attend significant training 
programs are invited to make presentations to 
the entire staff or to selected departments. 
One- and two-hour seminars on handling cus- 
tomer complaints, prioritizing work responsi- 
bilities, and reporting new information on da- 
tabases have provided general staff access to 
novel methods for improving service. 

Distinguished Service Award 
Each year library staff nominate from their 

ranks individuals whose performance has made 
a significant contribution to customer service 
or to achievement of library goals and objec- 
tives. A winner is then selected by the library 
administration. Recipients are recorded on a 
publicly displayed plaque and receive a cash 
award at a special staff reception held in the 

spring. Recent literature on the topic of recog- 
nizing individuals for outstanding performance 
indicates that a more modest cash award may 
be preferred, and the TQM literature even 
admonishes against vaulted recognition of an 
individual. The challenge is for each associate 
to build in psychic rewards in the work envi- 
ronment and in the content of one's own work. 
In an academic institution, psychic rewards 
can be great boosters to a sense of achievement 
and fulfillment. The library administration 
maintains a "love letters" file to gather anec- 
dotal evidence of staff achievements. Library 
staff conmbutions and awards have been cited 
in faculty publications and letters have been 
received documenting staff conmbutions to 
obtaining patents, research grants and comple- 
tion of dissertations. 

Annual Library Recognition Weekly/ 
Quarterly TGIF Parties 

Fun and celebration should be a component 
of any work setting. During Library Recogni- 
tion Week, staff are treated to a reception, 
small favors, and a benefits fair, highlighting 
free services and perks available to Georgia 
Tech employees. TGIFparties occur quarterly 
as a break from work. 

Work Groups 
Significant responsibility for determining 

the shape of information services is being 
shifted to work groups in the general reference 
departments. Marketing,liaisonactivities with 
teaching and research departments, local in- 
formation system and Internet instruction, and 
student services are being designed by indi- 
viduals most responsible for delivering the 
services. The emphasis is away from manage- 
ment dictating content for programs and to- 
ward empowering those who are closest to the 
action. The goals of work groups in most 
organizations are to increase productivity, en- 
hance creativity and find solutions to complex 
problems. The realization of goals is limited 
by the varying commitment and talents of 
participating staff and their fear of being ac- 
countable for the effectiveness of programs. 
The library's challenge is to recruit staff com- 
fortable in an empowering environment and to 
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enhance the self-confidence of staff dealing 
with customers on a day-to-day basis. 

Some librarians have relatively little "real 
world" knowledge. Often they have chosen to 
become librarians to be buffered from the real 
world. Their lack of knowledge, inexperience 
with teamwork and desire to be protected from 
responsibility for their own actions are signifi- 
cant challenges to realizing effective work 
groups. Fears and uncertainty can be allevi- 
ated, in part, by providing training for staff on 
a continuing basis. 

Focus Groups and Surveys 
Thirty Institute faculty and research staff 

were recently invited to participate in two- 
hour focus groups to define individual infor- 
mation-seeking habits and the library's contri- 
bution to that process. Participants were asked: 

What is your most valued source of 
information? 
What kinds of information do you need 
to do research or instruction? 
What role should the library play in 
getting information to you and your 
colleagues? 
In what areas do you see greater inter- 
action between the library and your 
department? 
In what ways could the library collabo- 
rate with your departments on in forma- 
tion-related activities? 

Transcripts were shared with library staff to 
assist them in making recommendations for 
new or altered services. Findings indicate that 
faculty often are not aware of the services 
available at the library. The first source of 
information for faculty is a private collection 
or colleagues. But in areas where staff have 
been successful withoutreach, instruction,and 
liaison, the librarian is named as the preferred 
source. 

Other sourcesof feedbackinclude focus groups 
with student leaders, anecdotal information and 
letters, and written suggestions deposited in a 
suggestion box. Recently a suggestion box was 
added to the electronic library. 

Most faculty members suffer from informa- 
tion overload. They receive far more informa- 
tion than they can absorb and use. Mass mail- 

ings tend to be discarded without reading. 
Articles in the school newspaper about the 
library tend to be ignored. Focus groups and 
other meetings have made it clear that librar- 
ians have to market their services one-on-one 
with faculty. 

On the other hand, students are more aware 
of library services. Undergraduates want faster 
access to reserve materials and less work in 
doing research for a term paper. Graduate 
students want all the services available to 
faculty, at no cost. 

Future Directions 

It is clear that TQM as practiced in manufac- 
turing corporations cannot be applied to ser- 
vice organizations. Statistical quality control 
is difficult to apply to the quality of an infor- 
mation transaction or transfer, because infor- 
mation is intangible and its value often elu- 
sive. Students consume information to deliver 
a quick payoff for term papers. Also, since 
students and faculty do not pay directly for 
information, they do not assign values to the 
information they receive. The value of infor- 
mation for a faculty member may not become 
apparent until a paper is published or a re- 
search grant is received. 

Library managers have great control over 
the costs and quality of input and little or no 
control over the cost or quality of output. The 
value of output is in the mind of the customer 
who may or may not have a realistic notion of 
the costs or values involved. 

Librarians also lack a f i i  concept of value 
because they do not follow up to learn how 
information is used and whether the informa- 
tion they delivered made a difference to the 
customer. In traditional setting, librarians act 
on the perception that the customer wants a 
book or a list of citations rather than the con- 
tent to be gleaned from them. 

Rather than try to impose the parameters of 
TQM on teaching and learning, Georgia Tech 
has chosen to implement Continuous Quality 
Improvement (CQI). With CQI, benchmarks 
and other measures do not have to be precise. 
Anecdotal evidence of success or failure is as 
valid in a CQI setting as is the complaint level. 



Future efforts at Georgia Tech will focus on 
recruiting skilled individuals who are inter- 
ested in providing substantive information to 
aid in human problem-solving, decision-mak- 
ing, learning, and education. 

Each library must assess its clientele, their 
needs, services to satisfy those needs, and the 
framework or context for information ser- 
vices. Libraries will also differ in the way they 
respond to and satisfy customer needs. Cus- 
tomers will range in their preferred ways of 
interacting with libraries and librarians. Many 
information users will choose to be self-suffi- 
cient in accessing and obtaining information, 
while others will require some instruction and 
direction in information access. And there will 

always be those customers who rely exclu- 
sively on librarians to satisfy their information 
needs. 

In large academic institutions, librarians are 
likely to see a great variety in the preferred 
information behaviors of students and faculty. 
Since it is unlikely that academic libraries will 
be funded to provide full service to all users, 
libraries will respond to the variety of cus- 
tomer demands in different ways. 

While modes of service will vary, the im- 
perative for quality will persist. TQM, CQI 
and other variations of the quality process are 
likely to be significant forces in shaping future 
academic library services. 

- -- 
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Quality Management 
in the Military: An Overview and 
a Case Study 

by Elizabel Duffek and Warren Harding 

In the early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  the Department of Defense began a quality improvement 
initiative based principally on W. Edwards Deming's philosophy of continuous 
improvement. Quality management has since been im lemented agency-wide. Global 
economic and political forces are causing enormous c 1 anges in the US. military and 
effecting the success of individual programs. This article illustrates, via a case study, 
how top DoD level decisions have affected one defense research laboratory and 
driven chanues at the lowest field level. 

0 ver the past few years, national economic 
concerns and worldwidepoli tical upheaval 

have compelled the Department of Defense 
(DoD) to reshape its agency. Downsizing and 
budget trimming of theU.S. military began on 
a small scale in the late 1980s, echoing events 
in private industry. As the DoD found itself 
coping with monumental changes, Dr. W. 
Edwards Deming's principles of continuous 
improvement and other ideas on quality man- 
agement were gaining national interest. These 
ideas attracted the attention of top DoD per- 
sonnel, and became the basis for an agency- 
wide quality management initiative. 

The Department of Defense first considered 
pursuing quality management about twelve 
years ago, well before anyone could predict 
the significant reductions in personnel and 
funding affecting the armed forces today. The 
principal mechanism for establishing quality 
management in the DoD has been Total Qual- 
ity Management, or TQM, officially sanc- 
tioned by the agency in 1988. The Defense 
Department's approach emphasizes the 
Deming philosophy of continuous improve- 
ment, and borrows selectively from the prin- 
ciples of Juran, Crosby, Feigenbaum, Shewhart, 

and others in outlining the systematic adoption 
of quality management practices. Since its 
inception, evidence of this new way to do 
business is evident in varying degrees from top 
management to the lowest field level opera- 
tion. 

History of Qualit 
Management in t 1 e DoD 

The quality improvement initiative in the 
military began in the early 1980s with the 
Navy Personnel Research and Development 
Center (NPRDC) in San Diego, CA, when it 
chose Deming's philosophy of continuous 
improvement for training its acquisition work- 
force.' In 1987, Dr. Robert Costello, former 
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, 
issued a memo outlining how TQM could be 
implemented within the DoD. In March of the 
following year, then Secretary of Defense Frank 
Carlucci released the DoD Posture on Quality, 
followed in October by a master plan for 
implementing TQM across the entire agency .' 
Within the guidelines of the master plan, indi- 
vidual organizations were given considerable 
leeway to implement quality management pro- 
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grams in a manner most appropriate to their 
particular function and needs.3 

Quality Management 
Programs in the DoD 

Manufacturing and repair operation were 
the first to successfully launch quality im- 
provement in the Department of Defense. Us- 
ing Deming's philosophy and techniques of 
statistical process control, naval shipyards, 
aircraft overhaul centers, and Army supply 
depots reduced turnaround time on repair and 
deliveries, increased customer satisfaction, 
improved reliability of work performed, and 
reduced overall costs.4 In 1985, the Air Force 
announced its R & M 2000 program for in- 
creasing thereliability of newly acquired weap- 
ons systems and the ability to maintain them5 
Although the DoD Master Plan for TQM imple- 
mentation initially focused on acquisitions 
activities, it also clearly stated that the DoD 
would eventually adopt and practice continu- 
ous improvement throughout its entire opera- 
tion. 

Organizational Structure and its 
Effect on TQM Implementation 

By its very nature, the Department of De- 
fense is a highly structured and autocratic 
institution. The hierarchical rank system on 
which it must depend to function properly is 
both an inherent and important element of the 
workplace culture; at the same time, this char- 
acteristic presents an obstacle to lateral and 
bottom up communication within the organi- 
zation. Free flow of ideas in all directions is 
essential to the success of any quality manage- 
ment effort, and DoD organizations have a 
number of sources they can turn to for help in 
developing a strategy for quality improvement 
implementation. The AF Quality Center at 
Maxwell AFB, AL, the Federal Quality Insti- 
tute, and private sector trainers, all experi- 
enced with implementing quality management 
within complex, highly structured organiza- 
tions, assist the DoD and other federal agen- 
cies in their move toward quality improve- 
ment. 

The structure of DoD installations makes 
the concept of the internal customer an ex- 
tremely important one. Many defense facili- 
ties-whether a combat-ready Army post or 
an Air Force research center-employ mili- 
tary and civilian staff internally to provide 
supporting services for those employees who 
perform the organization's primary mission 
work. Payroll offices, contracting offices, li- 
braries, computer centers, and recreational 
facilities all exist to handle the daily opera- 
tions needs of those carrying on the Defense 
Department's activities. The makeup of such a 
facility can be quite cumbersome and divided, 
presenting considerable challenges to creating 
a culture of continuous improvement. 

Although there is no one best way to intro- 
duce a quality management program in such 
agencies, the Federal Quality Institute sug- 
gests various models for large, bureaucratic 
organizations to follow. One of the more suc- 
cessful methods has been to superimpose the 
program's structure over that which already 
exists in the organization, making adjustments 
necessary for lateral communication across 
the organization. As an example, the chart on 
the following page illustrates how the Naval 
Air Systems Command set up its quality man- 
agement program structure. 

In this model, the Executive Steering Com- 
mittee (ESC) gives policy guidance for the 
overall improvement effort; the Quality Man- 
agement Boards organize process action teams 
(PATs), guide the team efforts, implement 
changes when possible and recommend other 
changes to the ESC; PAT members work on a 
specific problem, document a process, collect 
and analyze data, and make recommendations 
for change. PATs with cross-functional mem- 
berships bring the skills and concerns of both 
support and mission personnel U, the improve- 
ment process, and open up communications in 
ways that may not have previously existed. 

Quality Management 
at the DoD Laboratories 

In the military research arena, DoD deci- 
sions in 1989 and 1990 consolidated Army, 
Navy, and Air Force research laboratories 
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TQM Organizational Key 
Structure at 
Naval Air Systems ESC = Executive Steering Committee 

Command (NAVAIR) QMB = Quality Management Board 

Multi-Level Linked Teams PAT = Process Action Team 

within each branch of military service; in the 
Air Force, this decision reduced the number of 
laboratories from 12 to four. As aresult, many 
fledgling TQM efforts suffered setbacks or 
ceased entirely. The instability and uncer- 
tainty surrounding such a radical change cre- 
ated an atmosphere detrimental to practicing 
continuous improvement in many places. Ad- 
ditionally, the stable environment needed to 
analyze processes, collect data, and imple- 
ment changes in a controlled manner disap- 
peared. Furthermore, the effects of Congres- 
sionally mandated budget cuts and personnel 
reductions began impacting the workforce at 
the field level. This mple dose of negative 
factors derailed a number of quality manage- 
ment efforts. However,even as personnel draw- 
downs and funding cuts continue, some orga- 
nizations are resurrecting their efforts as a way 
of addressing the mandate for a more stream- 
lined and effective military. 

Implementing Change in a 
DoD Laboratory: A Case Study 

- - 

In December 1990, as part of the Air Force 
reorganization of its research laboratories, the 
Phillips Laboratory replaced the Air Force 
Space Technology Center, which consisted of 
a headquarters at Kirtland AFB, NM; the 
Weapons Laboratory, also at Kirtland AFB; 
the Geophysics Laboratory at Hanscom AFB, 
MA; and the Astronautics Laboratory at 

Edwards AFB, CA. With such adrastic change 
in organizational structure, the new laboratory 
would obviously need a different method for 
reporting and tracking funding of its activities. 

Six months prior to DoDlaboratory consoli- 
dation, the GeophysicsLaboratory commander 
appointed a Process Action Team (PAT) to 
apply quality improvement techniques to the 
financial management area of the laboratory 
operation. When reorganization occurred, 
TQM progress at Phillips Laboratory/Hanscom 
ceased both because of that decision, and also 
to avoid instituting new procedures which 
might become rapidly obsolete within the new 
organization. 

It took close to a year for the new Phillips 
Laboratory to define policies and directives 
for financial management activities. The new 
guidelines marked a significant shift in the 
way support services at the three PL locations 
would fund much of their work. Traditionally, 
suport services (the purchasing department, 
library, printing department, etc.) were per- 
formed at no cost to the customer, i.e. the 
scientific divisions. The new management di- 
rective required that laboratory support func- 
tions now charge the cost of these services 
back to the divisions requesting them. 

To address how to best adapt to this new 
policy at the PL/Hanscom location, the Geo- 
physics Directorate called on the TQM Finan- 
cial Management PAT for ideas. The team had 
been wrestling with two issues for some time: 
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1) how to reduce the inordinate number of 
existing funding accounts, and 2) how to cre- 
ate a mechanism for cross-charging costs for 
services. When the new PL management an- 
nounced its policy, the team wasprepared with 
the right idea at the right time. The PAT 
recommended combining a maze of existing 
funding categories into one element of ex- 
pense (EEIC) and the use of that one "pot" of 
funding to provide support services to all the 
scientists on a reimbursable basis. Although 
the idea may appear simple, it was a radical 
one for the Geophysics Directorate. This solu- 
tion would treat all customers equally, in ef- 
fect establishing a contractual situation be- 
tween the scientific and support functions of 
the laboratory. The arrangement completely 
changed the relationship between these activi- 
ties, emphasizing the customer/provider rela- 
tionship much more clearly. 

Rethinking the 
Research Library Operation 

The PL Research Library, part of the PL 
operation at Hanscom AFB, serves to illustrate 
how a change at the executive level proved the 
catalyst for functions within the organization 
to reshape the way they do business. Prior to 
the institution of the single EEIC concept, the 
Research Library received yearly funding to 
cover everything from journal renewals to 
online search costs. With the new policy in 
place, the Research Library now needed to 
identify the portion of its costs that could be 
drectly attributed to customer requests. Those 
costs would then be charged back to the indi- 
viduals requesting them. Simply put, all li- 
brary services that could be readily identified 
to a customer would be reimbursed, and the 
remaining operating costs would be funded by 
the library's budget. Concurrently, the funds 
allocated for the Library's operating budget 
would decrease, and the Library would be 

expected to make up the difference via the 
income from customers. 

The policy of reimbursement leaves the 
Research Library looking to its customers for 
a portion of its funding. At the same time, the 
scientific divisions will be looking at how to 
use their own diminishing funds most effec- 
tively; they may decide to forego requesting 
Dialog searches, document delivery, and other 
library services now that their own funds will 
cover the cost. The specter of losing customers 
and business confronts the Research Library, 
and for the first time in the Library's history, 
forces it to compete for customer dollars. This 
new focus on customer relations was initially 
threatening the library staff, but time has helped 
reveal the silver lining. To a great extent, how 
vital the library remains to the PL Laboratory 
is now up to the library itself. The new policy 
will mean more aggressive marketing of li- 
brary services and their value to the scientist, 
improving online search skills to keep the 
costs of online searching as low as possible, 
and surveying customers for the first time in 
years to see how current library service is 
perceived and if new services can be offered. 

Conclusion 
- - - 

As the PL Research Library discovered, no 
part of an organization is so insular or small 
that it will escape the effects of change. As 
seen here, this axiom holds true for an organi- 
zation of any size. In a way, it may be even 
more difficult to experience in a large bureau- 
cratic one because by the time the effects of 
change trickle to the bottom, those at the field 
level are powerless to do anything but accept 
what comes. Stepping beyond the anxiety and 
fear such change creates may seem impossible 
to do at times, but only by doing so can an 
organization use change as a tool for improv- 
ing its operation. 
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The Benefits of Quality 
Management to the Library and 
Information Services Profession 

by Ann lawes 

Performance and profitability will be the primary focus in the 1990s. Quality 
management as a contract between a service provider and its customers, based on 
agreed upon standards of service, provides the methodology for measuring 
performance in information services. Quality assurance provides benefits in 
marketing and public relations, service to the customer, improved organization and 
efficiency within the department, and improved staff morale. Attention to quality 
management produces proactive library service, and the vital link between 
information services and the administrative sector is enhanced. 

I t is said that to survive and thrive in the 
1990s, performance and profitability must 

be the primary focus in ourorganizations. This 
concept runs contrary to many of our 
profession's long-held aspirations and beliefs. 
At the same time, however, it opens a"window 
of opportunity" that enables us to tackle long- 
standing, erstwhile intractable problems con- 
cerned with the value of information and par- 
allel concerns about our image as a profession. 

Library and information services work is 
fascinating and fruitful in terms ofjob satisfac- 
tion, but frustrating and depressing in terms of 
the unending fight for funding and recogni- 
tion. Much effort has been expended, with 
little success, in the search for a means to 
determine the value and the impact of the 
services we provide. The situation has been 
complicated over the last decade by the con- 
stant need to review and justify services to 
administrators and financial controllers. 

Three years ago, at a conference of the 
Library Association's Medical Health and 
Welfare Group, I was exposed to the concept 
of quality, specifically the concept of quality 

services as a contract between a service pro- 
vider and its customers, based on agreed upon 
standards of service and delivery. My immedi- 
ate reaction was that this was a tool which 
could be used in library and information ser- 
vices, because it would increase understand- 
ing and, at the same time, involve users in 
justifying to management the financial and 
human resources needed to provide those ser- 
vices. I now know, of course, that quality and 
the concept of quality services is much more, 
but my initial enthusiasm remains. 

The actual process for achieving quality 
management is described elsewhere, and by a 
variety of authors with a variety of recommen- 
dations. There are indeed many different ap- 
proaches and systems, and most libraries will 
perforce adopt the ones chosen by their host 
organizations. Nevertheless, regardless of the 
system that ischosen, the cost in terms of time 
and money must not be underestimated. One 
of the problems, lucidly expressed by John 
Brockman of the United Kingdom Ministry of 
Defence, is that quality assurance is a holistic 
approach to management which can easily be 
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seen to embrace everything about a library, its 
management and its services.' The enormity of 
the idea, in such a framework, could lead to 
mental paralysis, a state of mind that must be 
avoided if one is to approach TQM for its 
positive benefits. 

The logical place to start, then, is to look at 
the first benefit-the consideration for adop- 
tion, if necessary-of the value set or mission 
statement for the parent organization and, by 
extension, for the library or information ser- 
vice that serves that organization. Such con- 
sideration is an essential forerunner to the 
quality process, as it provides the reference 
point for all that follows. 

It is vitally important that this value set be 
widely consulted and agreed upon in order to 
ensure ownership. In theseconsultations, which 
must take place before the process begins, 
there will undoubtedly be lengthy, even heated, 
discussion and argument, and differing per- 
ceptions of the library's raison d'etre will 
surprise and disturb many in the process. Nev- 
ertheless, the consequent clarity and honesty is 
beneficial, even required, for the long-term 
health of the organization and for a f i  foun- 
dation upon which to build the quality assur- 
ance program for the library or information 
services unit of the organization. 

Once a value set is agreed upon, the benefits 
of a quality assurance program fall into four 
major categories: 

Marketing and Public Relations 
Benefits to the Customer 
Organization and Efficiency 
Benefits to the Staff. 

Marketing and Public Relations 

A long-standing problem for library and 
information services units is their poor image. 
Host organizations frequently undervalue them, 
and customers rarely understand their contri- 
bution to overall organizational performance 
and often underestimate the process by which 
the service they receive is achieved.' Addi- 
tionally, in today's commercially-oriented 
society, the increasingly high cost of informa- 
tion provision and delivery exacerbates the 
entire situation. 

Quality is a high profile management issue. 
If a quality assurance program is adopted by 
the library or information department, that 
very act improves the image of the unit. If it is 
undertaken elsewhere in the organization and 
ignored in the library/information center, the 
department is seen as out of step with the rest 
of the organization and its image suffers ac- 
cordingly. In the UK, British Standard 5750 is 
awarded by one of 17 accrediting bodies, and 
organizations that seek BS5750 must imple- 
ment a widerangeof quality checks andrecords 
which are audited regularly by an inspector 
from the accrediting body. Asaprocess through 
which quality services are evaluated, accredi- 
tation sends a powerful message to senior 
management-the message that a first-rate 
service is being provided, carrying with it the 
authority of an outside auditor. 

Opportunities for improving marketing and 
public relations are also inherent in the quality 
assurance process itself. The necessity to con- 
sult widely about standards with customers 
and with other departments (such as finance 
and administration) about systems improves 
internal communications and understanding 
throughout the entire organization. The fact 
that everyone is working towards a common 
goal ensures that consultation is taken seri- 
ously and that it is focused and entered into in 
a helpful, cooperative spirit. Status barriers are 
broken down, because everyone-from sup- 
port staff to administrators and managers-is 
involved in the process of problem recognition 
and resolution. And as part of this general 
cooperation, there is anew recognition of what 
the library and information services unit needs 
from the organization as well as attention to 
what the organization expects. Respect and 
understanding are engendered all around. 

Applied throughout the organization, the 
quality assurance process can reinforce such 
information related issues as document han- 
dling standards and legal constraints, issues 
which the library and information services 
unit might have battled long and unsuccess- 
fully to address. While perhaps not strictly a 
marketing benefit, new attitudes related to 
quality assurance benefit the library, for users 
tend to capitulate when faced with the com- 
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bined might of a quality auditor and the library 
staff. And management, of course, strongly 
endorses the library and information services 
stance if it is threatened with withdrawal of the 
organization's accreditation. 

Similarly, the beneficial consequences of 
quality assurance can go beyond service to 
internal customers. In the UK, the trend- 
strong in some sectors, growing in others-is 
to limit doing business to companies that are 
fully QA (Quality Assurance) accredited, 
which means that attention to quality assur- 
ance accreditation is not a luxury for an infor- 
mation unit which offers fee-based informa- 
tion services to external clients. It is a business 
necessity, because cutting oneself off from a 
large part of one's potential market amounts to 
commercial suicide. 

Benefits to the Customer 

There can be no argument that a library's 
customers are entitled to consistent, quality 
services. This is not a new idea, and the library 
and information services profession has al- 
ways regarded a high standard of information 
provision its first priority. Indeed, the very 
basis of quality information service is already 
built into library and information services 
management, and much has already been 
achieved to ensure a quality level of service 
within established financial and staffing con- 
straints in place at any given time. Can quality 
assurance or TQM offer any further benefits to 
our customers? 

The answer to this question lies in the fact 
that the quality assurance process enables cus- 
tomers to have a greater say in the provision 
and delivery of information products, and the 
library, consequently, has more information 
about what customers want and how much 
they are prepared to pay for it. The customers 
decide whether they want and will pay for a 
Rolls Royce service or, if a "quick-and-dirty" 
product is sufficient for their needs. 

The emergence of quality standards that are 
agreed upon by the library and information 
unit and its customers is an immensely valu- 
able exercise, for as a consequence of the 
development of those standards, the organiza- 

tion is encouraged, and even required, to sup- 
ply the necessary resources for meeting those 
standards. This, of course, changes the qua-  
tion, because the library is no longer fighting 
for resources on its own. The library and its 
customers make the case for the necessary 
funds and staff together. 

And as part of the process, it should not be 
forgotten that a consistent quality product tai- 
lored to customers' needs builds market share 
and ensures customer loyalty. A benefit to the 
customer? Perhaps not, but it certainly ben- 
efits the library! 

Organization and Efficiency 

It is an old management axiom that systems 
in place for more than two years must be 
reviewed, because they can almost certainly 
be improved. Quality assurance is a powerful 
tool, motivator, and focus for such an activity. 

Measurement (or, if you wil1,proving that one 
does what one says one does) is the fundamental 
principle underlying quality assurance. Quality 
assurance's main claim to improving efficiency 
is that it reduces re-work costs by ensuring that 
tasks are performed properly the first time. A 
corollary of this, naturally, is that staff time is 
used more effectively, thus increasing produc- 
tivity. Waste is also eliminated or minimized, 
which helps the organization control costs and 
improve cost-effectiveness. 

The production of detailed work manuals is 
an essential ingredient of most quality assur- 
ance procedures. As this is already a feature of 
most library and information services sys- 
tems, it may only be necessary to bring exist- 
ing procedures manuals in line with current 
thinking within the organization.The main 
purpose here is to ensure consistency, provide 
guidelines for staff unfamiliar with particular 
routines, and assist with staff training. 

Hopefully, both within the organization and 
within the information unit itself, there will be 
many more examples of improved efficiency 
brought about through a quality assurance 
program. These will depend, of course, on the 
circumstances and systems already in place in 
any particular library. 

But efficiency is only half the story. Quality 
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assurance also brings about greatly improved 
management control. The information provided 
through monitoring the agreed upon standards 
and performance indicators--an inherent part 
of the process-ensures that the managers of 
library and information services units (and those 
who manage them) are constantly aware of 
changing demands and the strengths and weak- 
nesses of the services being offered. 

Such management control is, of course, im- 
portant to any library or information services 
operation. However, it becomes essential in a 
situation where an information service or part of 
the service is contracted out, for the controls 
must be used to monitor the contractor's perfor- 
mance. In these cases, control information is 
required for the production of specifications 
prior to the compilation of tender documents. 

Benefits to Staff 

It was noted earlier that one of the benefits of 
the quality assurance scheme is the breakdown 
of status barriers, between everyone from sup- 
port staff to administrators and managers in- 
volved in the process of problem recognition 
and resolution. Many of the benefits to staff 
grow out of this process. A team approach to 
problem solving is developed out of necessity 
and the manager's role becomes one of support 
and coaching, rather than one of authoritarian 
control. This produces a non-threatening envi- 
ronment where people work together and debate 
openly in order to solve problems and bring 
about change. 

Measuring compliance with agreed upon stan- 
dards and efficiency gives us important man- 
agement control information. The "people" as- 
pect of this information is that it improves 
communications vis-a-vis performance ap- 
praisal, assessment of training needs, etc. It 
gives such personnel procedures a firm, factual 
foundation and eliminates vagueness, which, 
for most staff, is a cause of insecurity and fear. 
Through an emphasis on fact and measurement, 
staff recognize what is expected of them and are 
better able to participate in the achievement of 
the unit's mutual goals. 

The result is that many organizations which 
have developed and implemented quality assur- 

ance systems report improved staff morale. As 
indicated above, the process clarifies employee 
responsibilities and objectives, giving a clear 
indication of the accountability and areas of 
responsibility of staff at all levels. This process 
results in a great morale booster as staff become 
confident in knowing exactly what they are 
doing, where those tasks fit into the scheme of 
things, and when and where to go for help if it is 
required. And linked to this, of course, is the 
concept of "empowerment," whereby power 
and responsibility devolve to the lowest pos- 
sible level. The structures and controls inherent 
in quality assurance are powerful enabling fac- 
tors in this process. 

Conclusion 
-- -- - - - - - - -- 

The library and information services profes- 
sion has always been committed to providing a 
high quality of service, and it has constantly 
sought ways to improve that quality. In the past, 
there was a clear presumption that the way to 
improvequality was toconsumemoreresources, 
to buy more books, recruit more staff and fi- 
nally, to move to larger premises. 

This approach is no longer valid for two 
reasons. First, therecomes a time when there are 
diminishing marginal returns for the resources 
we employ. Second, the political climate has 
changed dramatically. Perceived excess is no 
longer acceptable and society's concept is to 
holdonto, to cherish anduse what we have. If we 
wish to improve quality, we need to look for 
different solutions. We need to tackle the prob- 
lem at its source and attempt to raise quality 
levels within our existing resource constraints. 

Finally, it appears that the overwhelming 
benefit of quality assurance, or total quality 
management, for library and information ser- 
vices departments, is to provide avital link in the 
unit's relations with administrative and mana- 
gerial decision makers. The effect is that we 
become proactive rather than reactive, and we 
no longer simply react to an administrative 
mandate asking us to produce results, justify our 
worth, and relate what we do to our host organi- 
zations and their strategies and goals. Indeed, 
we do much more. With quality assurance, we 
initiate the mandate. 
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Aligning TQM and 
Organizational Learning 

This article addresses Total Quality Management (TQM) in the general frame of 
organizational learning, including the pitfalls that can hamper TQM's contribution to 
improving competitive advantage. To establish the issue of TQM more concretely, 
three topics will be explored: (1) why managers and executives currently find 
themselves faced with an array of "programs of the week," (2) the fit between one 
such program, TQM, and organizational learning, and (3) potential misuses inherent 
in TQM. 

M any management guidelines of the past 
decade devote attention to the constancy 

of change: changes in communication, @obi 
competition, transportation, information, and 
the work force itself. Indeed, the past decade has 
been remarkable, not only in the constancy of 
change, but the speed of change. To meet the 
challenges of this rapid pace, managers and 
executives are searching for solutions, ap- 
proaches, and answers. Typical of the alphabet 
soup of programs available are: Cost of Quality, 
High Involvement Initiatives, Standards and 
Issues Management, Quality Circles, Quality of 
Work Life, and Total Quality Management-in 
all its varied forms. None of these programs are 
bad. None of them are perfect. And none will 
work 5s a shortcut to a deep understanding of the 
organization. A sad observation of the last de- 
cade is that many employees and managers, 
confronted by the implementation of such pro- 
grams, view them as add-ons, overlays, or "pro- 
grams of the month." In the worst cases, these 
pessimists are right. 

By contrast, the good news relevant to these 
programs is that it is exciting to work in an 
organization that continuously learns and prac- 
tices any or all of these programs as processes to 
enhance learning andorganizational self-aware- 
ness. TQM is a tool that can facilitate such 
learning. 

The ordinary examples of the costs of orga- 
nizations that do not learn fill the newspapers 
daily as businesses fail, employees lose their 
jobs, and products are discontinued. More 
dramatic examples capture international at- 
tention as they become full-scale crises. In the 
worst cases, such crises escape organizational 
boundaries, affecting the public and the natu- 
ral environment. The space shuttle Challenger 
exemplified the dangers of short-term time 
pressures and the need to be right. The Exxon 
Valdez incident set new limits on the costs of 
not listening and not learning, as layers of 
communication links blocked critical infor- 
mation. Dow Coming's breast implant crisis 
resulted because the company did not learn to 
view potential product liability through the 
eyes of the customer. The decline and demise 
of the bulk of Sears' automotive repair ser- 
vices was the result of an inability to learn that 
placing the value of sales quotas above all else 
may result in just that outcome. 

All of these examples were preceded by 
warning signals that the organization was not 
prepared to hear or see or learn from. All of 
these examples involved a lack of integration 
of thinking and acting among levels of the 
organization. All of these examples lacked 
learning at the organizational level. 

Applied properly, TQM is not simply a 
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means of quantifying quality; it is a means of 
expanding organizational thinking and learn- 
ing capabilities. In the past, the essence of 
"quality" was to make products (or deliver 
services) according to fixed organizational 
standards. As this level of performance was 
attained, the goal shifted to producing goods 
(or services) that reliably matched customer 
needs (which might exceed or be different 
from previously accepted organizational stan- 
dards). Top firms are now trying to understand 
and achieve what Peter Senge calls the "latent 
needs" of the customer, that is, the features or 
products that the customer may truly value, 
but may have never requested. Common ex- 
amples might include facsimile machines or 
second-day express mail service. Achieving 
such innovations requires organizational flex- 
ibility and adaptability; that is, the ability to 
learn. 

Organizations that are capable of learning 
approach this level of production and service 
delivery by understanding theorganization, its 
stakeholders (the individuals, groups, and or- 
ganizations that can affect or beaffected by the 
success or failure of the organization), and its 
context (the organization's history, resources, 
physical environment, and business environ- 
ment). This level of understanding requires 
profound knowledge that emerges by break- 
ing down barriers among organizational func- 
tions, among divisions, and between the orga- 
nization and its environment. 

Lessons Learned 
- - -- 

Many articles and books have been devoted 
to describing what TQM is. This article will 
discuss what TQM is not. Each of these cave- 
ats flows from observations of the (faulty) 
implementation of TQM in actual organiza- 
tional settings. The intention of these lessons 
is to tell TQM advocates and potential advo- 
cates how to avoid misuse and abuse of TQM. 

Lesson 1: Lack of quotas doesn't mean 
lack of standards. Whether for products or 
services, standards are necessary to the suc- 
cess of TQM. If there is no uniformity of 
expectations, the lack of shared realized ex- 

pectations will cost the organization its cus- 
tomers. Yet, when introducing TQM, many 
organizations struggle to negotiate the bound- 
aries between control and empowerment. A 
worst-case example is that of a public informa- 
tion/entertainment organization that was in 
the early stages of implementing TQM. 

Managers of the organization had been con- 
vinced by their leader that employees should 
not be held accountable to fixed standards of 
service delivery. The rationale that accompa- 
nied this mandate was that employees should 
be self-motivated to deliver quality, and that 
imposing rules and regulations would stifle 
employee ownership of and involvement in 
the TQM process. Touring the facility re- 
vealed employees asleep on the job, filthy 
public access areas, and hostileattitudes among 
some of the front line workers. Though they 
were in the fourth month of their TQM effort, 
the principal guideline suggested to employ- 
ees had been, "treat the customer as you would 
a guest in your home." As a result, the level of 
service certainly left customers with a new- 
found, ill-received definition of "hospitality." 

Lesson 2: Quality isn't over-design; More 
isn't always better. This caveat suggests that 
organizations should consider context and 
customer base when setting quality standards. 
In general, customers want their expectations 
matched. But some well-intentioned organi- 
zations get caught in a perfectionist trap, set- 
ting standards so high that they are unattain- 
able. In a dramatic case of overzealous appli- 
cation of TQM, a public education and recre- 
ation facility set out to match Disney's stan- 
dards for quality service delivery. After sev- 
eral months of trying their best, formerly en- 
thusiastic employees were disappointed by 
their inability to attain their goals. After re- 
searching their standards further, they learned 
that Disney's employee-to-guest ratio is 1 to 7. 
By contrast, the very inexpensive admission 
prices at the public organization allowed best- 
case employee-to-guest ratio of only 1 to 27. 

Lesson 3: Quality isn't just an outward 
bound program. If quality delivered to the 
customer is unacceptable, it is often because 
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employees are treated poorly, either by their 
own organizations or by their customers. Little 
may be available to alter customer interactions 
initially, but the way employees are treated by 
their superiors and others in the organization is 
always within the control of the organization. 
It is in the best interest of the organization to 
exercise such positive control. 

A characteristic that differentiates service 
from manufacturing is that in service organi- 
zations, quality assurance must take place on 
the spot, generally by the same person who is 
delivering the service. In service delivery, 
there is no separate quality assurance function 
that can dspose of or rework inferior service 
(as there is in manufacturing). Therefore, ser- 
vice organizations cannot afford employees 
who are not appropriately servicing customer 
needs. But it takes a great deal of patience, 
perseverance, and psychological strength to 
fulfill the role of a "buffer." If employees are 
treated poorly or degraded by superiors, it is 
very difficult for the employees to override a 
natural impulse to respond negatively and, 
instead, deal pleasantly with customers. The 
risk for the organization that is inattentive to 
this loop is that what you hurl at others (em- 
ployees, subordinates, peers), you can expect 
to have returned in kind-and often toward 
your customers. 

Lesson 4: TQM can exacerbate problems 
of accountability and trust. Statistical con- 
trols and the goal of zero defects were estab- 
lished for what might be considered "simple" 
problems, ones which had easily measurable 
errors. In addition, corrective actions for those 
problems often flowed almost naturally from 
the measured results. However, the scope of 
TQM has changed considerably, as evidenced 
by the evolution from manufacturing to ser- 
vice applications, where goals and achieve- 
ments are often more difficult to define. In 
situations where exploration and experimen- 
tation are necessary to achieve quality, the 
uncertainty inherent in those associated tasks 
must be reflected if TQM is to be implemented 
effectively. To do otherwise may result in 
employees and management regarding TQM 
and its goals as unrealistic and unattainable- 

and, in the worst cases, TQM may be seen as 
nothing more than a manipulative tool. 

Lesson 5: TQM should never be valued 
more than good judgment. Some very bright 
managers of an organization that recently be- 
gan TQM were stymied by a complex problem 
regarding the abuse of educational tools that 
resulted in injuries to children who were the 
organization's visitors. True to their TQM 
training, they brainstormed solutions, created 
Isikawa diagrams, and collected data. But, 
while they applied these tools, visiting chil- 
dren were still incurring injuries. In fact, at the 
height of the problem, employees were using 
the incidents as data sources regarding how 
many children been injured, how may times 
bleeding had resulted, and how many of the 
injured had been taken to the hospital. The 
motivation to (inappropriately) implement 
TQM had supplanted the managers' good sense. 
This group of very bright people had let their 
confidence be eroded by technique. 

The challenge of TQM, like any other orga- 
nizational program, is to assure that its full 
systemic outcomes-its effects on the organi- 
zation at large, organizational stakeholders, 
and the organizational context-are consid- 
ered. The implementation and application of 
TQM must "fit" with participating organiza- 
tions' policies and procedures (the way work 
is supposed to be done) and with the organiza- 
tions' culture (the way work is actually ac- 
complished). Before initiating TQM, manag- 
ers must fully consider and understand the 
likely effects that the program will have on 
employees and the tasks they perform. TQM 
should be implemented only after there is 
reasonable understanding of the impact that it 
may have on stakeholders-work groups, 
throughout the organization, and outside the 
organization. TQM should be an effort imple- 
mented not for its own sake, but to enhance the 
learning capability of the organization. 

This paper is based on the Ron Coplen Lead- 
ership Address given by Dr. Pearson at the 
Special Libraries Association Winter Educa- 
tion Conference, January 1993. 
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The Future Challenge: 
Management and Measurement 
by Guy St. [lair 

Obtaining management involvement and devising accurate measurements of 
service are the two maior challenges in the application of benchmarking, Total 
Quality Mana ement, and the learning or anization as management techni ues in B library and in ormation services work. Bot a are accomplished through the ef 'I ective 
use of the library manager's interpersonal skills in determining what it is that 
management expects from the library and information services unit and how the 
services provided meet the information needs of the organization. 

T here are two major challenges in the appli- 
cation ofbenchmarking, Total Quality Man- 

agement and the learning organization as man- 
agement techniques in library and information 
services work. Both have to do with percep- 
tions of us and our work in the organizations 
which employ us, and both have immense 
impact on the success of our work. I refer to the 
acceptance, by senior management, of the value 
of our role in the organization, and our ability 
to measure, in terms which our managements 
understand, the value of the work we do. The 
first of these challenges primarily affects us 
and our work within the organization. The 
second, the understanding of measurement 
and the r ~ l e  it plays in our work, is vital to our 
success both within the organization and in the 
profession. Those who satisfactorily establish 
appropriate and viable methods of measure- 
ment in the library and information services 
field (and who share those concepts exter- 
nally) will find appreciation and grateful com- 
mendations of an anxious profession waiting 
for them. No one has yet devised a totally 
successful technique for measuring our work 
(and thus ensuring the support of senior man- 
agement), but when that comes, as I am confi- 
dent it will, those who devise it will be honored 
with its adoption by their peers. 

There are, as the selected bibliography for 

this issue indicates, numerous works covering 
benchmarking, Total Quality Management, 
and the learning organization. Each one offers 
a particular point of view, or "slant," if you 
will, of the institution or organization where it 
was created. In my work with seminar attend- 
ees in the corporate sector and government 
agencies, and with graduate students in library 
and information studies, I use an article by 
Michael Barrier. It is valuable for its succinct 
description of the quality process and its his- 
tory .' According toBarrier,there is wideagree- 
ment on the "essential ingredients" of TQM. 
They are: 

An intense focus on customer satisfac- 
tion; 

Accurate measurements; 
Continuous improvement of products and 
services; and 
New work relationships based on trust 
and teamwork. 

To these I add a fifth "essential" ingredient: 
total management commitment. In my opin- 
ion, no program in quality services can suc- 
ceed without the total support of the decision- 
makers in the organization. All of Barrier's 
"essential ingredients," including accurate 
measurement, flow from the efforts and enthu- 
siasm of senior management to provide the 
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best products and service possible-whatever 
they are. When those efforts and that enthusi- 
asm incorporate the organization's special- 
ized library or information services unit, the 
unit managers are blessed with a remarkable 
opportunity to participate in the organization's 
corporate striving for quality. It is a role 
which, as many have demonstrated, pays off 
admirably for the library or information ser- 
vices program. 

On the other hand, there are organizations in 
which senior management and/or the corpo- 
rate culture do not particularly embrace the 
concepts of benchmarking, Total Quality Man- 
agement, or the leaining organization. In fact, 
there are many situations where these tech- 
niques have been attempted, only to meet with 
abject failure because management was not 
involved, or, if it was involved, did not convey 
to staff the true meaning of the process and was 
thus unable to enlist staff support. 

"Empowerment" is a vitalizing force in our 
organizations, but without management back- 
ing, the term becomes nothing more than an 
empty word, and no one knows that better-or 
reads the situation moreclearly-than the very 
people whom management is attempting (per- 
haps with the best will in the world) to "em- 
power." As Bamer states, it all has to do with 
trust and teamwork, but the trust must go-- 
and must be perceived by staff to go-both 
ways. 

Nevertheless, even in organizations where 
the corporate culture and/or senior manage- 
ment is less than receptive to the concepts of 
benchmarking, TotalQuality Management and 
the learning organization, there are opportuni- 
ties for managers of the specialized library and 
information services units. The concepts can 
be utilized to strengthen and enhance the role 
of the units within their organizations. In the 
process, the managers embark on better man- 
agement practices, and at the same time, put 
themselves in leadership positions within the 
organization. No senior management officer- 
regardless of hisher lack of enthusiasm for 
these practices-can resist the allure of im- 
proved products and services, and if the man- 
ager of the specialized library has become 
skilled at measuring services in terms of what 

management wants measured, the door is open 
for improved participation not only at the 
immediate level affecting the library and in- 
formation services unit itself, but throughout 
the organization. At this point, though, the 
requirement is enthusiasm and commitment 
from the manager of the library or information 
services unit. This requirement, in light of the 
extra work and extra time involved, is often 
questioned. The payoff, however, is worth the 
investment, for in terms of the role of the 
library or information services unit within the 
organization, improved services and enhanced 
recognition make it all worthwhile. 

The first step, then, is the resolution on the 
part of the manager of the specialized library 
or information services unit, to bring 
benchmarking, Total Quality Management and 
the learning organization as management tech- 
niques into the unit itself. Once the manager 
has resolved to improve services emanating 
from the library, helshe will find it is a natural 
next step to advise senior management of what 
is being done. 

Anne M. Fredenburg, writing in Special 
Libraries in 1988, recognized that this step 
was of major importance: For special libraries 
"looking to strengthen a relationship with 
management," she wrote,"establishing a qual- 
ity assurance program may provide the key." 
Calling quality assurance the "vital link" in 
relating "what the library is and does to the 
organization's strategies and goals," 
Fredenburg set out a useful model for special- 
ized library and information services units, 
and her ten steps provide a practical and useful 
guide for library managers who want to initiate 
and implement a quality program.2 

That "vital link" which Fredenburg identi- 
fied provides the mechanism through which 
the library's manager works with senior man- 
agement. Once a decision has been made to 
attempt to institute a quality program, the 
manager must go to hisher supervisors and 
describe the plan. At this point, if the manager 
has structured the presentation carefully, se- 
nior management will not only endorse the 
program but should, if appropriate ground- 
work has been laid, embrace the program as a 
"pilot" program for the organization as a whole. 
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Alternatively, as happens more often, senior 
management will put arestrainton thelibrary's 
quality program in order to develop a program 
for the entire organization. This is an operation 
in which the library manager usually finds 
himselfherself playing an important role, if 
not as a member of the team itself, then surely 
as the resource person for the team. 
Whetherbenchmarking,TotalQuality Man- 

agement and the learning organization as man- 
agement techniques are activated by the orga- 
nization as a whole, or through the efforts of 
the manager responsible for the specialized 
library or information services unit, success is 
not achieved until we can determine the effec- 
tiveness of the programs. Measurement pro- 
vides the key, and at this stage the library 
manager is caught in the glare of the head- 
lights. No matter how sophisticated our pro- 
grams become, or how carefully we adapt and 
adjust the programs so they fit our specific 
situations, we must provide specific measures 
of success to our managements. These mea- 
surements are required of all other units within 
the organization, and management has a right 
to expect them of us. The fact that library and 
information services managers have not been 
held accountable for the services they provide 
in the past, because of some built-in regard for 
the "inherent good" of libraries (as one leader 
in the field put it), does not work today. Librar- 
ies and information units, like all services, 
must now prove their worth. It is this drastic 
change in thinking about library services that 
causes much consternation and concern among 
many traditionally educated librarians. 

No less an authority than W. David 
Penniman, President of the Council on Library 
Resources, has challenged library and infor- 
mation services managers to "change the way 
we measure success. . .to choose a new phi- 
losophy of information service leadership." 
Penniman suggests a value approach, recog- 
nizing that "every information service or prod- 
uct has a measurable value," positioning the 
library as "a delivery mechanism rather than a 
warehouse, with an emphasis on output, not 
 asset^."^ Similarly, W. Patrick Leonard, an 
academic administrator, calls for what he terms 
"new measures of effectiveness." From li- 

brary and information services professionals 
who report to him, he seeks "data that will 
more directly gauge the library's influence 
upon its various ~lients. '~ 

So one point of view in the library and 
information services field connects measure- 
ment with effectiveness, determining that the 
services provided relate to the success of the 
users as they utilize and implement the infor- 
mation they obtain from the library. At the 
other extreme, measurement has to do with 
more quantitativeand more tangible processes. 
This can be the "warehouse" notion so talked 
about in the profession today, or it can be more 
process-oriented, as in companies and organi- 
zations where units of workflow are measured 
and assessed. There are even some situations 
in which a combination is attempted and fre- 
quently meets with success. This was recently 
noted when Arthur Elias wrote about and re- 
ferred to a point made in the journal Informa- 
tion Retrieval and Library Automation: "Li- 
braries will gain merit as a result of their 
connectivity rather than by their holdings."' 
This statement, of major significance in its 
accuracy, provides new opportuni ties for mea- 
suring success in specialized library and infor- 
mation services units. 

In the measuring process, we provide our 
managers with the results of our measures, but 
we also look to our users, because they are the 
key to whether we are doing what we are 
supposed to be doing. Andrew Berner, writing 
about the smallest information services unit, 
concluded that quality in library and informa- 
tion services management is determined by 
the users, and library managers who recognize 
this are the library managers who succeed. 
"Those who achieve excellence in their librar- 
ies generally have a high level of awareness 
regarding their users, their users' needs, and 
their own role in helping their users meet those 
needs," Berner said.6 Does this not suggest 
(and I certainly believe it does) that the mea- 
surement of services is related to the success of 
those services in the eyes of the users? In the 
final analysis, the specialized library or infor- 
mation services unit can only be regarded as 
successful if its users are getting what they 
need from the library. 
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In fact, measurement does not have to be an 
eitherlor situation, quantitative or qualitative. 
Ann Lawes has succinctly put the issue in 
proper perspective for library managers. Asked 
about this nettlesome issue, which seems to be 
a problem for many specialized library man- 
agers (because their managements are not so 
much interested in statistics or workflow as in 
effectiveness), Lawes made a very clear case 
for working with management at the earliest 
possible stage when utilizing benchmarking, 
Total Quality Management or the learning 
organization as management techniques. 

"The establishment of agreed standards of 
performance," Lawes stated, "is basic to the 
success of the entire information operation." 
Lawes points out that if standards of service 
are set between customers, senior manage- 
ment, and the managers of the specialized 
library or information services units at the 
beginning of the process, performance indica- 
tors can then be determined as part of the same 
process.7 With the establishment of specific 
standards, the determination of the type of 
measurement, whether quantitative, qualita- 
tive, or some variation of each, follows logi- 

cally. The organization is, in fact, assessing 
what it perceives as valuable and important 
within the context of its total operation. 

It seems almost too easy, sometimes, to 
come to the correct conclusions about the 
services we manage, and we seem to seek 
complications. If there is success to be had in 
the management of library and information 
services, and if working with senior manage- 
ment and providing appropriate and accurate 
measurement is the key to that success, the 
obvious direction is to determine those activi- 
ties and opportunities which enable the library 
manager to know and to understand the direc- 
tions and needs of the organization as a whole. 
With this information, there is no reason why 
the library manager cannot act, providing the 
services the users need and backing up those 
services with the measurements that manage- 
ment requires. It does require Barrier's trust 
and teamwork, but it also requires, on the part 
of the person who is responsible for the man- 
agement of the library or information services 
unit, a willingness to go forward. Surely we 
can provide that. 
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Benchmarking, Total Quality Management, 
and The Learning Organization: 
New Management Paradigms for the 
Information Environment 

A Selected Bibliography 

by Guy Sf. Cluir 

The following titles were chosen because they 
provide useful guidance to the special library 
and information services manager who is seek- 
ing further information on these subjects. I am 
grateful to Mary Marshall, Mead Data Central, 
for permitting me to include titles from her list, 
published in the SLA Central Ohio Chapter 
Bulletin, Vol. 27, No. 2, February, 1992. I am 
also grateful to Kathryn Dorko, Special Li- 
braries Association, for her assistance in com- 
piling these titles. 

Please note that this list does not include 
references cited in the articles in this special 
issue. 
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East Meets 

On the Scene 

West, 
Environmentally and Electronically 

A Central and Eastern Europe Library Project 

by Barbara Roder 

H ow, or why, did I become the Technical 
Director of a U.S. government funded 

library project in Central and Eastern Europe 
(CEE)? This article will address that question, 
discuss the conceptualization of the project, its 
design, and its ongoing challenges. Hopefully, 
it will stimulate SLA members to participate in 
similar projects. 

Since 1985, when the Conservation Foun- 
dation (CF) affiliated with the World Wildlife 
Fund-US (WWF-US), I have been involved in 
the delivery of environmental information to 
developing countries. First I worked on an 
Environmental Information Service project 
funded by the US Agency for International 
Development (USAID). This project prima- 
rily responded to queries from USAID mis- 
sion offices about environmental and health 
impacts of various chemical exposures. This 
effort evolved, through several funding cycles, 
to become an Environmental Advisory Ser- 
vice. The three-person team responded to a 
broader array of questions, with policy impli- 
cations, from an enlarged constituency. Our 
responses were commonly digests of current 
information written from the perspective of 
WWF or CF staff experience. In some cases, 
we supplied bibliographies and actual docu- 
ments, but our emphasis was on producing a 
practical synthesis tailored to specific needs. 

World Wildlife Fund and its Library 

In 1990, CF was absorbed by WWF-US. 
The World Wildlife Fund, founded in 1961, is 
an international organization with headquar- 
ters in Gland, Switzerland. There are 28 na- 
tional affiliates, forming a loose confedera- 
tion, and a growing number of field offices. 

Ourparticular mission at WWF-US is driven 
by a "passion for Nature, grounded in solid 
science, and shaped by an understanding that 
addressing human needs is the key to all long- 
term conservation efforts." (World Wildlife 
Fund, Annual Report, 1992). We employ 5 
broad strategies to meet the conservation chal- 
lenge: 

Creating and preserving protected 
areas; 
Linking conservation and human 
needs; 
Building conservation infrastructure; 
Protecting species of special concern; 
Addressing global threats. 

With a 300-person multinational staff in 
Washington, D.C., we employ many tools to 
realize our goals. We engage in and fund field 
work, administer small- and medium-sized 
grants, communicate the results of our work, 
and try to influence the policy agenda for the 
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promotion of sustainable development. Our 
funding comes from dues, catalog sales, li- 
cense agreements, bequests, individual and 
corporatecontributions, foundation grants, and 
government contracts. The WWF-US Library 
is small, with 10,000 volumes and430 journal 
subscriptions, but has access to shelves of 
fugitive literature in private offices. We use 
several CD-ROM products; the organization 
is also gearing up for Geographic Information 
System capability. Internally, thelibrary serves 
all our differentprograms as well as the admin- 
istrative office; externally, we work with con- 
servation projects, field offices, and our other 
national organizations. We are also open to the 
public by appointment. 

USAID Cooperative 
Agreement and Funding 

A non-governmental organization (NGO) 
can serve as a catalyst because it is often able 
to do work that other kinds of organizations are 
not free to undertake. Since 1990, WWF-US 
has had a two-person CEE program whose 
main focus has been the establishment of a 
CEE network and the publication of a quar- 
terly newsletter which tracks environmental 
and NGO activities in the region. The program 
provides the chance to participate in a consor- 
tium for theexecution of a multi-year Environ- 
mental Training Project (ETP). The Consor- 
tium members include the University of Min- 
nesota, University of Pittsburgh's Center for 
Hazardous Materials Research, the Institute 
for Sustainable Communities, and the WWF- 
US. In a competitive process, the ETP award, 
Cooperative Agreement #EUR-004 1-002- 
2020, was madeinNovember 1991. The agree- 
ment was officially signed in February 1992. 

The CEE Library Project 
- - 

I was intrigued with how reactions to envi- 
ronmental problems or "ecoglasnost" contrib- 
uted to 1989 citizens' revolutions in CEE. 
Since information, its generation and distribu- 
tion, is a cornerstone of democratic tradition, I 
was curious to see how the emerging democ- 
racies would forge new information tradi tions. 

I wanted to understand how this profession, in 
CEE, would adopt innovative technologies 
and challenge American libraries in a new 
"fragile" economic climate. 

Additionally, I wanted to provide a positive 
vehicle by which U.S. environmental librar- 
ians and others could pool their energies and 
resources to make a significant contribution in 
CEE. 

Many factors and activities contributed to 
my sense of opportunity and urgency. There 
were interesting initiatives, such as the Frost 
Special Task Force of the Development of 
Parliamentary Libraries, programs at the United 
States Information Agency (USIA), monies 
available through the Support for East Euro- 
pean Democracy (SEED) Act of 1989, the 
1991 SLA State of the Art Institute, private 
assistance from such places as the Soros Foun- 
dation and the Rockefeller Brothers' Fund and 
the publication of the fledgling Green Library 
Journal. I was in a position to monitor devel- 
opments and look for a significant niche for the 
Environment and Resource Management Di- 
vision (ERMD) to become a player and per- 
haps even demonstrate toother SLA Divisions 
or Chapters an organized way to make a con- 
tribution. I believed that the Special Library 
Association had much to offer. 

And many promising initiatives continue to 
spring up! The June 1992 Earth Summit in 
Rio, a new administration with commitments 
to both global environmental problems and 
telecommunications, and the intemationdiza- 
tion of SLA are just a few. But lasting change 
in information provision and access will take 
time and much collaboration. 

Pure serendipity led me to form a Library 
Project partnership with Czeslaw Jan Grycz, 
University of California, Division of Library 
Automation, and founding director of the 
Wladyslaw Poniecki Foundation, headquar- 
tered in Oakland, CA, with several field of- 
fices in CEE. Grycz's extensive experience 
with electronic publishing and communica- 
tion, library automation, and teaching comple- 
mented my experience with environmental 
groups, issues, and policies. His interest in 
training CEE information professionals in elec- 
tronic connectivity and mine in finding a ve- 
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hicle for the ERMD Division to engage in 
networking and "twinning" intersected at our 
common concern for the environmental deg- 
radation in CEE and interest in invoking a 
spirit of volunteerism and cooperation. 

Our plans, as they developed, called for the 
compilation of a directory of environmental 
libraries and collections in CEE. We would 
identify six national coordinators (one from 
each of the USAID target countries: Poland, 
Hungary, the Czech and Slovak Republics, 
Bulgaria, and Romania). We would convene a 
two-day meeting in Warsaw, Poland and iden- 
tify the institutions to contact, design a survey 
and needs assessment, and capture and enter 
data from these collections into a software 
program. We would print the directory, make 
it available to the ERMD and CEE counter- 
parts, distribute a revised ERMD directory in 
CEE, and promote "twinning" based on the 
commonalties discovered in these directories. 
Provisions for updatefrevisions to the Library 
project directory and its database housing in 
CEE wouldbe futureprojects. We would try to 
find other funding and partners to meet further 
needs discovered in the survey. 

We discussed our directory concept in many 
circles. Wehave been gratified by thecomments 
of many project reviewers, both within and 
outside of SLA. 

The tightly budgeted CEE Library Project, as 
designed and implemented so far, is an ambi- 
tious challenge. It is important to direct the 
results of the survey and needs analysis to meet 
the information needs of citizens and NGOs in 
CEE. It is the NGOs who will serve as watch- 
dogs over the free market economies and their 
governments as they work to write and imple- 
ment new environmental laws and regulations. 
Wecontinue to fulfill the time line and reporting 
requirements of the Consortium and USAID. 
We identified the six national coordinaton based 
on assembled recommendations of consultants, 
professors, ambassadors, librarians, and bio- 
graphical information. The final group repre- 
sented a spectrum of the information sector- 
public and academic librarians, a government 
agency manager, and a private information con- 
sultant. We arranged INTERNET connectivity 
for five of them through EARN, the European 

equivalent of BITNET. Connectivity to Ro- 
mania was elusive but finally, through a 
FIDONET node, we established communica- 
tion in February, 1993. We organized a meet- 
ing for the project team and invited guests to 
the Polish National Library. We made all ar- 
rangements electronically, within one month. 

At the meeting we established a collabomtive 
group process. We needed to design a survey 
instrument that would allow us to look for 
linkages with U.S. libraries and permit gather- 
ing data for analysis of the state of environmen- 
tal information generally. We had to agree on 
software, database elements, and establish a 
criteria for library inclusion since we did not 
want to overlook small, specialized collections 
which mightbeof the most interest. Weadopted 
a set of environmental terms to describe collec- 
tion areas. We discussed technical challenges 
such as the production of national character sets 
to be printed out on a Postscript laser printer at 
the final directory stage. 

As I write, further challenges remain. We 
await the receipt of all entries from our na- 
tional coordinators, on diskettes through the 
mail or wired electronically. There will be 
technical and substantive editing of the en- 
tries, printing and dissemination of the direc- 
tory, defining and adapting twinning models 
for the ERMD Division, analysis of the needs 
assessment results, and revision and update of 
the directory itself. We are seeking more fund- 
ing and anticipate an expanded conference for 
CEE environmental librarians in the fall. We 
continue to welcome advice and involvement 
from colleagues, and we are hopeful that the 
directory will facilitate exchanges of lasting 
and significant value. 

The work here was made possible through sup- 
port provided by the Ofice of Development 
Resources, Bureau for Europe, USAID. The 
opinions expressed in this article do not neces- 
sarily reflect the views of USAID. 

Environmental Terms and 
Descriptors 

In spite of the fact that the term "environ- 
ment" is used all over the world, the word is 
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imprecise and fluid. As Bill Giffords wrote 
recently in the Washington Post (March 7, 
1993), environmentalism is the most ubiqui- 
tous and ungraspable of all "isms." In the same 
article,Phil Shabecoff, formerNew York Times 
environmental reporter, states that environ- 
mentalism is a "box" into which a broad range 
of political thought can fit. 

Although there are several published 
thesaurii of environmental terms, the Library 
Project instead adopted a listing of the catego- 
ries used to organize the material in the Yale 
School of Forestry and Environmental Stud- 
ies: Island Press Bibliography of Environ- 
mental Literature (Washington, D.C., The Is- 
land Press, 1993). These categories include: 

Whole Earth Systems and Condi- 
tions: Global Resources and 
Environment, Environmental Manage- 
ment, Biological Systems. Ecology, 
Biodiversity, Conservation Biology, 
Genetics, Physical and Chemical Sys- 
tems, Geology and Earth Sciences, 
Energy; 

Air and Atmospheric Environment: 
Atmosphere, Climate, Weather, Cli- 
mate Change, Air Pollution, 
Atmospheric Chemistry, Acid Rain, 
Ozone; 

Water, Hydrosphere, Aquatic Envi- 
ronment: Freshwater, Marine, 
Fisheries, Aquatic and Marine Sci- 
ences, Freshwater Biology and 
Ecology, Water-Physical Aspects and 
Hydrology, Marine-Physical Aspects, 
Water Pollution, Groundwater Pollu- 
tion, Erosion, Reclamation; 

Plants, Agriculture: Food, Crops, 
Cropping Systems, Landscaping, Hor- 
ticulture, Range Management, Plant 
Sciences, Plants, Vegetation, Plant 
Ecology, Endangered Plants, Genetic 
Resources, Diseases and Pests, Pesti- 
cides, Pollution, Soil and Water 
Relations; 

Trees, Forests, Forestry: Regions, 
Forest Management and Silviculture, 
Afforestation, Species, Genetic Re- 
sources, Air, Soil and Water Relations, 
Pollution; 

Animals Wildlife: Wildlife Manage- 
ment, Animal Protection, Animal 
Biology and Zoology, Mammals- 
Guides, Species and Regions, Aquatic 
Mammals, Primates; Birds-Guides, 
Lists; Amphibians, Reptiles, Fish, In- 
vertebrates, Endangered Species; 

Society, Culture, Human Ecology: 
Society and Environment--Country 
Studies, Social and Human Ecology, 
Population, Human Evolution, Tribal, 
Rural, Urban Communities; Environ- 
mental Organizations and Movements, 
Eduction and Communication, Leisure 
and Recreation; 

Ethics, Literature, Arts: Ethics, Phi- 
losophy, Religion, Nature Writing and 
Thought, Arts, Architecture, Historic 
Preservation; 

Law, Politics, Government: Intema- 
tional Law and Policies, National Laws 
and Policies, National Politics and 
Policies, Laws and Legislation, Courts, 
Disputes, Executive Agencies, Admin- 
istration and Regulation, Natural 
Resources, Forests, Parks, Wilderness, 
Water, Wildlife, Minerals, Pollution 
Control, including Hazardous Wastes, 
Local and Regional Laws and Policies; 
Land Preservation--Trusts and Parks; 

Economy, Economics, Business and 
Industry: Economy, Costs and Ben- 
efits, Valuation, Development or 
Sustainable Development, Industry- 
Economic Sectors, Natural Resource 
Industries, Agriculture and Forest 
Products, Pollution and Industrial 
Waste, Energy, Environmental Busi- 
ness; 
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Health, Medicine, Human Biology: 
Public Health, Toxic Threats and Haz- 
ards, Risk Assessment, Toxicology, 
Health Protection and Safety, Emer- 
gencies; . 
Engineering, Technology: Pollution 
Prevention, Environmental Control 
Technology, Solid Waste, Recycling, 
Biotechnology, Hazardous Wastes, Air 
Pollution Control, Water Engineering, 

Water Pollution Control, Wastewater 
Civil Engineering, Nuclear and other 
Energy Technology; 

Research Methods: Information 
Sources, Reference Books, Journals, 
Guides, Quantification, Measurement, 
Statistics and Data, Modelling and 
Simulation, Assessment and Monitor- 
ing, Testing and Analysis. 

-- 

Barbara Rodes is Director of the World Wildlife Fund Library in Washington, DC. 

Call for Reviewers 
Care to extend your professional association involvement? Become a vital part of SLA's Serial 
Publications Program. SLA needs referees for its peer review process of Special Libraries manu- 
scripts and reviewers for books, software and CD-ROM products. If you'd like to extend your 
professional involvement in SLA, please fill out this form and mail or fax to Manager, Serial 
Publications, SLA, 1700 18th St., NW, Washington, DC 20009; te1.(202) 234-4700; fax (202) 265- 
9317. 

I will review: Cl Manuscripts LI books O software O CD-ROMs 

Name 

Mailing address: 

Phone ( Fax ( 

Please list your area(s) of expertise:(i.e.: library management, medicaYcorporate/inter- 
national librarianship, technology, Internet, TQM, etc.) 
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SLA in Cincinnati: The Annual Conference 

by Lauren M. Emmolo 
Manager, Communications 

M embership commitment to careers and 
the Association was quite apparent this 

year when special librarians from the United 
States, Canada, and around the word attended 
SLA's 84th Annual conference in Cincinnati, 
OH, June 5-10. Despite the continued reces- 
sion, the Conference fared very well, with 
attendance reaching 5,166. 

The "Queen City of the West" offered 
friendly faces and a unique charm. Right from 
the beginning conference-goers were greeted 
in the affable city with a billboard sign that 
read: "Welcome to Cincinnati, SLA. Lexis- 
Nexis-Your Information Partners." And 
members who seized the opportunity to attend 
the June afternoon Cincinnati Reds game re- 
ceived a moment of glory when both 
scoreboards flashed a sign that read "Special 
Libraries Association." Other welcome signs 
were posted throughout the city in restaurants 
and bookstores. 

Leaders hip Reception 

The conference week kicked off with a 
special reception hosted by SLA for VIPs of 
the information profession to meet with Cin- 
cinnati business and civic leaders. Held at the 
Bankers Club on June 3, the reception pro- 
vided members of the profession with an op- 

Many Corgference-goers were first welcomed 
to Cincinnati by Lexis-Nexis' giant sign. 

portunity to discuss, in an informal setting, 
how they can cooperate to put knowledge to 
work for their organizations and communities. 
Proctor & Gamble President John E. Pepper 
was honored at the reception for his commit- 
ment to the twin goals of information literacy 
and lifelong learning. 
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Presenting a plaque to Pepper, then Presi- 
dent Catherine "Kitty" Scott said, "Through 
his leadership and staunch support of the Cin- 
cinnati Youth Collaborative, Mr. Pepper has 
encouraged youths to stay in school, where 
they can obtain the education they need to 
effectively use information at home and on the 
job." 

Accepting the plaque, Pepper stressed the 
value of continued learning because it helps 
people to achieve what is important in their 
lives. 

SLA Kickoff Event 

Six hundred sixty-four conference-goers 
treated themselves to this year's mouth-water- 
ing kickoff event. Held at the main branch of 
the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton 
County on June 6, the reception was a veritable 
dessert feast, andattendees relaxed with cham- 
ber music. 

In a brief address to the attendees, Rebecca 
Vargha, Chair of the Cincinnati Conference 
Program Committee, spoke about the history 
of the library and the services it provides. 

Also that evening, which was sponsored by 
Mead Datacentral, SLA was presented with a 
check for $4,750. The funds came from the 
sale of Mead Data Central's video, "Your 
Information Partners: Communicating with 
Upper Management" and will help fund future 
SLA public relations activities. 

Accepting the contribution, then SLAPresi- 
dent Catherine "Kitty" Scott thanked Mead 
Data Central for its commitment to enhancing 
the image of special librarians. 

Division Programs 

The Conference featured more than 400 
sessions, professional development courses, 
and special events. Attendees had a gamut of 
hot topics to choose from, ranging from the 
impact of environmental regulations on busi- 
nesses and changes on the 1994 Scholastic 
Aptitude Tests to food safety and the effects of 
pesticides. 

Professional Development 

Nearly 1,000 information professionals took 
part in SLA's annual offering of quality con- 
tinuing education programs. With 29 courses 
to choose from, the 1993 professional devel- 
opment slate included a mix of Middle Man- 
agement Institute units, an ExecutiveManage- 
ment course on "Advanced Topics in Manage- 
rial Decision Making," Division courses, as 
well as a variety of other SLA continuing 
education courses. 

This year's hot topics included Internet, 
CD-ROM, and copyright law. Both MMI 
courses - "Human Resources" and "Tech- 
nology and Applications" - were sold out. 

SLA offered six new courses this year: 

"CD-ROM: Local and Wide-Area 
Networking Technologies;" 
"Inside the PC: The Basics;" 
Introduction to INTERNET: Browsing 
the Virtual Shelves;" 
"Using the Information Audit to Maxi- 
mize Your Effectiveness;" 
"Building Quality through Benchmark- 
ing;" and 
"From Information Manager to Infor- 
mation Designer: Using Multimedia 
Technology in the Special Library." 

Also new this year, SLA cosponsored a career 
management workshop on "Changing Jobs - 
Making the Right Next Move" with Advanced 
Information Management. A number of attend- 
ees said they attended the workshop because 
they are seeking employment and want to gain 
better career management skills. More than 60 
special librarians attended this workshop. 

SLA againconducted theEmployment Clear- 
inghouse and the Career Advisory Service, both 
of which were very well received by attendees. 

If you weren't able to attend the Internet or 
CD-ROMcourseat the Conference, they will be 
offered along with a number of other technol- 
ogy-related courses and seminars on January 
23-25, 1994, at SLA's InfoTech '94 in Dallas, 
TX. 
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Keynoters 

1993 conference-goers were treated to two 
dynamic keynote speakers-internationally- 
known inventor Raymond C. Kunweil and 
management psychologist Barbara Mackoff. 

Kurzweil, who addressed the Conference 
attendees at the General Session I on June 7, 
provided the membership with stimulating 
predictions. For example, he said the truly 
viable "virtual" book will be a palm-top com- 
puter, and the day is not far away. 

"Economic issues have been dominating 
national consciousness," Kurzweil said. "To- 
day, the correct answer to the question of how 
to advance economic competitiveness is to 
foster the creation of intellectual property." 

"If innovation and invention-which is to 
say, the creation of knowledge that has eco- 
nomic value-is increasingly the cornerstone 
of wealth and power, then we need the right 
strategy as we enter the 2nd Industrial Revolu- 
tion," he added. Kurzweil went on to explain 
the "Kurzweil seven-point program" to creat- 
ing intellectual property in the 1990s. 

Kurzweil hasa long list of achievements. He 
was the principal developer of the first omni- 
font optical character recognition technology 
in 1976, the first print-to-speech reading ma- 
chine for the blind (The Kurzweil Reading 
Machine) in 1976, the first computer music 
keyboard capable of accurately reproducing 
the sounds of the grand piano and other orches- 
tral instruments (the Kurzweil 250) in 1984, 
and the first commercially-marketed large 
vocabulary speech recognition technology 
(Kurzweil VoiceReport) in 1987. 

He is the author of "The Futurecast," a 
monthly column in Library Journal, and the 
award-winning book The Age of Intelligent 
Machines. His documentary film of the same 
name has received seven national and interna- 
tional awards. 

Kurzweil's address was funded in part by 
Dialog Information Services, Inc. and the 
Highsmith Company. 

Mackoff filled the General Session I1 on 
June 8 with a discussion on self-renewal. She 
described a series of self-renewal tools that 
enabled participants to learn specific skills to 

renew energy, maintain alertness, stamina, 
and creativity; restore perspective, and en- 
hance decision-making. 

In her explanation of the "paradox of re- 
newal," she introduced four "beliefs" or rea- 
sons that people give for not taking time for 
renewal, and she proposed an alternative style 
to make the most of private time. She sug- 
gested lowering your standards and shorten- 
ing your "to do" list. 

In addition, Mackoff challenged the mem- 
bership to "resist the managerial urge to 
overschedule." You don't need to everything, 
she said. 

As a consultant and lecturer, Mackoff's ap- 
proach to managing stress and increasing pro- 
ductivity is in demand by corporations around 
the work, including IBM, AT&T, PepsiCo 
International, Boeing,andDupont, amongoth- 
ers. Her advice on business and psychology 
has been featured in frequent appearances on 
television and radio, including "The Today 
Show," "CBS Morning News," "Hour Maga- 
zine," "Late Night America," and "All Things 
Considered." 

Mackoff is the author of Leaving the 
Office Behind, What Mona Lisa Knew, and 
The Art of Self-Renewal, as well as the 
forthcoming book Lessons from a Caterpil- 
lar. 

Mackoff s presentation was funded by 
The Faxon Company. 

Highlights of Actions Approved by 
the SLA Board 

The 1992193 SLA Board of Directors ended 
their tenure with a bang, approving numerous 
recommendations that will initiatechanges for 
the upcoming Association year. At their meet- 
ing on June4-5, they accepted theNominating 
Committee's slate of candidates to run for 
office for the 1994/95 Association year. The 
candidates for office are: 

President-Elect: Jane Dysari 
L Susan Hayes 

Treasurer: Donna Wills Scheeder 
Richard Wallace 
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Chapter Cabinet 
Chair Elect: Frank D. Lopez 

Barbara M. Spiegelman 

Directors: Charlene M. Baldwin 
Robert Bellonli 
Colin M. McQuillan 
Hope N. Tillman 

Highlights of other Board Actions include: 
The establishment of an SLA Legal 
Division. 
The approval of Marilyn D. White, As- 
sociate Professor at the College of 
Library and Information Services, Uni- 
versity of Maryland, as the recipient of 
the 1993 Research Grant. 
The support of initiatives such as the 
National Competitiveness Act of 1993, 
which recognize the importance of in- 
formation technology to enhance 
competitiveness and scientific research 
for increased economic growth. 
The support of retention of the Gradu- 
ate School of Library and Information 
Scienceat theuniversity of California- 
Los Angeles. 
Reauthorization of the Diverse Issues 
Caucus until the 1996 Annual Confer- 
ence. 
Approval of the Equal Pay for Equal 
Work Policy. This new policy will re- 
place the previous Sex 
Based Wage Discrimi- 
nation Policy. 
Approval of a policy de- 
tailing guidelines and 
responsibilities of SLA 
representatives to other 
organizations and agen- 
cies. 
Defeat of the Finance 
Committee's recom- 
mendation that the 
Association delay im- 
plementation of accept- 
ing dues payments by 
credit card. 
Approval of New York 
City as the site of the 

2003 Annual conference. Defeated a 
request that New York beconsidered as 
a Conference site on a six-year cycle. 
Approval of the Public Relations 
Committee recommendation that SLA 
postpone taking action on changing the 
Association's name or logo pending 
progress of the implementation of the 
PREPS Commission recommendations, 
a review of the findings of the Vision- 
ing Committee, and a review of the 
Association's progress in achieving the 
priorities of the SLA Strategic Plan. 
Adoption of a new three-year public 
relations plan submitted by the SLA 
P.R. Committee. 

Exhibitors/Sponsors 

Information professionals at the Confer- 
ence had the opportunity to visit 421 booths 
hosted by nearly 275 companies. And, for the 
first time, SLA offered 16 table top exhibits for 
non-profit organizations and "start-up" com- 
panies. Featuring the latest in information tech- 
nology and updated old products, exhibitors 
were on hand to discuss trends in the informa- 
tion profession. A number of exhibitors con- 
ducted demonstrations of their products and 
had free samples for visitors. 

This year, the June reception for attendees in 
the exhibit hall offered ice cream floats as a 

Attendees traversed the exhibit hall, taking in 421 booths hosted 
by nearly 275 companies. 
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change of pace from previous years and addi- 
tional refreshment breaks were provided for 
the attendees each day in the exhibit hall. 

Key sponsors of events and products at this 
year's Conference were: 

Dialog Information Services, cospon- 
sor of the General Session I and 
contributor to the Fellow's Reception 
for First-Time Attendees; 
Disclosure, Inc., cosponsor of the SLA 
Fellows' Reception for First-Time At- 
tendees; 
The Faxon Company, sponsor of Gen- 
eral Session 11; 
The Highsmith Company, cosponsor of 
General Session I; 
Inmagic, Inc., provider of the comput- 
erized conference attendee locator; 
Mead Data Central, sponsor of the 
SLA Kickoff Event and cosponsor of 
the SLA Fellows' Reception for First- 
Time Attendees; 
Readmore, Inc., sponsor of the Divi- 
sion Planners Office; 
STN International, supplier of the Con- 
ference tote bags; and 
UMI, sponsor of the Guide to SLA Ex- 
hibits. 

The Annual Business Meeting 

The Annual Business Meeting took place 
June 9. The agenda included speeches from 
the Association's leadership, official installa- 
tion of the new Board members, and recogni- 
tion of the 1993 SLA Fellows and the recipi- 
ents of the P.R. Award, Special Recognition 
for Excellence in Public Relations During 
National Library Week/International Special 
Librarians Day, and the Meckler Award for 
Innovations in Technology. 

President's Report 
In her farewell address, outgoing President 

Catherine "Kitty" ~cot t 'be~an by explaining 
that "visioning" is a commitment to rethinking 
and reviewing an organization. To foster the 
visioning process, she appointed a "Visioning 
Committee" last year to develop a framework 
and methodology to discover an SLA vision. 

She explained that the aim of the Committee is 
"to infuse SLA with new energy, direction, 
and a deeper member commitment" and 
stressed that she wants the vision to involve as 
many members ils poss ib le  because "you 
(the membership) are the eyes and ears of SLA 
and can identify important future trends." 

Scott told the membership that the 
Committee's request for an extension was 
approved by the Board to continue its work 
with the Chapters and Divisions throughout 
the Summer and Fall, gathering as much mem- 
ber input as possible until November, when 
the Committee will begin working on a draft 
statement. Thestatement will be presented for 
Association approval. 

Scott detailed the growth of the SLA mem- 
bership, which has exceeded 14,000. She also 
noted that two new Student Groups were 
formed this past year-at the Universite de 
Montreal and the University of Maryland at 
College Park. 

She mentioned that the new Publication 
Committee has begun reviewing the top three 
SLA serial publications, Special Libraries, 
SpeciaList, and Who's Who in Special Librar- 
ies. The committee has made a few recom- 
mendations, but implementation depends on 
the costs involved. Scott said a few possible 
approaches have been proposed-the ap- 
pointed of an editorial board from the mem- 
bership to manage the editorial content of 
Special Libraries, as proposed by an earlier 
committee, and incorporation of the Specidist 
and Who's Who in Special Libraries onto the 
Internet. 

One of the highlights of the year, she said, 
was the implementation at SLA Headquarters 
of an Internet-accessible electronic mail ad- 
dress. 

Scott stated that in order to make certain the 
Association is fully aware of how intemation- 
alization may impact its future, the Board 
requested staff to prepare a White Paper for 
discussion and planning purposes, which the 
International Relations Committee subse- 
quently reviewed. The review resulted in the 
formation of four sub-talk groups: Member- 
ship Policy, International Membership Dues, 
International Membership Services and Sup- 
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port, and International Membership Gover- 
nance. 

"Win or Lose!" Scott proclaimed. "One of 
the most critical investments we made this 
year was the allocation of resources to file as a 
friend of the court (amicus curiae) brief in the 
case of the American Geophysical Union et al. 
vs. Texaco." SLA joined the Association of 
Research Libraries, American Association of 
Law Libraries, Medical Library Association, 
and American Council of Learned Societies in 
support of Texaco's appeal. 

Scottwent on todec1arethat"PREPS Lives!" 
She reported that the final recommendations 
of the Presidential Study Commission on Pro- 
fessionalRecruitment,Ethics, andProfessiona1 
Standards were presented to the Board. She 
said that recruitment into special librarianship 
as a career choice was high on the implemen- 
tation list and that the Professional Develop- 
ment Committee will be asked to investigate 
certification. Recruitment efforts have included 
attending career days, working with career 
guidance officers in schools, and intern pro- 
gram s. 

She stressed that communication is key, and 
urged the membership to write for Specidist, 
speak before different forums, and communi- 
cate with the Board. 

Scott concluded by challenging the audi- 
ence to maximize theirpotential.. . "Come, let 
us 'Celebrate Our Vision' together!" 

Executive Director's Report- 
"If It Is To Be. . ." 

This year'sstate-of-the-Association Address 
by SLA Executive Director David R. Bender 
focused on the future direction of the Associa- 
tion and also recounted its accomplishments. 

Bender's presentation, "If It Is To Be. . .," 
provided an analysis of how the globalization 
of the economy is impacting the information 
profession and how this will affect SLA in 
coming years. Quoting President Bill Clinton, 
Bender said,"By now weare woven inextrica- 
bly into the fabric of a global economy. . . 
Information has become global, indeed it has 
becomeKing of theglobal economy." Whether 
we see it or not, Bender stated, "our daily lives 
are touched everywhere by the flow of com- 

merce that crosses national borders as inexora- 
bly as the weather." 

Because of the emergence of the global 
marketplace and the internationalization of 
information, SLA has been gradually increas- 
ing its global focus, particularly in recent years. 
Bender asserted that SLA's international ac- 
tivities are of "paramount importance, be- 
cause from here will probably come much of 
our future growth in membership and ser- 
vices." He reported that the European Chapter 
is undergoing a remarkable revitalization and 
that three Canadian Chapters are outgrowing 

Executive Director David Bender focused 
on the future direction of the Association in 
his address. 

many U.S. Chapters. The Arabian Gulf is SLA's 
newest Chapter and the next expansion, Bender 
noted, may occur in Australia, because a group 
of special librarians "down under" is exploring 
options for creating a union with SLA. 

In response to member needs, the State-of- 
the-Art Institute has taken a decidedly interna- 
tional turn and an International Information 
Exchange Caucus was formed last June. 

"Just as associations can benefit from 
globalization," Bender said, "so will you as 
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individual members." Among the benefits that 
you can derive are the expansion of network- 
ing opportunities and the accessibility to a 
"global alert system" on new developments- 
whether technological or regulatory in nature, 
he said. 

Based on research from surveys and focus 
groups, Bender said that professional develop- 
ment is one of the membership's highest pri- 
orities. To accommodate member needs, the 
Association has given professional develop- 
ment considerable attention. For example, the 
mostrecent WinterEducation Conference was 
successfully transformed into a single-focus 
program revolving around the important and 
timely issue of total quality management. 
Bender reported that the program will undergo 
yet another evolutionnext year, when it willbe 
transformedintoInfoTech '94,ameeting which 
will focus on how new technology can en- 
hance library performance. And the major 
professional development program, Bender 
continued, is the Annual Conference. 

Bender highlighted other Association pro- 
grams and activities as well. He said that booth 
sales in the exhibit hall were slightly up from 
last year and that government relations was a 
higher priority this year because of the change 
in administrations. The serial publicationspro- 
gram is making changes in content to give the 
membership more timely stories and more 

information about Association finances. E- 
mail addresses have been added to the mem- 
bership database and will also appear in the 
next Who's Who. In addition, SLA now has an 
Internet address to facilitate contact between 
members and staff. 

Bender reported that the image of the profes- 
sion continues to be priority in the area of public 
relations. In response, thehblic RelationsCom- 
mitw presented a new Association Public Re- 
lations Plan to the Board. The Committee re- 
viewed how toget more public relations mileage 
out of existing programs and recommended 
several new projects to enlist Chapters and 
members in the campaign. "The message that 
theBoard heard loudand clear from thecommit- 
tee," Bender said, "was that public relations is 
everybody's responsibility. SLA Headquarters 
can't be expected to change our individual or 
collective image by writing letters and running 
advertisements." 

Bender said that economic conditions have 
forced retrenchment at many organizations, in- 
cluding SLA. He challenged the membership to 
increase their level of commitment to the Asso- 
ciation and the profession. 'We can all ascribe 
to the belief that if it is to be, it is up to me," he 
said. 

Inaugural Address- 
1993194 Association President 

Then President Catherine "Kitty" Scott (right) officially turned 
over the presidency to Miriam Drake at the Annual Business 
Meeting. 

169 

The final speech at the An- 
nual Business Meeting was 
given by incoming President 
Miriam Drake, who spoke 
about the direction she has seen 
the Association take in the past, 
and where she sees SLA 
headed. She said that as SLA 
President, her job is to carry 
out the strategies of the 
Association's Strategic Plan, 
which was formulated by the 
membership asaguidingdocu- 
ment for action and the future 
of the Association. 

She emphasized that the 
membership needs to give the 
Strategic Plan a chance to 
work. "We cannot be like the 
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Indicate Your Selections of .  . . 

Free Sample Copies of New & Important Journals 
From The Haworth Press, Inc:. 

I I JOURNAL OF 
ADDICTIVE DISEASES 

the oficiuljournul of the American 
Society of Addiction Medicine 
Editor: Rany Stimmel, MI) 
Will help you stay on top of the scientific 
issues and the clinical skills necessary for 
effective practice. 
Institutions. $190lLibraries: $240. Qu.uterly. 

I I JOURNAL OF CHILD 
& ADOLESCENT 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

dSp 
Co-Editors: F rank  De Piano, PhD, a n d  
Vincent B. Van Hasselt, PhI) 
Kmphasizes the practice and treatment 
orientation of child and adnlesccnt 
substance abuse. 
Inslitutionr: $401 I.ihranes: $65  Quartr~ly. 

' 1  JOURNALOF 
CITRJCULTURE 

Editor: Robert J. McNeil 
Oriented toward satisfying the worldwide 
applied research needs of the citrus grower, 
the citrus extension worker, the applied 
c~ t rus  researcher, and all others. 
Volume 1. No. I-Fall 1993. 
Institutions. $361 I.ibraries: $48. Quarterly. 

JOURNAL OF HERBS, 
SPICES, & MEDICINAL 
PLANTS 

Editor: Lyle E. Craker ,  PhD 
F~lled wtth recenl research and other 
~nformatlon assoc~aled w ~ t h  herbs, sptces, 
and medrtnal  plants 
Inct~tut~ons $321 l rbranes $42 Quarterlv 

I JOURNAL OF HOME 
& CONSUMER 
HORTICULTURE ' 

Editor: Raymond P. Pnincelot, PhD 
Des~gned for both academtcs and hus~ness 
professtonals concerned a ~ t h  home and 
consumer horttculture 
Vol 1 No I-'iprmg 1994 
Inst~tul~ons $361 l ~branes $48 Qunterly 

1 JOURNAL OF POTAT 
PRODUCTION & 
POSTHARVEST 
HANDLING 

E d ~ t o r :  R. Gary  Beaver, PhD 
Wtll reach the agntulture consumer- 
fieldmen and growers-w~th current 
scltntlfic lnfomatlon on p ta tnes  In a 
readable format 
Volumr 1 No I-Spnng 1994 
Instllut~ons $321 1 ~bmnes $48 Qoartcrlv 

JOURNAL OP TREE 
FRUIT PROINJCTION 

Editor: Wesley R. Aulio, PhD 
W ~ l l  make available the results of practical 
rescarch on growing tree fruit. 
Vnlumt. 1. No. I--Spring 1994 
Institutions: $361 l.ih~nr~rc. $36 Quamrly. 

JOURNAL OF TURIiCIRASS 
MANAGEMENT 

D e v e l o p m ~ n t ~  ~n huvc nndupplred 
turfgrms rrsrurc h 
Editor: William A. Torello, PhD 

Q 
Wtll be the first rtfereed puhl~catlon lo 
r e p r t  on all facets of tu~lgrass research and 
management undtr one ~o!er 
Volume I No I-tall 1994 
Incl~lul~i)ns $361 1 thiar~r\ $48 Qunrtcrly 

I I JOURNAL OF ASIA- dP) 
PACIFIC RIJSINESS 

Editnr: Zahir  A. Qurarshi, PhI) 
W ~ l l  provide a high qual~ry outlet for 
managerially oriented as well as academic 
articles centered on Ihr rcgion. 
Volume I .  No. I-Spinp I99 1. 
Instilulious: $ml  l.~hr;llies $75. Quarterly 

I JOURNAL OF EAST- 
WEST RUSIYESS 

Editor: Stanley Paliuoda, PhD 
Will deal with topics nf husiness studies, 
slrategies. development, and practice as they 
rclate to thc Russian Kepuhlic, the new Asian 
rcpuhlicq, the Eastern !Curopean republics, 
and !he Baltic republics. 
Volume I. No. I-Sprmp 1993 
lnstilolions~ $281 I.ihraries: 532. Quarterly. 

Editnr: Edward H. Teagoe, h lLS  
A lively fwum for those who provide 
architectoral and viwal arcs rcference and 
information services in academic, museum. 
and puhlic lihrary wttings 
Volr~mp 1. No. I-Sp~in~ 1093 
Inctitut~rins. $3611 ~hlnrwi: $36 Quanelly. 

1 COLLEGE & 
UNDERGRADlJATE 
LlRRARlllS 

8D 
Editor: Alice Harrison Rahr, PhD 
Librarians at  mall acadcmtc libraries finally 
have their i w n  jnumal to help them achieve 
excellrnce tn all areas 111 operation. 
\'olnnie I. No \-Spring 1994. 
Insl~tuti~rns: $381 I.ihrar~t-s: %8 Quarlc~ly. 

The Haworth Press, I n c .  

10 Alice Street 
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congressman who votes more money for educa- 
tion and then wonders why SAT scores have not 
risen three months later," she said. "Strategic 
plans do not deliver instant gratification. 
Achievement of goals requires hard work, re- 
sources, dedication, and patience." 

Drake recounted some of the Association's 
goals, which include influencing the policies, 
expanding international membership, vigorously 
pursing research, recruitment of the "best and 
brightest" for the profession, and "unifying our 
identity of ourselves and the image others have 
of us." 

She expressed that as an as- 
sociation, we need to deal with 
several important issues, in- 
cluding the debate about 
changing the name of the As- 
sociation. "There appear to be 
strong feelings on all sides of 
the issue," Drake said. "Get- 
ting consensus may be like 
herding those beautiful tigers 
in theCincinnatiZoo. Weneed 
to think about the name, what 
issaystous,and whatitsaysto 
others." 

She maintained that mem- 
bership dues need to be raised, 
and said, "Our profession of- 
ten is like the southern minis- 
ter who preached that salva- 
tion was free. He then com- 
plained that the collection was 

doubled in attendance with more programs and 
more exhibitors, without an increase in staff. 

"As an employer," Drake reflected, "I realize 
the need for SLA to be a good employer and 
provide comfortable working conditions, com- 
petitive salaries, competitive fringe benefits, 
and the things that you expect from your em- 
ployers. Our staff are our partners." 

Drake stated that she doesn't plan on creating 
any special committees or task forces that "di- 
vert our energies from the important issues 
identified in the Strategic Plan." 

Resolutions honoring the late Steven I .  Goldspiel, former Presi- 
dent and CEO ofDisclosure, Inc., were presented at the Awards 
Banquet. Pictured here are Cfront) Rona Goldrpiel and current 
Disclosure President and CEO Roger Bilboul; and (rear) 
Disclosure's Ernst deFlines, Eric Eiselt, Joe Bremner, and 
Margaret Grisdela. 

scandalously small. A member of the congrega- 
tion stood up and reminded the minister that he 
had said that salvation was free. 'Indeed it is,' 
replied the minister, 'but when wepipeitto you, 
you have to pay for the plumbing."' 

At SLA, Drakeexplained, "the plumbing is in 
order but it needs to be upgraded. Some things 
are not being done because we do not have 
sufficient funds." For example, the Association 
has had to postpone hiring anew research direc- 
tor and purchasing a new telephone system to 
handle the increasing volume of calls and fax 
messages. And the public relations plan cannot 
be fully implemented due to lack of funds. She 
also noted that the Association has successfully 
managed the Annual conferences, which have 

She also cautioned the membership not to 
wallow in the negative. "Now is the time to be 
confident about ourselves and what we do, 
concentrate on the positive and take ourselves 
less seriously. Now is the time to look beyond 
ourselves and our profession." 

Awards Banquet 

Leaders of the profession were featured in the 
84thAnnualConferenceAwards Banquet, which 
took place in the Hyatt Regency June 9. Outgo- 
ing President Catherine "Kitty" Scott presided 
and presented the SLA scholarship awards, the 
H.W. Wilson Company Award, SLA John Cot- 
ton Dana Award, Professional Award,andPresi- 
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dents Award. A special recognition was given 
honoring the late Steven Goldspiel, former 
President and Chief Executive Officer of Dis- 
closure Inc. Rona Goldspiel, Steven's wife, 
and Roger Bilboul, the current President and 
CEO of Disclosure, accepted the recognition 
on Steven's behalf. An endowment was cre- 
ated in Goldspiel's memory to provide re- 
search grants in library and information ser- 
vices and will be administered by SLA. 

Also recognized that evening were the SLA 
Fellows and the recipients of the Meckler 
Award for Innovations in Technology, P.R. 
Award, and the Special Recognition for Excel- 
lence in Public Relations During National Li- 
brary Weekfinternational Special Librarians 
Day. (For more information about the 1993 
Association Awards, see page 179.) 

The highpoint of the gala event came when 
Scott officially turned over the presidency to 
Miriam Drake. 

looking Ahead. . . 
Planning is already underway for next year's 

Conference, so mark yourcalendars! The 85th 
Annual Conference will be held June 11-16, 
1994 in Atlanta, GA. Registration, exhibits, 
general sessions, and other sessions and pro- 
grams will take place at the Atlanta Marriott 
Marquis and the Atlanta Hilton and Towers. 
Keep posted for details in upcoming issues of 
SpeciaList. 

Division and Caucus Programs 

Baseball Caucus 
by Brenda Ward 

The Caucus was officially convened at the 
Annual Conference, and kicked off its activi- 
ties June 6, when 65 people attended the Reds 
vs. Cardinals game at Riverfront Stadium. The 
group was given game notes from the public 
relations departments of both teams, which are 
comprised of statistics and other data prepared 
just before game time to be used by radio and 
TV announcers who cover the games, and are 
not available to the public. The Reds PR staff 
also supplied the group with June 5 statistics 

from the Baseball Information System, an 
online system developed and maintained by 
IBM for Major League Baseball. The IBM 
Baseball Information is used to track team, 
league and individual standings, and is up- 
dated daily. 

On June 7,47 enthusiastic participants met, 
and an agenda, with our Purpose and Objec- 
tives, was distributed and three door prizes 
were awarded by a drawing. Baseball 
America's Minor League Encyclopedia went 
to Charles F. Gillespie, Jr., Director, Informa- 
tion Center and Library, Lilly Endowment, 
Inc. in Indianapolis, IN, the MacMillan Base- 
ball Encyclopedia, Ninth Edition, went to Ann 
Shea, Senior Librarian, Dames & Moore, Los 
Angeles, CA, and the New York Yankees 
Information Guide went to Stephen Parker, 
Librarian, Electric Power Research Institute, 
Palo Alto, CA. 

Then three presentations were made. Stephen 
Gietschier presented "A Baseball Statistics 
Sourcery," ashortbibliography of basic sources 
of statistical information, and commented on 
the content, format, accuracy and reliability. 
He answered questions about the job of the 
official scorer, and procedures for recording, 
changing and storing baseball statistics. 

Kevin Grace distributed "A Basic List of 
Symbols for Scoring a Baseball Game," and 
explained how to use them. Accompanying 
exhibits included a Cincinnati Reds scorecard 
from the preceding day's game, and scorecards 
from 30 and 60 years ago. Grace emphasized 
that scoring a game is a personal and creative 
activity, the only essential criterion being that 
the scorekeeper must be able to "read" the game 
from the scorecard afterward. 

Branch Rickey observed that the sport is in a 
leadership crisis, starting at the top with the lack 
of a Commissioner of Baseball, and continuing 
through all levels of baseball ownership. Rickey 
also said that baseball is suffering from a crisis 
of inconsistently applied ethics: problems with 
tobacco, drugs and gambling are not being dealt 
with in a humane way; the salary structure is 
untenable; litigation is rampant. Rickey illus- 
trated the contrast between baseball today and 
baseball of an earlier era by telling poignant 
stories about his grandfather, Branch Rickey. 
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The speaker then answered questions and re- 
lated anecdotes that illustrated his points. 

In addition to Caucus activities, the Muse- 
ums, Arts & Humanities Division sponsored a 
program related to baseball-this year's Book 
and Author Luncheon, which featured Darryl 
Brock, author of If I Never Get Back, a novel 
basedon theadventures of the 1869 Cincinnati 
Red Stockings, baseball's first professional 
team. The author distributed a photocopy of a 
grouping of portraits of the real Red Stock- 
ings, and on the back, reproduced Harry 
Wright's hand-lettered scorecard from the June 
8,1869 game against the Washington Nation- 
als. Brock recounted the methods of research 
used to prepare his manuscript, and expressed 
his gratitude to librarians for their assistance. 

Business & Finance Division 
by Bob Bellanti 

The Division presented six programs, "This 
is Not Your Father's Job Market," cospon- 
sored with the Advenising & Marketing Divi- 
sion; "Total Quality Management," cospon- 
sored with the Library Management Division; 
"Organizational Positioning: Case Studies," 
cosponsored with the Library Management 
Division; "LANs and WANs and Real Life," 
cosponsored with the Telecommunications and 
Information Technology Divisions; "Vendor 
Update," cosponsored with the Information 
Technology Division; and Business and Envi- 
ronmental Accountability," cosponsored with 
the Environment & Resource Management 
Division. 

In addition to these programs, the Division's 
seven roundtables included "The Virtual Li- 
brary: Challenge and Opportunity ," "Business 
Research on the Internet," "Desktop Delivery 
of Information in a Corporate Library," "Im- 
proving the Quality of Reference Service- 
Resource Allocation and Peer Review," and 
"Identifying Local Resources for Real Estate 
Information." In addition, the Investment Ser- 
vices, Trade and Professional Associations 
and College and University Business Librar- 
ies roundtables held informal discussion ses- 
sions. 

At the Division's Annual Business Meeting, 
the Disclosure Technology Achievement 
Award was presented to Janet Reed of Conti- 
nental Bank in Chicago, and the Distinquished 
Member Award was given to Sarabeth Allen, 
who recently retired from the Dallas Public 
Library. Also, four student stipend awards 
were given to assist library and information 
science students to attend their first SLA Con- 
ference. 

The Division also sponsored a CE course, 
"Developing Value Added Products for Li- 
braries: A Service Orientation," which was 
taughtJune6 by BarbieKeiserofBEK.Fourty- 
seven people registered for the class. 

The Division cosponsored a field trip to 
Mead Data Central in Dayton, OH with the 
Advertising & Marketing, Education, and 
News Divisions. Approximately 200 people 
went on this trip, which provided an in-depth 
look at how the NexisLexis database is pro- 
duced. 

Lastly, the Division sponsored four evening 
open houses to provide an informal atmo- 
sphere for members to socialize. On three of 
the evenings groups were honored-Division 
members who published in the past year, stu- 
dents and retired members, and past chairs of 
the Division. 

Chemistry Division 
by Frank Lopez 

The Chemistry Division presented a varied 
program of 14 activities over five days at the 
Annual Conference. The programs ranged from 
executive board meetings, social events, the 
annual business meeting, a field trip, and seven 
cosponsored programs. 

Following the June 6 board meeting, the 
Division held its Third Annual reception hosted 
by the American Chemical Society. The Conti- 
nental Breakfast and Annual Business Meeting 
was held June 7 morning, and Division mem- 
bers heard a recap of Division activities and saw 
the first glimpse of the soon-to-be-released 
membership directory. 

In the program, "Chemical Industry: History 
and Information Resources," three speakers 
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addressed issues of history and resources. Jef- 
frey L. Sturchio of Merck & Co. gave an over- 
view of the milestones in the chemical and 
pharmaceutical industry and its impact and in- 
fluence on American history. Peter Hoey dis- 
cussed the historical collections and informa- 
tion resources at the Royal Society of Chemis- 
try, and Lawrence B. Friedman focused on the 
activities andresourcesavailableatthe Beckman 
Center for the History of Chemistry. The after- 
noon session, on the interdisciplinary field of 
Biomaterials, featured experts and researchers 
who spoke about the trends, issues and future of 
this science. 

The June 8 "Academic Sci-Tech Librarians 
Roundtable," cosponsored with the Science- 
Technology Division, was the second of what 
promises to be an annual Conference event. 
Participants shared strategies and experiences 
for coping with critical issues facing today's 
academic science and technology libraries. 

At the biennial ToxicologicalRoundtableUp- 
date, information professionals provided up- 
dates on new databases, CD-ROM products, 
publications and other related resources. Bibli- 
ographies and unique tools for finding toxico- 
logical-related data were highlighted. 

Two experienced Internet users shared their 
expertise with the Division at "Internet for 
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Information Pro- 
fessionals," which was cosponsored with the 
Pharmaceutical Division. The program, with 
standing mom only, featured an overview of 
Internet system capabilities and unique chemi- 
cal information resources. 

On June 9, the new executive board met for 
the first time, and discussed plans for the upcom- 
ing year and programs for the Atlanta Confer- 
ence. The annual CAS Roundtable and the first 
DIALOG Update were also held. These two 
programs focused on system enhancements, 
new database files and products, and pricing 
updates. 

On June 10, the Division made the two-hour 
ride to Columbus, OH, home of Chemical Ab- 
stracts Service and Battelle Memorial Institute. 
At CAS, the guests saw demonstrations of the 
registry input system,nomenclature area, online 
structure system, and toured the library. The 

group then toured the Battelle, with its unique 
equipment, including the first "Xerox" ma- 
chine. 

Labor Issues Caucus 
by Jane Murphey 

On June 7, Caucus members and interested 
others heard Dorothy Jones speak on issues for 
older working women, at a program sponsored 
by the Bureau of National Affairs. Jones is one 
of most important woman labor leaders in the 
United States, and represents the United Auto 
Workers International Union. The Caucus also 
discussed plans for the SLA meeting in Atlanta, 
at which Irving Bluestone was invited to speak 
on collective bargaining trends. A former Vice 
President of UAW, he recent1 y published a book 
on the topic, Negotiating the Future. 

Legal Division 
by Connie Pine 

At its June 1 lth meeting, the SLA Board of 
Directors approved the creation of a new Legal 
Division. This action was the final step of a 
process which began with a petition mailed to 
approximately 500 law librarian members of 
SLA. Initiated by Connie Pine, Associate Li- 
brary Director at Bracewell and Patterson in 
Houston, TX, this effort was assisted by Divi- 
sion Cabinet leaders Marge Wilson and Jean 
Scanlan. When thecountingstopped,271 signa- 
tures were received andverified at Headquarters, 
surpassing the 100 signatures required. 

The Legal Division will provide a forum for 
bringing law librarians together for learning, 
sharing, and working purposes, and for interac- 
tion withother Divisions. It will serveas ameans 
by which law librarians may be more fully 
involved in SLA activities and programming. 

Connie Pine will serve as Chair of the new 
Division. Chair-elect will be Carolyn Korkrnas, 
Tax Librarian, Shell Oil Co., Houston; Secre- 
tary will by Susan Siebers, Library Director, 
Katten, Muchin & Zavis, Chicago; and Trea- 
surer will be Anne Abate, Librarian, Dinsmore 
& Shohl, Cincinnati, OH. 
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Military Librarians Division 
by  Bonnie D. Davis 

The Military Librarians Division sponsored 
and cosponsored a wide variety of programs and 
events in Cincinnati. The Division started off 
with a business/breakfast meeting June 7, and 
on June 8 and 9 the Division shared breakfast, 
and on June 8 shared a reception with the Solo 
Librarians Division. These meetings gave mem- 
bers the opportunity to meet new members, 
renew old acquaintances, and network. 

The Division's programs began June 7 with a 
well-attended session on compact discs, moder- 
ated by Serge Campion. In the context of the 
complete information resource, the industry (or 
production) and the usage (or user reaction) of 
CD-ROM were presented and discussed. The 
exponential growth in the number of titles ap- 
pearing annually and the decreasing cost of 
production were presented graphically by Patricia 
Sutherland, library consultant and Docurnentalist 
for Amnesty International Canadian Section. 

Sylvia Piggott, Manager of the Business In- 
formation Centre of the Bank of Montreal in 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, and Director (199 1- 
1994), Special Libraries Association, covered 
the user reaction to CD-ROM. Her experience 
reveals that "the role of the librarian has been 
enhanced" as a result of "using leading edge 
technology," which has also enhanced the 
librarian's image. The librarian is now "seen as 
a technical expert in managing the CD-ROM 
products" and has "become the evaluator and 
trainer in using these databases." 

On June 8, moderator Carol Jacobson, with 
speakers Laurie Stackpole, Claire Tozier, and 
Mike Gannon, presented "The Internet: What's 
in it For Me?," which opened with a basic 
introduction to the Internet with a focus on 
science and engineering sources. Tozier, of the 
Defense Technical Information Center, dis- 
cussed the history and described the features 
offered over the Internet. Stackpole, Director of 
the Ruth Hooker Library at the Naval Research 
Laboratory, discussed how she and her staff are 
making these resources available to scientists 
and engineers at their desktops. Gannon, of 
Article Express International, Inc., provided 
insight into how his company is delivering sci- 

entific and technical articles over the Internet. 
This session was well-attended, and a follow up 
session may be scheduled for the 1994 Confer- 
ence in Atlanta. 

On June 9, moderator Carolyn Ray, with 
panelists Guy St. Clair, Barbara Spiegelman, 
and Lisa Duffek, conducted "Dealing with 
Downsizing and Liking It." Spiegelman dis- 
cussed the emotional trauma that attends per- 
sonnel reductions, and had practical advice on 
how to cut services without guilt and on how to 
build long-term viability. Duffek discussed 
downsizing from the DoD perspective and the 
impact of theTotal Quality movement. St. Clair 
brought the perspective of the consultant who 
advises companies considering downsizing, and 
asked attendees toaccept that downsizing is part 
of the risk they assume as special librarians. 

Natural History Caucus 
by Ann Juneau 

At the Annual Conference, the Natural His- 
tory Caucus engaged in three major activities- 
a field trip to the Museum Center at Cincinnati 
Union Terminal, cosponsored with the Muse- 
ums, Arts, and Humanities Division; thecaucus 
Annual Business Meeting, and a panel session 
in which the Caucus took the lead planningrole, 
"Biodiversity: Preserving the Earth's Natural 
Heritage, cosponsored with the Biological sci- 
ences and Pharmaceutical Divisions. 

At the Annual Business Meeting, the Caucus 
focused on three issues-the finalization of its 
mission statement, program planning for the 
Atlanta Annual Conference, and a proposal to 
develop an OCLC Resource Sharing Project in 
which Caucus memberscould work with OCLC 
in creating a subset of the OCLC database 
accessible by a code to show holdings of Caucus 
libraries and holdings of other participating li- 
braries with substantial natural history related 
collections. 

The group discussed cosponsorship of a tour 
of the Fernbank Science Museum during the 
Atlanta Conference, and a suggestion was ap- 
proved to cosponsor a session with the Environ- 
mental Resource Management Division on the 
newly proposed National Biological Inventory. 
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Thanks to the efforts of Wendy Wasman of 
the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, the 
panel discussion Biodiversity was a great suc- 
cess. To an audience of about 100, Dr. Gene 
Kritsky, Biology Department Chair of the 
College of Mount St. Joseph in Cincinnati, 
Bonnie Shipper of Shaman Pharmaceuticals, 
Stephanie Parker of the Cincinnati Zoo Center 
for Reproduc tion of Endangered Wildlife, and 
Ann Marie Malley, Biodiversity Resource 
Center,Califomia Academy of Sciences, talked 
about their institutions' work and support in 
the field of biodiversity. 

News Division 
by Donna Scheeder 

The News Division conference program 
began June 7 with two panel presentations, 
"CD-ROM on a Tight Budget" and "Finding 
What They Said." 

"CD-ROM on a Tight Budget," moderated 
by Peggy Garvin, featured case studies of CD- 
ROM use and publishing by news libraries. 
Barbara Ellenbogen, Library Director for USA 
Today, described her library's successful use 
of affordable CD-ROM titles and recom- 
mended that potential CD-ROM purchasers 
carefully evaluate a product's software re- 
quirements and the completeness of its cover- 
age before buying. George Shluckbier, Li- 
brary Director of the Sacramento Bee, gave an 
overview of CD-ROM technology. Pete 
Basofin, Research Librarian for the Sacra- 
mento Bee, echoed Ellenbogen's warnings 
about examining a database's quality, cur- 
rency, and coverage before buying. 

"Finding What They Said" brought together 
four individuals who explored the sources 
available to search for the statements of gov- 
ernment officials, other newsmakers, and the 
full text of broadcast news programs. Ellie 
Briscoe of National Geographic gave an over- 
view of thevarious files that are on-line sources 
for these materials. Margot Williams of the 
Washington Post concentrated her presenta- 
tion on how to find the statements of candi- 
dates and administration officials and demon- 
strated the Post's system to track the candi- 

dates' statements during the last presidential 
campaign. Representatives from Journal- 
graphics and Burrelles discussed how their 
companies collect and index broadcast tran- 
scripts and contrasted the relative merits of 
their products. 

Congressional Quarterly again hostedalun- 
cheon for the News Division. Ron Elving, 
editor of Congressional Quarterly, discussed 
the progress of the Clinton administration 
intiatives, and Division members joined in 
singing "Happy Birthday" in celebration of 
the 70th birthday of the founding of "C.Q. 
Researcher." 

Two programs dominated the June 8 agenda. 
George Shluckbier and John Jansson put to- 
gether a lively panel on Digital Photo 
Archiving, which was followed by a live dem- 
onstration of the T-1 system. Chris Orr and 
Susan Mulvihill described their experiences in 
applyingdigital technology to their newsroom, 
and James Hunter of the Columbus Dispatch 
c0mparedA.P. Leaf Preserver and News Photo 
Archive (Client Server). 

Then, in "News Libraries in the Year 2000," 
attendees took a test which was used to iden- 
tify management style. With the help of Paul 
Pohlman of the Poynter Institute, the group 
then identified conflicts that can emerge when 
several styles are working side by side. This 
exercise was followed by small group work 
designed to identify the major issues on the 
horizon for news libraries. Each group then 
reported back to the whole, where it was ap- 
parent that there is a great deal of consensus 
and concern about how news organizations are 
positioned to face the changes that will inevi- 
tably occur in the industry as a result of new 
and emerging technologies. 

June 9 was dedicated to programs planned 
by the special groups within the Division. The 
Small Libraries Group presented "Photos and 
Graphics A-Z," where case studies were given 
by Bridget Janus, Ron Larson and Jody Martin 
Habayeb. The Broadcast Libraries Group pre- 
sented "Resources in Radio Libraries and Ar- 
chives." 

The Division business meeting featured a 
discussion on Division finances, and a finance 
committee was created to make recommenda- 
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tions to ensure the future financial stability of 
the Division. 

The Awards Banquet was held at the Piatt 
Park Center, formerly the Cincinnati Club. 
Carol Lindsay of the Toronto Star was awarded 
the Joseph F. Kwapil Memorial Award for 
major achievement in the field of news librari- 
anship. Yvonne Egertson, Jo Kirks and Kathy 
Trimble were cited for their dedication to the 
Division,and were placed on the Henebry Roll 
of Honor. John Cronin received a certificateof 
appreciation for his service as Chair-elect and 
Chair of the Division. 

Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division 
by Jack Weigel 

The PAM Division sponsored its traditional 
discipline-oriented workshops in four differ- 
ent subject areas-astronomy, mathematics, 
computer science literature, andphysics. Other 
PAM events includeda vendor update session, 
a panel discussion on "Emerging Electronic 
Publishing Medium" (cosponsored with four 
other Divisions), the Division's annual busines 
meeting, and open houses on three consecu- 
tive evenings. One of the highlights of the 
week was the presentation of the PAM Divi- 
sion Award to Heinz Barschall for his pub- 
lished work on the comparative pricing of phys- 
ics journals. Barschall received the award at the 
physics workshop. 

The astronomy workshop, moderated by 
Donna Coletti, focused on electronic format 
information in astronomy. Carolyn Stem-Grant 
spoke about NASA's Astrophysics Data Sys- 
tem and a hands-on demonstration of ADS was 
offered at thePAMopen house the same evening. 
Among the special projects discussed were the 
second edition of the Union List of Astronomy 
Senals and a volunteer effort to provide table of 
contents service for astronomical research fa- 
cilities in portions of the former Soviet Union. 

Ralph Moon presided at the mathematics 
workshop, where David Rogers of the Ameri- 
can Mathematical Society spoke about AMS 
activities in electronic delivery of information, 
and several Division members commented on a 
variety of topics relating to mathematics librari- 

anship. The computer science literature work- 
shop was cosponsored by the Science-Technol- 
ogy Division and moderated by Suzanne Bell. 
Much of the discussion dealt with access to data 
about technical reports in computer literature, 
including what was available through Internet. 

The physics workshop was moderated by Pat 
Allan and included discussion about a special 
current awarenessJdocurnent delivery service 
for several science departments at Purdue Uni- 
versity and a group &scussion on the manage- 
ment of physics journal collections in lightof the 
very high cost of journals in this field. The joint 
session on emerging electronic publishing in- 
cluded a presenation by John Franks on the 
economics of electronic publishing and various 
models for future electronic publishing. At the 
vendor update meeting, a talk by MeliaHoffman 
about AT&TYs Right Pages Service attracted 
numerous questions from the audience. These 
were mostly directed at the implications of the 
new service for fair use photocopying and for 
journal archiving responsibility. 

Retired Members Caucus 
by Jeanne Keogh 

Convenor Jeanne Keogh introduced the first 
speaker on the Estate Planning Seminar, Bar- 
bara A. Fox, CFP, PaineWebber, Inc., who 
advised attendees on how to make wealth 
preservation as painless as possible, and of- 
fered Paine Webber's predictions of slow 
growth and low inflation in 1993. She then 
introduced David 0. Moshier, J.D., from the 
Estate Planning Services Department of ITT 
Hartford. 

Moshier explained how retirees can be sure 
their wealth will go to those who deserve it and 
how setting up an estate plan can be easier than 
imagined. He emphasized the need for proper 
planning so that the IRS is not retirees' largest 
beneficiary. 

A short "business" meeting followed the 
program, where the extension of the Caucus 
wasdiscussed. The SLA Board of Directors, at 
its Winter Meeting, will vote on whether or not 
to extend the life of the Retired Members 
Caucus for another three years. Since SLA 
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members will continue to retire, it is felt that 
the Caucus should be extended. The Caucus 
also discussed the possibility of establishing a 
one-day Conference registration fee for retir- 
ees in addition to the present weekly fee. 

Science-Technology Division 
by Richard Hulser 

The Science-Technology Division had a 
number of successful events at the Annual 
Conference, some of which were cosponsored 
with other Divisions. There were two major 
presentation sessions, one panel discussion, 
four dmussion groups/roundtables, and ac- 
tivities were capped off with a field trip to 
Chemical Abstracts and Battelle, both in Co- 
lumbus, OH. The Science-Technology Divi- 
sion also co-hosted a hospitality suite with the 
Solo Librarians Division. 

The session, "Roles for the Library in Scien- 
tific Communication and the Implementation 
of a Prototype Electronic Medical Textbook" 
featured presentations by Dr. Kerryn Brandt, 
Welch Medical Library, Johns Hopkins Uni- 
versity; and Virginia Garvin Saha, Cleveland 
Health Sciences Library, Case Western Re- 
serve University. Using case studies of some 
recent and ongoing projects, Brandt discussed 
how knowledge management is used to meet 
the needs of clients at the Welch Library and 
the activities of the library in the scientific 
communication process. He also reviewed 
development plans for a "Welch Worksta- 
tion," which will be the interface to online 
information resources. This set the stage for 
Saha's overview of the Library Collections 
Project at Case Western Resene University, 
which includes access over the campus net- 
work to full text and images of a chapter in a 
medical textbook. She gave a demonstration 
of this access, which also included digitized 
full-motion video clips of students comparing 
time and effort required to do research using 
online tools against more traditional paper 
methods. The key to these topics was not the 
medical content, but the processes, techniques 
and use of technology which could be used 
with any subject content. 

Issues faced by science and technology li- 
brarians were discussed in separate round- 
tables, one for corporate environments and 
one for academic communities. The discus- 
sions covered many topics, including the role 
of the librarian working with researchers and 
the perceived value of the librarian as interme- 
diary or facilitator of access to needed mate- 
rial. Attendees at the roundtables had a won- 
derful preview to issues discussed by a panel in 
the session, "Science-technology Librarians: 
Their Background, Performance, and Expec- 
tations." The standing-room only session, 
moderated by Richard Hulser, IBM Corp., 
featured panelists Wei Wei, of the University 
of California-SantaCruz, andMengxiong Liu, 
of San Jose State University, who presented 
the results of their study of California librar- 
ians and the relationship of their educational 
background to their success at work. Panelists 
Lorraine Schulte of Upjohn Co., and Patricia 
Yocum of the University of Michigan, gave 
their viewpoints on the research results, and 
presented their own experiences in corporate 
and academic settings. 

Among the actions at the Science-Technol- 
ogy Division business andboardmeetings was 
the renaming of the travel stipend award given 
to a first-time or student Conference attendee. 
The award is now called "The S. Kirkland 
Cabeen Travel Stipend Award" in honor of 
Cabeen, who passed away this year. He origi- 
nated the idea for this award during his tenure 
as Chair of the Division in 1970-71. 

Social Science Division 
by Kenlee Ray 

The Social Science Division's events com- 
menced June 6 with the traditional Interna- 
tional Visitors Reception sponsored by the 
International Relations Roundtable. Later in 
the evening, members of the Division joined 
members of the Museum, Arts & Humanities 
and Advertising and Marketing Divisions to 
renew friendships and network at an open 
house. 

Monday morning, SOC members met for 
the second annual breakfast/businessmeeting, 
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hosted by Dialog and Sociological Abstracts. 
In the afternoon, the Municipal Reference and 
Health and Human Services Roundtable co- 
sponsored "Simple Steps to Complying with 
the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act." 
Using a video produced by the National League 
ofcities as a starting point, Kathryn McCarthy 
of the League, Bob Pawlak of the Jewish 
Vocational Services, Dixie Harmon of Inde- 
pendent Living Options, and Donna Foust of 
the Library for the Blind and Physically Handi- 
capped, discussed the practical steps that li- 
braries could take to provide reasonable 
accomodation in the worksite and access to 
library resources for individuals with disabili- 
ties. The Peace and International Conflict 
Management Roundtable also gathered for an 
informal discussion, and that night members 
reconvened in the Division suite. 

On June 7, "Creating Superior Value for 
Customers," cosponsored with the Engineer- 
ing and Library Management Divisions, was 
held. Bill Band, a partner in the Toronto office 
of Coopers & Lybrand, presented a road map 
to becoming a high performanceorganization. 
"Streamlined Searching Techniques for the 
Foundation Grants Index," cosponsored by 
the Libraries of the Independent Sector and the 
Peace and International Conflict Management 
Roundtable, Mare Valgemae of the Founda- 
tion Center used slides of sample searches K) 
explain the Center's codes and the most effi- 
cient methods of searching the file. Also, the 
Municipal Reference Librarians Roundtable 
and the Urban Affairs, Architecture and Plan- 
ning Roundtable held informal sessions. 

On June 10 the Division cosponsored a field 
trip through the region with the Geography 
and Map Division. Tour guide Geoffrey 
Giglierano, Education Director of the Cincin- 
nati Historical Society, took the group on a 
journey through the region's history. He ex-. 
plained the urban and industrial history of the 
area and pointed cut local sites. At Sharon 
Woods Village the group explored old Ohio 

houses and offices that had been moved from 
their original sites to the historical park. In 
Lebanon, OH, thegroup lunched at the Golden 
Lamb Inn, and spent the remainder of the 
afternoon exploring the town. Many visited 
the local historical museum to see the Shaker 
exhibit. 

Transportation Division 
by Jeanne Thomas 

The Transportation Division had a record 
attendance of 56 members for its 50th Anni- 
versary celebration on the Ohio River, includ- 
ing 12 former Division chairs. Barbara Russo, 
retired librarian of the Washington State De- 
partment of Transportation, received the Pro- 
fessional Achievement Award. 

The Divisions programs were highlighted 
by the exhibit of a SMART Car provided by 
General Motors Cop.  in cooperation with the 
Michigan Department of Transportation. A 
special program, "IVHS-How will the 
SMART Car affect your Personal Transporta- 
tion," was held June 7. The SMART Car was 
demonstrated by Dr. Mark Krage of General 
Motors, the developer of the car's hardware 
and software, and received good media cover- 
age, with a front-page article in the Cincinnati 
Post and three television news spots. 

The State Departments of Transportation 
Librarians met as a group for the first time at 
the Annual Conference, and they petitioned 
the Transportation Division Executive Board 
to become a Committee of the Division. The 
Executive Board approved therequest, and the 
Committee will be scheduling special pro- 
gram meetings at future Conferences. 

At a technology awareness program on Ex- 
ecutive Information Systems and systems in- 
tegration, Malcolm Frank, Marketing Director 
of Cambridge Technology Partners, introduced 
the emerging client-server technology and 
described its effect on organizations. 
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Presenting SLA's 1992/93 
Award Winners 

SLA Fellows 

The designation of Fellow of the Special 
Libraries Association is given to individual 
members of SLA, not presently serving on the 
Board of Directors, in recognition of their lead- 
ership in the field of special librarianship and for 
their outstanding contribution and expected fu- 
ture service to the Association. Fellows are 
called upon and expected to advise the 
Association's Board of Directors, to prepare 
necessary documentation, and to alert the mem- 
bership to issues and trends warranting action. 

Toni Carbo Bearman 
Toni Carbo Bearman is the Dean of Library 

and Information Science at the University of 
~ittsburgh. Previously, she was the Executive 
Director of the U.S. National Commission on 
Libraries and Information Science for six years. 
In 1990, Bearrnan served as President of the 
American Society for Information Science. She 
is a fellow of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science and of the Institute of 
Information Scientists. A member of SLA since 
1973, Bearrnan has served on a number of 
Committees on the Association level. 

Mary Dickerson 
Mary Dickerson is the Deputy Executive 

Director and Head of Information Services at 
the Ontario Legislative Library. A member of 
SLA since 1979, she has been active in the 
Association at all levels, having served as 
Director on the SLABoard of Directors, Presi- 
dent and Secretary of the SLA Toronto Chap- 
ter, and Chair of the 1992 PREPS Commis- 
sion. 

Muriel Regan 
Muriel Regan is co-founder and Principal of 

Gossage Regan Associates, Inc., a personal 
services and consulting firm for libraries and 
information centers. She is an SLA Past Presi- 
dent and served two terms as SLA Treasurer. 
She serves on the Board of Directors of the 
New York Metropolitan Reference and Re- 
search Library Agency and the Council of 
National Library and Information Associa- 
tions. Regan has been a member of SLA for 
more than 40 years. 

Marilyn Stark 
Marilyn Stark is the Regional Librarian and 

Chief of the U.S. Geological Survey Denver 
Library. She has served in numerous leader- 
shipcapacities within the Association, includ- 
ing Chapter Cabinet Chair of the SLA board of 
Directors, Chair of the SLA Petroleum and 
Energy Resources Division, President of the 
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SLA Rocky Mountain Chapter, and Chair of 
the SLA Consultation Service Committee, to 
name only a few. 

SLA John Cotton Dana Award 

The SLA John Cotton Dana Award is given 
to one or more SLA members in recognition of 
exceptional services to special librarianship. 

Roger Haley 
Roger Haley has served in the Senate Li- 

brary since 1964 and was appointed Librarian 
of the United States Senate in 1973. A member 
of SLA since 1976, he has made numerous 
conmbutions to the Association, having served 
asPresident of the SLA Washington, DC Chap- 
ter, Chair of the SLA Social Science Division, 
and Chair of the SLA Bylaws Committee. 

SLA Presidents Award 

The SLA Presidents Award is given to one 
or more SLA members for a notable or impor- 
tant contribution during the past Association 
year. Thecontribution must have enhanced the 
Association or furthered its goals and objec- 
tives. 

John Ganly 
John Ganly is the Assistant Director of the 

Science and Business Library at the New York 
Public Library. He won this award for his role 
in planning and coordinating Information Cen- 
tral, a reference service which was provided to 
the delegates and media representatives from 
around the world during the 1992 Democratic 
National Convention. Ganly has been a mem- 
ber of SLA since 1970. 

SLA Professional Award 

The SLA Professional Award is given to an 
individual or group, who may or may not hold 
membership in SLA, in recognition of a spe- 
cific major achievement in, or a specific sig- 
nificant contribution to, the field of librarian- 
ship or information science which advances 
the stated objectives of the Special Libraries 
Association. The presentation of the award 

shall follow soon after the recognized fruition 
of the contribution. 

William Andrew Moffett 
In 1990, William Andrew Moffett became 

Director of the Huntington Library, Art Col- 
lections, and Botanical Gardens in San Marino, 
CA. It is here where he made what is arguably 
one of the century's most significant contribu- 
tions to librarianship-provision of open ac- 
cess to photographed copies of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls. While this action received great sup- 
port from numerous fellow librarians, schol- 
ars, and newspaper editorials, it also brought 
on criticism from organizations which threat- 
ened legal action. 

H.W. Wilson Company Award 

The Special Libraries Association adminis- 
ters the H.W. Wilson Company Award, which 
is given annually to the author(s) of the best 
paper published in Special Libraries during 
the previous year. 

Sharyn Ladner 
Sharyn Ladner won the award for her article 

"Resource Sharing by Sci-Tech and Business 
Libraries: Formal Networking Practices," 
which appeared in the Spring 1992 issue of 
Special Libraries. The article is based on a 
research project that she conducted and for 
which she won an award from the University 
of Miami in 1990. 

Ladner is an Associate Professor and Busi- 
ness Reference Librarian at the Otto G. Rich- 
ter Library at the University of Miami in Coral 
Gables, FL. A member of SLA since 1978, 
Ladner served as President of the SLA Florida 
Chapter in 1987-1988 and Chair of the SLA 
Networking Committee in 1988-1990. 

Meckler Award for 
Innovations in Technology 

The purpose of the Meckler Award is to 
honor a member(s) of the Special Libraries 
Association for innovative uses and applica- 
tions of technology in a special library setting, 
and to raise visibility for the outstanding con- 



tributions members of the profession are mak- 
ing in developing and creatively using new 
information technologies and their applica- 
tions. 

Karen Bleakley 
Karen Bleakley is a Reference Librarian at 

KPMG Peat Marwick Thome in Montreal. 
She created a Hypercard database as an intro- 
duction to the firm's library services and a 
Filemaker Pro database of its annual reports 
collection. Both databases were designed with 
bilingual interfaces and mounted on servers to 
provide access to the nearly 775 employees of 
the firm in Quebec. Bleakley decided to de- 
velop these products due to the scarcity of 
commercial applications available with bilin- 
gual interfaces and the desire to customize 
library products as much as possible for the 
firm's target audience. 
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Cull for 
1994 Conference Papers 

The theme of the 1994 SLA Conference will be "Information Vision." The challenges of the 
21st century are beginning to crystallize, and it is now time for information professionals to 
develop and implement an information vision that will enable them to be full-fledged participants 
in the future. The theme, with its focus on vision, embodies the following key concepts: 

managing for the next century; 
visionary information technologies; 
problem solving and teamwork approaches; 
strategic planning; and 
workforce changes. 

You are invited to submit papers for the 1994 Atlanta Conference that address the theme of 
information vision. Multimediapresentations and poster sessions related to the conference theme 
will be considered. Papers accepted will be presented at the contributed papers sessions. Very 
specific submissions will be referred to appropriate Divisions. 
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Book Reviews 

Internet Primer for Informution ProfessiorrcrIs: A 
Bask G& to Internet Networking T e c h b g y ~  
by Elizabeth Lane andCmig Summerhill Westport, 
CT: Meckier, 1993. l82p. ISBN: 0-88736-831 - 
x. 

Mary Berghaus Levering, Federal Library 
and Information Center Committee Executive 
Director, stated at a recent seminar on Internet 
and libraries that using Internet is becoming a 
"fundamental skill" for librarians. Reading the 
Internet Primer is an excellent first step into 
acquiring such skills, and more. From a pub- 
lishcrrecognized for its seminars and newslet- 
ter on Intemet, this brief but informative hand- 
book a fairly up-to-date definition, 
status and direction of Intemet and its facili- 
ties. Despite the fact that the authors wrote this 
work by their fifth year out of the University of 
Michigan School of Information and Library 
Studies, they speak from significant experi- 
ence as lecturers for Meckler Internet semi- 
nars. 

The chapters progress logically with a 
straightforward writing style that gives the 
reader a quick grasp of general concepts as 
well as technical details. To lead the reader 
though the history, development, current net- 
works, technical aspects, specific networking 

features, network resources, and finally to 
policy issues in less than 170pages is no small 
feat. 

In the second chapter, on current networks, 
the assumption that access to Internet is lim- 
ited to large research and educational institu- 
tions is dispelled with descriptions of specific 
commercial access providers and contact in- 
formation. The third chapter, on technical as- 
pects, includes handy charts displaying details 
such as relativ~ speeds of various types of 
networks. But a useful improvement to this 
chart on page 74 would have been to use it as 
a translation table between "techie" jargon and 
the language of the information professional. 
Librarians and Carl Sagan may talk in "mil- 
lions and billions," but computer profession- 
als talk in "megas and gigas." Similarly, the 
information professional would have a greater 
appreciation of SONET speeds of 2.4 billion 
bits per second if the effective rate were ex- 
pressed as 200,000 pages of plain text per 
second. 

The effort to provide maximum coverage of 
the topic in as few pages as possible sometimes 
results in oversimplification. For instance, the 
statement on page 75, "Over the Internet, ac- 
cess speeds of 10 megabits ... are fairly com- 
mon," implies much higher internetworking 
transfer rates. Local area networks (LANs), 
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which make up the Internet, may commonly 
operate at that level, but the slower links be- 
tween LANs dictate lower speeds across the 
Internet. An "effective rate" of less than 4,800 
bits per second (a half page of text per second) 
is more common. 

The Network Applications chapter provides 
step by step instructions for using common 
features of the Internet such as ftp, telnet, 
listsems, etc. My favorite section is on the 
etiquette of e-mail and mailing lists. Network 
chatter has a way of discouraging usage of 
more popular resources. However, the organi- 
zation of this chapter could have been more 

focused in terms of function. The section on 
the "finger" command follows the discussion 
of "whois" by 27 pages, even though the two 
commands can be used to obtain similar infor- 
mation about other users on the Internet. 

The last chapter, on policy issues, presents 
the salient points of topics of significant im- 
pact on Internet-acceptable use, network 
management, development priorities, etc. 
However, these issues change rapidly, as do 
many aspectsof the Internet. My bestadviceis 
to buy this book quickly before it goes out of 
date. 

Rob Billingsley, Chief, lnformation Program Support, Defense Technkal Information Center, 
U.S. Department of Defense, Alexandria, VA. 

Serirrls btcdoging: Modern Perspectives a d  ln- 
fermtior#lDevelopmentr ed. by Jim E. Cole and 
James W. WiUimms. New York: The Haworth 
Press, IIK. 1992.41 5p. ISBN: 1 -56024-281 -7. 

In Serials Cataloging: Modern Perspec- 
tives and International Developments, editors 
Jim E.  Cole and James W. Williams say they 
intend to complement and update, rather than 
replace, the 1987 volume Serials Cataloging: 
The State of the Art. 

Cole, an Associate Professor at Iowa State 
University, brings more than 20 years of seri- 
als cataloging experience to the task. Will- 
iams, Cataloging Coordinator for the Social 
Science Council libraries at the University of 
Illinois Library, adds his expertise as a techni- 
cal writer. 

This 23-article collection is arranged in sev- 
eral sections: Education and Training; Cata- 
loging Practice, Theory and Current Develop- 
ments; International Aspects; and Options for 
Change. Although the editors insist the ar- 
rangement is arbitrary, the organization works 
quite nicely. Even dedicated catalogers would 
not want to tackle this book cover to cover, but 
an adequate index provides easy access to 
areas of interest. 

In the opening selection of the Education and 
Training section, "Personalities of Their Own: 
Some Informal Thoughts on Senals and Teach- 
ing About How to Catalog Them," Kathryn 
Luther Henderson at the University of Illinois 
remarks: "I often tell my students that they will 
probably learn more their first month on the job 
than they learned in a semester." It seems like 
such a fundamental beginning, yet much of this 
book is about the basics-which seem well 
worth the repetition. 

The largest section is Cataloging Practice, 
Theory and Current Developments. It isn't a 
how-to manual, but many articles in this seg- 
ment do provide some stepby-step instruction. 
If an article whets your appetite for more infor- 
mation, most selections include extensive bibli- 
ographies. 

Thecatchiest title is awarded to Todd Butler's 
"Sex, Lies, and Newspapers," which describes 
the activities of the United States Newspaper 
Program. Butler's styleprovidesoneof themost 
entertaining pieces in the collection. John Clark 
and Wayne Jones contribute "The Cataloguing 
of Serial Microfilm Reproductions at the Na- 
tional Library of Canada," and they detail a 
rule-by-rule account of NLC'sactual cataloging 
practice-in less than 10 pages. Lori L. Osmus 
and DilysE. Moms involve youin an IowaState 
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University study on "Serials Cataloging Time 
and Costs." The ongoing project not only gives 
facts and figures, but details how the staff uses 
the information. 

About half of the articles come from Midwest 
authors, but the editors do furnish a global 
flavor. The six articles in the International As- 
pects section are the least satisfying, but it is 
good to see Kremena Zotova, former Deputy 
Director of the Cyril and Methodius National 
Library in Sofia, Bulgaria, represented with her 
piece, "Serials in the Current National Bibliog- 
raphy." 

In the final section, Options for Change, Olivia 

M.A. Madison concludes in "The Role of the 
Name Main-Entry Heading in the Online Envi- 
ronment": 'librarians must recognize that cata- 
loging records do not reside in a bibliographic 
vacuum." Once again, it seems like elementary 
advice-but not unnecessary. 

If a selection seems like deja vu, you may 
have read it in its original form as The Serials 
Librarian, Volume 22, Numbers 1/2 and 314 
1992. If you missed the original printing, you 
will find this collection a fairly solidoverview of 
the issues in serials cataloging. It is certainly not 
all-encompassing, but it provides an agreeable 
mix of information. 

Angela K. Titone, Librarian, USA TODAY Library, Arlington, VA. 

hmging Informution: How Jnformtion Sys- 
tems Impact Orgclnzatiorwrl Strategy, by Gordon 
B. Davis and Scott Hamilton Homewood, II: 
Richard D. Irwin, IIK. 1993. 288p. ISBN : 1- 
55623-768-5. 

Even the casual reader of recent business 
and management literature is increasingly- 
sometimes uncomfortably-aware that man- 
agers can no longer leave information technol- 
ogy concerns to a few computer experts in the 
back room. As the business environment be- 
comes brutally competitive and quality of in- 
formation critical to a company's success, 
information management becomes central to 
corporate strategic planning and operations 
management. It is an especially timely mo- 
ment for this comprehensive guide to under- 
standing and exploiting information technol- 
ogy. The authors, who are specialists in man- 
agement information systems (MIS), largely 
succeed in their ambitious effort to cover mul- 
tiple theoretical and practical aspects of a 
complex topic. 

The book deals with three broad areas: the 
benefits and strategic use of information tech- 
nology in organizations, an introduction to the 
technology itself, and the process of develop- 
ment and implementation. In the first section, 

the authors stress the need to integrate technol- 
ogy with the organization's overall structure 
and planning to achieve a "sustainable com- 
petitive advantage." They view information 
technology as a means of both implementing 
and suggesting changes in strategy and opra- 
tions. For example, new customer service 
strategies, such as custom meal choices on 
airplanes, are made possible by technology, 
and the capabilities of the system in turn sug- 
gest additional service improvements. The 
authors also emphasize the value of informa- 
tion-competent employees. The organization 
benefits from their skills through improved 
productivity and customer service, while the 
individuals are empowered to redesign their 
work to take advantage of technology. This 
section is a good overview of strategic issues 
that every manager, with or without direct 
systems responsibility, should read. 

The middle section is a concise primer cov- 
ering basic concepts and terminology of infor- 
mation systems. Four separate chapters ad- 
dress types of applications, hardware, soft- 
ware, and communications technology. The 
treatment is thorough and analytical, with clear 
definitions and explanations. Many managers 
of information technology will find this sec- 
tion useful only as a review and update, al- 
though there are exceptions. For instance, a 
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thoughtful discussion of issues involved in 
acquiring and using commercial packages is 
an excellent decision-making guide for any 
manager. 

The final section is a detailed, practical 
guide to determining information requirements 
and to developing, evaluating, and implement- 
ing appropriate applications using any of four 
separate methods. The authors discuss the 
history and evolution of the information man- 
agement function and present a model for 
system planning. This should be useful to 
managers who are actually choosing and imple- 
menting systems, but it is too detailed and 
jargon-filled fcr the reader who merely wants 
an overview. In addition, the procedures seem 
more suited to a utopian atmosphere where 
planning is always orderly and time is unlim- 
ited, rather than to the real world where most 
managers operate. 

The book is apparently aimed at middle- to 

upper-level managers in manufacturing com- 
panies, and it is appropriate to this audience in 
that it thoroughly covers a timely topic and 
relates information systems planning to the 
larger strategy of the organization. The mate- 
rial is well organized and the clarity of the 
writing is good. The level of detail, however, 
makes the book more useful as a reference for 
a working MIS professional than as a quick 
read for someone who wants an introduction to 
information management. It would also ap- 
peal to a broader audience if the discussion 
were less heavily skewed toward a manufac- 
turing environment. Special librarians should 
consider acquiring this book for their corpo- 
rate managers, particularly those with MIS 
responsibilities. For their own reading, librar- 
ians can find more appropriate treatments of 
information management and systems plan- 
ning issues elsewhere. 

Julia K. Tyler, Reference Librarian, Indiana University School of Medicine, Ruth Lilly Medical 
Library, Indianapolis, IN. 
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Letter to the Editor 

May 17,1993 

Gail Repsher, 
Editor, Special Libraries 

Dear Gail, 

The Affmative Action Committee of SLA was elated todiscover the bibliography on ethnic 
minorities in librarianship authored by Theo Jones-Quartey and Kit Byunn (Spring 1993). The 
authors have provided a much needed resource on ethnic minority librarianship. In addition, 
this resource will be of assistance to the various Chapter Affmative Action Liaisons in their 
ongoing outreach, recruiting and mentoring efforts. 

Although no mention was made of minorities in special libraries, the Committee would like 
to bring attention to the information compiled from the 1991 SLA Membership Needs 
Assessment Survey (Winter 1992). The survey results indicate that Asians and blacks 
represent the largest ethnic groups, with each representing 2.2% of the membership. Hispanics 
account for another 0.9%. This is in sharp contrast to the results reported in public and academic 
libraries. We still have along way to go in attracting and increasing the presence of people of 
color to the special librarian profession. 

We look forward to seeing additional positive action articles in Special Libraries which 
address issues of minorities and diversity in the workplace and information profession. 

SLA Affirmative Action Committee 
Quita Crump 
Ramona Hylton 
Evelyn Johnson 
Frank Lopez 
Nettie Seaberry, Chair 
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Audit Report 
January 1, 1992-December 31,1992 

To the Board of Directors 
Special Libraries Association, Inc. 
Washington, DC 

We have audited the accompanying balance 
sheet of the Special Libraries Association, Inc. 
as of December 3 1,1992, and the related state- 
ments of revenue and expense and of cash flows 
for the year then ended. l lese financial state- 
ments are the responsibility of the Association's 
management. Ourresponsibility is to express an 
opinion on these financial statements based on 
our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with 
generally accepted auditing standards. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the 
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the financial statements are free of 
material misstatement. An audit includes exam- 

ining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the 
amounts and &sclosures in the financial state- 
ments. An audit also includes assessing the 
accounting principles used and significant esti- 
mates made by management, as well as evaluat- 
ing the overall financial statement presentation. 
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable 
basis for our opinion. 

In our opinion, the financial statements re- 
ferred to above present fairly, in all material 
respects, the financial position of the Special 
Libraries Association, Inc., at December 3 1, 
1992, and the results of its operations and its 
cash flows for the year then ended in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles. 

FEDDEMAN AND TATE 
Certified Public Accountants 
March 17, 1993 
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Tota l  
Board Generz 

Tota l  A1 1 General Designated Resen 
Funds Fund Funds Fund 

ASSETS 

CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash and cash equiva lents  

- Note B 
Accounts rece ivable 
Due ( to)  from o ther  funds 
Inventory  
Prepaid expense 

Tota l  Current Assets 

INVESTMENTS, a t  cost (market value 
o f  $2,277,281) - Note C 

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, a t  cos t  
- Notes D and E 

Bui 1 d ing and improvements 
Furn i tu re  and equipment 

Less accumulated deprec ia t ion  

OTHER ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 

CURRENT LIABI LIT1 ES 
Accounts payable and accrued 

expenses - Note I3 
Deferred revenue 
Note payable, cu r ren t  p o r t i o n  

- Note D 
Obl i ga t i ons  under c a p i t a l  1 eases, 

cu r ren t  p o r t i o n  - Note E 
Tota l  Current L i ab i  1 i t i e s  

NOTE PAYABLE, ne t  o f  cu r ren t  
p o r t i o n  - Note D 

OBLIGATIONS UNDER CAPITAL LEASES, 
ne t  o f  current  p o r t i o n  - Note E 

FUND BALANCE (DEFICIT) 

COMMITMENTS - NOTE G 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. December 31, 1992 

Board Desiqnated R e s t r i c t e d  

Non-Seri a1 Speci a1 Bui 1  d i n g  T o t a l  
r t e r  Pub1 i c a t i o n  Research Programs Reserve R e s t r i c t e d  Cop1 en Scholarsh ip  
Id Fund Fund Fund Fund Funds Fund Fund 

See notes t o  f i n a n c i a l  statements.  
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STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE AND CHANGES I N  FUND BALANCES 

REVENUE 
Programs : 

Membersnip growth and development 
Ser i  a1 publ i cat ions 
Conference 
Professional development 
Career and employment 
Publ i c  a f f a i r s  
Market ing 

I n t e r e s t  and div idends 
Gains on sa le  o f  investments 
Non-seri a1 publ i c a t i  ons sa les 

and royal  t i  es 
Contr ibut ions 
Property 
M i  sce l  1 aneous 

EXPENSE 
Programs : 

Membership growth and development 
Ser i  a1 publ i c a t i  ons 
Conference 
Professional development 
Career and employment serv ices 
Publ i c  a f f a i r s  
Market ing 
Leadership serv ices 
Research 
In fo rmat i  on resources 

General operat ions 
Cost o f  non-seri a1 publ i cat ions  

sales 
Scholarship and grants 
Leadership address 
M i sce l l  aneous 

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUE 
OVER EXPENSE 

Fund bal  ance ( de f i  c i  t) , begi nn i  ng 
o f  year  

Fund t rans fe rs  

FUND BALANCE (DEFICIT), END OF YEAR 

Total  A l l  
Funds 

$ 553,063 
490,497 

1,420,200 
336,986 
15,133 
18,056 

205.791 
3,039,726 
161,981 
32,303 

163,468 
116,511 
45,553 
31,586 

3,591,128 

229,280 
514,312 
586,322 
300,915 
34,006 
424,318 
138,290 
421,319 
155,732 
104.224 

2,908,718 
306,324 

30,924 
21,810 
1,190 
11,036 

3,280,002 

311,126 

3,628,568 

General 
Fund 

$ 553,063 
490,497 

1,420,200 
336,986 
15,133 
18,056 
205,791 

3,029,726 
61,275 

68,656 
45,553 
4,401 

3,219,611 

229,280 
514,312 
586,322 
300,915 
34,006 
409,318 
138,290 
421,319 
155,732 
104,224 

2,893,718 
46,550 

11,036 
2,951,304 

268,307 

1,653,218 

(278,406) 

Tota l  
Board 

Designated 
Funds 

$ 70,920 
32,303 

163,468 
43,038 

27,185 
336,914 

15,000 

15,000 
251,864 

30,924 
1,610 

299,398 

37,516 

1,613,762 

278,406 

$1,929,684 

Gene1 
Resei 

f 50 
32 

27 
110 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. Year Ended December 31, 1992 

Board Desiqnated R e s t r i c t e d  

Non-Seri a1 Speci a1 Bui 1 d i n g  T o t a l  
lputer  Pub1 i c a t i o n  Research Programs Reserve R e s t r i c t e d  Cop1 en Scholarsh ip  
'und Fund Fund Fund Fund Funds Fund Fund 

See notes  t o  f i n a n c i a l  statements.  
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 

Tota l  A l l  General 
Funds Fund 

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
Excess (def ic iency)  o f  revenue over expense $ 311,126 $ 268,307 
Adjustments t o  reconci 1 e excess (def ic iency)  

o f  revenue over expense t o  ne t  cash 
provided by operat ing a c t i v i t i e s :  

Depreciat ion 98,425 98,425 
Gains on sa le  o f  investments ( 32,303) 
Loss on disposal o f  p roper ty  and 

equipment 3,280 3,280 
Fund t r ans fe r s  - (278,406) 
Other 25,744 25,744 
Changes i n  assets and 1 i a b i  1 i t i e s :  

Accounts rece i  vabl e 32,765 33,352 
Due ( to )  from o the r  funds - 161,077 
Inventory  ( 16,860) 
Prepaid expense ( 44,135) ( 44,135) 
Other assets 46,477 46,477 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 204,776 190,440 
Deferred revenue ( 34,480) ( 34,480) 

Tota l  Adjustments 283,689 201,774 
Net Cash Provided by Operating 

A c t i v i t i e s  594,815 470,081 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Purchases o f  pro e r t y  and equipment (202,297) (202,297) 
Sales o f  investments, ne t  (254,785) 32.665 

Net Cash Provided by (Used i n )  
Inves t ing  A c t i v i t i e s  (457,082) (169,632) 

Total  
Board 

Designated 
Funds 

Gener: 
Resen 

Fund 

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 
Proceeds from note payable 140,000 140,000 
P r i nc i pa l  payments on note payable ( 2,321) ( 2,321) 
P r i nc i pa l  payments on obl  i g a t i  ons under 

c a p i t a l  1 eases ( 6,812) ( 6,812) 
Net Cash Provided by Financing 

A c t i v i t i e s  130,867 130,867 

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) I N  CASH 
AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 

Cash and cash equivalents,  beginning 
o f  year  919,567 297,955 532,224 366,! 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, END OF YEAR $1,188,167 $ 729,271 $ 382,441 $ 196.! 

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW 
INFORMATION 
Cash pa id  dur ing the year  f o r  i n t e r e s t  $ 15,947 $ 15,947 

Cash paid dur ing the year f o r  income 
taxes $ 12.000 $ 12,000 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. Year Ended December 31, 1992 

Board Desiqnated Res t r i c ted  

Non-Seri a1 Speci a1 Bu i ld ing  Tota l  
pu te r  Pub1 i c a t i o n  Research Programs Reserve Res t r i c ted  Cop1 en Scholarship 
und Fund Fund Fund Fund Funds Fund Fund 

See notes t o  f i n a n c i a l  statements. 
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Special Libraries Association, Inc 
Notes to Financial Statement 
December 3 1,1992 

1. Summary of Signif~ant 
Accounting Policies 

Organization 
The Special Libraries Association, Inc. is a 

nonprofit membership organization whose pur- 
poses are to promote theassociation of individu- 
als and organizations having a professional, 
scientific, or technical interest in library and 
information science; and to promote and im- 
prove the communication, dissemination, and 
use of such information and knowledge for the 
benefit of libraries or other educational organi- 
zations. 

Chapters and Divisions of the Association 
have been established based on geographical 
areas and areas of interest actively represented 
by the members, respectively. The activities of 
the chapters and divisions are not reflected in the 
financial statements of the Association. 

Basis of Accounting 
The Association prepares its financial state- 

ments on the accrual basis of accounting. Con- 
sequentli, revenue is recognized when earned 
and expense when the obligation is incurred. 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 
For financial statement purposes, the Asso- 

ciation considers all liquid asset and money 
market accounts to be cash equivalents. Mutual 
funds andpricedinvestmentsmanaged by Merrill 
Lynch are not considered tobe cash equivalents. 

Inventory 
Inventory consists of nonserial publications 

held for resale and is carried at the lower of cost 
(first-in, first-out method) or market. Publica- 

tions which are printed by the Association for 
free distribution are expensed at the time of 
publication. 

Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment is depreciated using 

the straight-line method over the following esti- 
mated useful lives of the assets: 

Building & improvements 10-30 years 
Furniture & equipment 5-10 

Deferred Revenue 
Deferred revenue consists primarily of the 

portion of dues and subscriptions revenue re- 
ceived for periods subsequent to year end, as 
well as conference and exhibitrevenue received 
in advance of the events. 

Income Taxes 
The Association is exempt from income taxes 

on its exempt activities under Section 501(c)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. The Association 
is subject to income tax on its unrelated business 
income. 

Fund Accounting 
In order to ensure the observance of limita- 

tions and restrictions placed on the use of re- 
sources available to the Association, its ac- 
counts are maintained in accordance with the 
principles of fund accounting. Resources for 
various purposes are classified for accounting 
and reporting purposes into funds established 
according to their nature and purposes. 

General funds are those funds pres- 
ently available for use by the 
Association at its discretion. 
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Board designated funds are those funds 
set aside for specific purposes by the 
Board of Directors. 
Restricted funds are expendable only 
for purposes specified by the donors. 

Fund transfers have been approved by the 
Board of Directors and reflect the desired allo- 
cation of Association resources. The transfers 
related primarily to Board directed transfers 
between funds totalling $145,000, and transfers 
from the general fund to the computer fund for 
costs associated with the new computer system 
totalling approximately $119,000. 

Allocation of Costs 
The Association allocated substantially all of 

the General Fund's general operations expenses 
to the various programs of the Organization. 
The allocations are based on estimates of actual 
resources used in operating each program. 

2. Restticted Cash 

Cash and cash equivalents of the General 
Fund includes amounts received on behalf of the 
chapters and divisions of the Association, total- 
ling $105,686. Such amounts are to be for- 
warded to thechapters anddivisionson acurrent 
basis and thus, are included in accounts payable 
and accrued expenses in the accompanying fi- 
nancial statements. 

3. Investments 

Investments consist of the following as of 
December 3 1,1992: 

Total All Funds 
Market 

MetLife State Street 
Fixed Gov't Income Fund $683,721 $683,721 

Common stocks 634,488 705,799 
U.S. Gov't and Gov't 

Agency Securities 817.675 863,074 
Corporate Bonds 24.616 24,687 

4. Note Payable 

In 1992 the Association signed a promissory 
note in connection with the acquisition of a new 
computer system. The promissory note matures 
November 1,1997 and calls for monthly princi- 
pal payments of $2,333 plus interest. The note 
bears interest at the bank's prime rate plus 
0.75% and is secured by the computer hardware 
and software. 

Maturities of the note payable are as follows 
for the years ending December 31: 

5. Obligations Under Capital Leases 

The Association has entered intocapital leases 
for the use of certain office equipment. The cost 
and accumulated depreciation on such equip- 
ment are as follows as of December 3 1,1992: 

Office equipment $70,754 
Less accumulated depreciation 14.501 

$56.253 

Future minimum lease payments under these 
capital leases together with the present value of 
the net minimum lease payments as of Decem- 
ber 3 1, 1992 are as follows: 

Year Ending 
December 3 1 Amount 
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Less amount representing 
interest assuming an ap- 
proximate implicit effect- 
ive rate of 16% (1 2.497) 

Present value of net rnini- 
mum lease payments $51,083 

Retirement Plan 

The Association maintains a contributory 
defined contribution retirement plan which is 
available to all employees when certain age and 
length of service requirements are met. Under 
the plan, the Association and the participants 
make monthly contributions based on a percent- 
age of participants' salaries. The Association's 
retirement expense for the year ended Decem- 
ber 3 1, 1992 totalled $53,357. 

Hotel Conmitments 

The Association has entered into several agree- 
ments with hotels forroom accommodations for 
itsconferences through 1997. These agreements 
indicate that the Association would be liable for 
certain cancellation fees and liquidated darn- 
ages in the event of cancellation. 
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STILAS 
Scientific 

And 

It's Just For 
And Technical Libraries, 
Here Are The Keys 
To Getting It. 

. , 

libraries. It's the most powerful available, and the 
simplest to use. When it's installed, you can begin 
using it effectively in minutes. Read the following 
features to find out why no scientific and technical 
library should be without it. 

STILAS accommodates MARC and COSATI 
formats. It accommodates custom formats. 

It gives you interoperability with DROLS T R ,  
DROLS W U ,  DROLS SBIN,  NASAIRECON, 
BRS, DIALOG, OCLC EPIC and other STILAS 

And STINFO tracking. STU-111 compati- 
bility. Extensive reporting facilities. And 
researcher support. 
STILAS is fully integrated in a U N I X  package 
that also gives you authority control, circulation, 
acquisitions, serials control and bibliographic 
utilities. 
The  package of features STILAS offers goes on 
and on. If any of them ~ u s h  your buttons, push 
ours. And let us tell you more about what it can do. 

SIRS1 
corporation 

Quretly Leading Librav Automation 

SIRS1 HEADQUARTERS: NO NJalker Avenue Huntsv~lle, Alabama 35801 (205) 536-5884 Fax (205) 536-8345 
GSA Contract: GSOOK-93AGS-5695 
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For Access to the World's 
Lrfe Science Literature, 

There's No Comparison. 

In 1993, BiologicalAbstracts (BA) nil1 supply 
280.000 articlr c~txions deri\.ed from nwrly 7.000 
~nternational source. Each BA record contains 
.in author-written abstract so researchers can save 
time tleterniining an article'\ rele\;cncy tu their 
research topic. 

BA/RRM: Your Source for Papers From 
1,500 Meetings. 
Biological Abstracts/RRM @A/RRM) is & 
essential pul~l~cation needed for access to 1811,000 
refercnces t o  internation;il meetings - no other 
source supplies this vital information. I'lus. 
W R R M  contains citations to reports. boohs. 
revlens antl s o h  x e .  

Look to BlOSlS First! 
For a11 your life science research questions, look 
to I3IOSIS first. We think you'll agl-ee that no otli- 
er refel-ence tools compare to BA antl WRRM 
F~nd our for yourself - sulxcrihe today! 

C;111 toll free 1-800-523-,k806 (LISA and C;ln:icl,~); 
t 2 15) 587-4847 (\Vorltlm ide). Or, complere the 

i Yes! 
I Send me a free copy of How to Use I 
I Biological Abstracts and Biological I 
I Abstracts/RRM (Reports, Reviews, I 
I Meetings) I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
1 \ , , , ,I, I 
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... is what yon need to become in formation-enabled 
in today's in formation-driven economy. 

D o n ' t  l e t  you r  company  be 
outmanuevered by organizations that  

have a better ability t o  understand and 

manage information. This book shows 

you how the strategic management of 

information allows you t o  define your 

competitors, invent new strategic alter- 

natives -- and even conceive informa- 

tion-based products that offer real mar- 

ket distinction. 

A timely book that places informa- 

t ion alongside labor and capital as a 

critical resource t o  manage, Managing 

lnformation Strategically is essential 

reading for executives and managers 

who must plot a successful course in 

the information age. 

About the Authors.. . 
James McGee and Laurence Prusak are founding members of Ernst 81 Young's 
Center for lnformation Technology and Strategy. Located in Boston, the Center serves as the 
focal point for the f irm's efforts t o  develop leading-edge thinking on how organizations can 
improve the performance of their information and technology assets. 

Philip Pyburn, formerly a t  the Center, is a partner a t  Management Support 
Technology Corporation. 

Ernst & Young is a leading international professional services firm, w i th  65,000 people 
in more than 6 0 0  cities in over 1 0 0  countries, including 20,000 people in more than 1 0 0  U.S. 
cities. 

To order by phone, please call: I-800-US-WILEY 
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... let us he1 you train 7 your cata ogers, too! 
Up-to-date, proven to be 
effective, and easy for 
students and instructors 
to use.. .Cataloging 
Concepts: Descriptive 
Cataloging teaches library 
staff and library school 
students how to create, 
interpret, and use 
current catalog records. 

Developed by experienced 
Library of Congress 
instructors, Cataloging 
Concepts has been used 
to train hundreds of LC 
catalogers, paraprofes- 

sionals, and automation 
specialists. Cataloging 
Concepts helps you train 
those who need to work 
with standard biblio- 
graphic records- as used 
in both card catalogs and 
online systems. 

Ideal for training library 
school students, new 

Order yours today. 

Can be completed 
in just 18 hours 
of class time! 
Call today (Toll-free in 
the U.S.) 1-000-255-3666 
or 202-707-6100, or 
FAX your request 
to 202-707-1334. 

library pofessi&als, 
and professionals look- Library 
ing for a refresher 
course. Don't miss 
out on  this unique 

of Congress 
HISTORIC TREASURES. 

training package. INNOVATIVE TOOLS. 

Cataloglng Concepts: Descriptlve Cataloging 
lnstructor Manual and one copy of Trainee Manual*- $145, or $155 if shipped outside North America. 

Instructor Manual includes: Two looseleaf binders. 548 pp., three posters, 24 tabbed units with estimated class times for 
each, text printed one side only for easy note taklng, cataloging principles and practices as prescribed by AACR 2. LCRI, 
USMARC Format for Bibliographic Data, and USMARC Format for Authority Data. 

Trainee Manual includes: Two looseleaf binders, 362 pp . 24 tabbed units with estimated class time for each, text printed 
one s~de only for easy note taking. approximately 100 examples. $47. or $51 if shipped outside North Amerlca. 

Additional copies of the Trainee Manual (you will need one for each person in your class) 
are ava~lable for $47 each. Call for lnformation on multiple copy discounts. 

'To use as a self-study course, it IS necessary to have both the lnstructor Manual and 
Trainee Manual. 

Write to: Library of Congress, Customer Services Section. Cataloging Distribution 
ServicelDept. BA. Washington. DC 20541-5017 
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Are You Odv Ge- 
Part Of The h o r  
You Really Neec 
To Run Your Busi 

You know the  feeling 24 hours a day (even w h ~ l e  you re off  l ~ n e l l  t o  

I t  creeps i n to  your stomdch ever) t i m e  you re c o m p i l e d  concise personal news b r i e f ~ n g  

forced t o  say If an ly  NewsFldsh gets d b ~ g  stdr Bill Yerkes 

If on ly  I d seen that  o p p o r t u n ~ t )  If on ly  we Manager of Oualily Asuranir  Lotus Derelopment 

hdd some k ind o f  warning If onl)  I had t he  A world of priceless information-now 
t l m e  money and  staff t o  make sure we weren t yours to sample at a very down to earth price. 
missing anyth ing Impor tant  See for yourself how ou r  W o r k ~ n g  Knowledge can 

I f  only you weren mlssingout On enhdnce your present in format ion sources wlth 

Information specialists say NewsNet t he  best ~nt roductory  offer i n  our  10-year history 

completes the search for vital information. After I go t  more i n f o r m a t ~ o n  about  

Al l  on l i ne  services p r o v ~ d e  ~n fo r rna t i on  But NewsNet I stdrted us ing i t  a l o t  I also not iced 

on ly  NewsNet glves you over 550 thdt t he  prlces are lower Charlotte Wiww Clark 

business newsletters o n l ~ n e  Library Manager GTE 

p lus  over 20 o f  t he  wor ld  s Cal l  for a NewsNet Starter Ki t  I t  w i l l  

l e a d ~ n g  bus~ness  newswlres arrive comple te  w ~ t h  a d e m o  d ~ s k  2 hours o f  

investment analysts reports on l lne  t ime  so you can learn o n  us  ( m l n  

c r e d ~ t  reports stock quotes  $120 value) a 3 m o n t h  membersh ip  

and  more  ($45 value) free dellvery o f  NewsFlash 

I t s  W o r k ~ n g  Knowledge h ~ t r  for a ful l  m o n t h  News O n  

Knowledge that  makes d NewrNet  catalog C e t t ~ n g  Started 

d~f ference G u ~ d e  conf ident~a l  ID and 

I f ind news o n  NewsNet u e  pai5word-al l  for lust $79 95 Al l  

cou ldn t have found any o ther  wa) w ~ t h  n o  c o r n m ~ t m e n t  t o  enter an 

That s saved us money Bob Halavaiek I r  extended s u b s c r ~ p t ~ o n  
Gsneral Manaqer Oak Tree Pubiishrnu Call today There s n o  

NewsNet IS the  only o n l ~ n e  service that pro  reason t o  miss ou t  any longer 

i i des  real t lme  on  the u l r e r  C l ~ e n t s  are t h r ~ l l e d  I 

can re t r~eve an  a r t~c le  that rdn 10 mlnutes  ago Call 1-800-952-0122, Operator #44 today. 

Karyn Slernbergu Manailer nf Informalion Senlies Get two FREE hours of online time. 

Kelthum Publ~c Relal~ons 

Our exclusive NewsFlashm s e m c e  even 
sifts the news for you! You tel l  NewsNet the sub- 

jects thdt Interest you most  NewsFlash w ~ l l  then 
automat~ca l ly  scan over 15 000 a r t~c les  each dd) W o r h ~ n g  Knowledge-" 

Offer avrlable to new subscdbers only. One kit per subscriber Offer expires January 31. 1994 
0 1  992 NewsNet. Inc. All rlQhls reserved. NewsNet and Nemflash are registered service marks of NemNet Inc. 
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Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference 
BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS 

New from 
Addison- Wesley 

Rago, S. UNIX SY!3TEM V 
NETWORK PROGRAMMING, 

('93) (0-201-56318-5) 

Bennis, W. AN INVENTED LIFE: Meditations on Leadership and 
Change, ('93) (0-201-63212-8) 

Freeman, J. EXPLORING NEURAL NEIWORKS WITH 
MATHEMATICA, ('93) (0-201-56629-X) 

Harmon, P. OaJECIS IN ACIION: Commercial Applications of 
Objed4hiented Tedurologies, ('93) (0-201-63336-1) 

McMahon, C. CADICAM FROM PRINCIPLES TO PRACTICE, 
('93) (0-201-56502-1) 

Rembold, U. CO- INTEGRATED MANUPACIURXNG AND 
ENGINEERING, ('93) (0-201-56541-2) 

Stallings, W. SNMP, SICIP, AND CMIP. ('93) (0-201-63331-0) 

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC. 
Serving Special Libraries for 30 Years 

Post Office Box 1507, Madison, CT 06443 
(203) 245-3279, FAX (203) 245-1830, Outside Connecticut call 800-445-RELY 
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Struggling to survive in the face of serere federal 

funding cutbacks, more and more Native 

American tribes have turned t o  gambling to keep 

their reservations going. With some reservation 

casinos grossing millions of dollars a year, the plan 

has seemed successful. But some state legislators 

say its bad medicine. And so the conflict between 

the cowboys and the Indians continues ... 
Legislation on Native American casinos is an 

L issue that packs significant national import 

Which is why it's one of the thousands of 

subjects covered by PAIS international. 

7 Coverage that crosses all borders 
From Congressional legislation t o  banking - 

regulations, PAIS International provides a unique 

breadth of coverage on state, interstate, national 

and international levels. In all, PAlS online and 

CD-ROM indexes give you access t o  over 

350,000 journal articles, government documents, 

L statistical directories. monographs. conference , reports and more. And t o  provide an unrivaled 

I international outlook, PAlS references literature 

I published around the world in English, French, 

German, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese. 

So the next time you're shooting for hard-to- 

find data, don't gamble. Use PAIS. 
Public Affairs Information Sewice: Inc. ,. . 

521 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036-4396 

800-288-PAIS, 212-736-6629 (in NYC) 

Fax: 212-643-2848 

No one looks at the world like PAlS 

In Print: PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINTm . PAlS SUB ECT HEADINGS Online Thrqu h: DATA-STAR . DIALOG OCLC . RLG 
On CD-ROM: PAlS ON CDAOM * PAIS INTERNATIONAL b N  SILVERPLATER On Magnebc%pe: CONTACT PA6 FOR INFORMATION 
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TECHNOLOGY WIRE SERVICE 

Imagine every person on your network having WEEKLY 
access to worldwide technical advances. Technical lnsights 
ALERT gives each person the ability to: 

Identify key advances leading to  new products/processes. 

Monitor advances impacting projects, products, or manufacturing/ 
processing operations. 

Develop an individual technology-driven corporate growth plan. 

Well, it's here, and available today from Technical Insights, Inc., the leader in track- 
ing developments from the world's corporate, university, and government labs for 
almost a quarter century. 

You can subscribe to 1,2,3,4, or 5 broad technical categories. Technical lnsights 
ALERT is available by site or corporate license worldwide. 

For more details on how you can start receiving this vital information IMMEDIATELY, 
call or write Peter Finlay at: 

PO Box 1304 tlB TECHNICAL 1-800-245-621 7 or 201 -568-4744 
~ t .  Lee, NJ 07024-9967 INSIGHTS. INC Fax: 201 -56a-a247 

Now accessing vour world is easier than 
findmg theUniisspelllng in this text. 

We've worked hard to make your job easier. CD/Networkerm from Lotus" is the software 

solution you've needed. Now everyone on your network can have immediate access to 
up to 224 CD-ROMs. Data. Applications. Animation. Sound. Graphics. With the 

tap of a key or the click of a mouse. CD/Networker has standards driven 

engineering and the technical sophistication you expect from 
Lotus. Installation, operation and administration are simple. 

CD/Networker also offers out-of-the-box compatibilitywith Novell", Banyan", 

Microsoft" and most NetBIOS LANs. So while you're still searching, here's 
another key advantage. CD/Networker is affordable, and there's never an 
additional user fee. For more information, contact your nearest Lotus 
Authorized Reselller,or call us direct at 1-800-8723387 ext. 8868. 

@ CD/Networker 
I!!!!!!= CDINefvol*w and Lotusare regmered fr-ahs 01 L m u ~  DBuemmenf Cmr~xatton Novell and Netware are regislwBd Irademaks of 

W BANYAN' No411 I ~ C  Banyans a regtslsre-3 trademark ol Banyan Systems ncorpaaled Mtcroson a a regsfwed trademaha Mlcrosan CnDaal tn  
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IND OUT WHAT ad 
agencies, marketing con- F 

sultants, and PR firms already 
know. 

About consumer taste, con- 
sumer behavior, and consumer 
trends. About what consumers 
spend on products and services 
in the marketplace. 

And where your company 
should spend its marketing $$. 

Welcome 
To The Consumer 

Marketplace. 
If consumers buy it, eat it, wear it, 
or use it, you can search it on the 
Marketing and Advertising Refer- 
ence Servicen (MARS), Magazine 
Index:" and Magazine ASAPTM 

Together, these online files 
comprise the most comprehensive 
source of information on consumer 
products and services in the mar- 
ketplace. Featuring significant 
coverage of the companies that 
create and promote them. And of 
the consumers who buy them. 

What Consumers 
Are Doing 

MARS offers the world's most 
extensive full text collection of 
important industry, marketing, and 
advertising publications -ranging 

from Video Store, European 
Cosmetic Markets, and Candy 
Marketer to Advertising Age, 
Adweek, and Minom'ty Markets 
Alert. 

Search MARS for daily news 
on the fastest growing markets, 
the hottest consumer goods, and 
the most successful marketing, 
advertising, and public relations 
campaigns. As well as the latest 
product introductions, packaging 
ideas, sales figures, and market 
shares. 

Determine which markets your 
competitors are breaking into. 
And which buying patterns con- 
sumers are breaking out of. 

Why They're 
Doing It. 

Learn what matters to consumers. 
And what makes them part with 
their hard-earned $. 

Search Magazine Index/ASAE 
the first and still-leading full 
text source of information on con- 
sumer attitudes, behavior, and 
lifestyles reported in the popular 
press. With magazines ranging 
from FDA Consumer to Consumer 
Reports. From Time to Money. 
And from Good Housekeeping to 
Working Woman. 

Track contemporary consumer 
trends in leisure, fitness, fashion, 
food, and travel. Get expert eval- 

uations of the newest toys and 
technologies. And enjoy the latest 
reviews and ratings of hotels, 
restaurants, and all forms of 
entertainment. 

What You 
Should Do. 

To satisfy your interest in what 
consumers are doing, why they're 
doing it, and where the $$ are 
being spent, simply search MARS 
and Magazine IndedASAF! 

You'll find out not only how con- 
sumers get the biggest bang for 
their $. But also how you can get 
the biggest bang for yours. 

Call us toll-free at 1-800-321-6388 
to get your new source guides and to 
register for a free training seminal: 
Or call us at +44 71 494-3817 for 
online search assistance in most 
European languages. 

01992 Predcait i  A rqhtsresewea Predcarksnd lnformamn Access Corncanv dre d v i n n i o l Z n C o ~ n u n i i d ' i ~ - r i  Ccrncany 
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AARON COHEN ASSOCIATES LID 
L i i  Com&mts and An=hikcts/herior Designers 

Specialists in Planning and Upgrading Library Facilities for Information Technologies: 

o Feasibility Study 
o Needs Assessments 
o Service Plans 
o Building Programs 
o Architectural Services 
o Interior Design Services 
o Plan Reviews 
o General and In-house workshops 
o Value Engineering 
o ADA Facility Surveys 

Libraries with limited budgets can avail themselves of set fees or hourly consultations. 

Teatown Road, RRl, Box 636, Croton-on-Hudson, New Yo* 10520 
TEL: 914-271-8170; 914-271-5472 FAX: 914-271-2434 

lob1 markersare affecting busmas Sunday Times, The Jerusalem Post 

more than ever before. Whether Middle E a t  News Network, The Free 

you're looking for joint ventures in China Journal, South China Morning 

Japan, researching products in Paris, or Post, and Singapore Press Hddings, to 

trackingacompecitorinrheM~ddleEast, name a few 
internat~onal lnformac~on has been hard co A DacaTimes P A  S S PORT (Personal- 

come by DataTimes br~ngs you infor- ized Automated Search Sew~ce) will do 

m u o n  qu~ckly via your computer, all of the work The information can 

elecuonic mall, or facs~mile even be faxed right to you' There's no 

You'll have access to over 1400 limic to the benefirs of havmg interna- 

including 400 international rional information 
b~~me~~joumaL,newswires, Endless internat~onal opportuniries awaic you 

financial report5 and much more. You with DacaTimes. Forademons~ationormore mforma- 

can find valuable informt~on from tlon call 1-800-642-2525 Explore A World of 

The Times of London and The lnfbrmation that knows no boundaries 

Data'lmes" A World OI informationa 
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Let Your Researchers Be Partners 
in BIOSIS Searching. 

With BIOSIS' BiologicalAbstractse on 
Compact Disc and Biological Abstracts/ 
RRMe on Compact Disc, your researchers 
don't have to be expert searchers to access 
the world's Me science literature. Here's why: 

Comprehensive Coverage 
BIOSIS monitors nearly 7,000 international 
sources, covering all life science disciplines, 
for Biological Abstracts on CD and 
Biological Abstracts/RRM on CD - more 
than other life science compact discs! In 
1993, BIOSIS' compact discs will contain 
540,000 references to original research 
articles, meetings, books, reports, reviews 
and more. No other source matches 
BIOSIS' coverage. 

Easy-to-use 
BIOSIS' compact discs employ SilverPlatteP 
Information, Inc's user-friendly software, so 
researchers can pinpoint relevant life science 
information - quickly and easily! 

Economical 
With up-front, flat-fee pricing, researchers 
can browse through citations and abstracts - 
without worrying about additional charges 
typically associated with online services. 

Enjoy a new partnership - let your 
researchers access BIOSIS' compact discs 
today. 

Call for a 30-Day Free Wial Disc! 
1-800-523-4806 (USA and Canada); (215) 
587-4847 (Worldwide). Or simply return the 
coupon. 

I 

yes! Send me the following: 
I 
I 
I 

A 30-Day free trial disc for (check one f 
f or both): I I 
f Biological Abstracts on I I 
I Compad Disc. 
I I 
f Biological Abstracts/RRM on I I 

I Contpad Disc. I 
I I 
f Brochure and prices I 

I 
I I 

I Nanic 
I 
I 

I I 

! Tllle 
I 
I 

I I 
I Organlmon Phone 

I 
I 

I I 
AddKS 

I 
I 

I I 
Clly Sraic I 

I 
I I I ~ o u n v y  Poswl Code I 

I Return this coupon to BIOSIS, Marketing and Sales Depart I I men1 SL793CD. 2100 Arch Sweet. Philadelphia, PA 19103- 1 1 1395, USA or lo the Ofiaal Reprexnualive or Authorized 
I Distnbula in your area. Fax (215) 5872016. Conracl I 
I BlOSlS via the Internet: biosis@al.relay.upem.edu I 

I 

Information for Today's Decisions and Discoveries 
BIOSIS IS a rqisiercd wadanark of  B~ologiml Absrrdcts, Inc SilvcrPla~ra 1s a rcgrstercd 
rtadcmark of SkrPlarrcr Inrcmat~onal, N V l~ccnscd ro SdvaPlattcr Iniormauon, Inc 
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Gaylord custom imprinted supplies remind 
patrons of your library's importance to them, 
add security to your collection, and make 
your library easier to use. 

The Tru~ted Source 

Syracuse, N Y  . Sanford, NC . Los Angeles. CA 
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I ANNUAL : 
I REPORTS ; 

Cal l  G l o b a l  
The best source for foreign I 

annual reports I 
r 

Phone orders accepted I 

Over 12,000 companies I 

Free brochure 
I 
I 

Fast, confidential I 
Global Informatlon Servlces. Inc.  I 

1605 South Blg Bend Blvd. I 

St.  Louls, MO 63117 
I 
I 

TO ME WORLD'S 

Great partners can do great things Discover Your personal Account Executive is always there 

new ideas create new products explore new to answer questions solve problems Our 

frontiers And together you and Readmore can technical team works non-stop to meet your 

dogreal lhmgs in serials management You know needs And our top management represents 

your library your collection and clients We re your interests to the library community and 

smart about serials experienced with publish- publishers worldwide From online ordering locollec 

ers experts in automation As partners well tion-specific reports lo custom-designed interfaces you 

create a customized set of services, systems and reports can count on us for a rapid response and the r~ghl solution 

designed lust for you 

So if you're ready to glve teamwork a try, call Readmore 

A Readmore partnership is your guarantee of personal today at 800 221-3306 Because together, we can do 

attention fast and flexible service, professional support great things 

Your Partner in Serials Management 
22 Cortlandt Street . New York . New York 10007 . 212-349-5540 . 800-221-3306 . Fax 212-233-0746 
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FOOD TECHNOLOGY AND NUTRITION 
editedby R o b e r t  M a c r a e ,  R i c h a r d  Robinson, and M i c h e l e  S a d l e r  

The principles and applications of traditional and modern 
food production and processing techniques 
Food storage and distribution 
Quality control and legislation 
Biotechnological applications in the food industry 

For nutri t ionists, t h e  E n c y c l o  aedio o f fe rs  a 
d is t i l la t ion o f  current  know le  ! g e  and w o r k i n g  
practices, inc lud ing 

Dietary requirements and the nutritional value of foods 
The role of nutrition in health and disease 
Physiological and biochemical aspects of nutrition 
Cultural, sociological, and demographic influences 
and implications 
Clinical nutrition and dietetics 

For undergroduote ond groduote students o f  food 
studies ond nutrition, the Encyclopaedia is on essentiol 
reference work for  al l  subjects related to the sciences of 
food ond nutrition. I t  wil l  prove invaluable to students of 
food science, food technology, nutrition, dietetics, and food 
odministrotion os well os to  students o f  multidisciplinary 
subiects. 

approved by an independent 
review procedure 

Approximately 3 million words 

Tailored to suit an international audience 

Entries allow easy access for the non-specialist reader 

Easy-to-use, meticulously organized 

Extensive cross-referencing system links reloted articles 

Suggestions for reading at the end of eoch article allow 
easy access to the primary literature 

5365 pages in a large 8 x 11 ", double-column format for 
clority and accessibility 

Generously illustrated, including full color plates in 
eoch volume 

E igh t -Vo lume S e t  
P re -pub l i ca t i on  Price: $1,795.00' 
June 1993, 5365 pp./lSBN: 0-1 2-226850-4 
'Extended through July 30, 1993 

Order from your local bookseller or directly from 

summer 1993 

ACADEMIC PRESS 
HBJ Order Fulfdlment Dept. DM17915 

6277 Sea Harbor Drwe, Orlando, FL 32887 

F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  -,, 
FAX: 1-800-336-7377 

Prces sublect to change without notce t 1993 by Academc Press, lnc All Rights Reserved LltCEWJW 0 4 0 7 3  



Now.  . . more than ever .  . . 
N MEANS 

BUSINESS 
NTC Business Books is the official publisher for the American Marketing 
Association. Here are just five of many marketing titles that bear the 
NTC /American Marketing Association imprint. 

To place an order or receive our complete catalog 
Call Gail Cassel: 1-800-323-4900 (or 1-708-679-5500) 

NTC Business Books 
a division of NTC Publisbi~g Gmztp AD 0505 

NlC 4255 West Touhy Avenue L~nconwood, IL 6O646-IWj 1-800-323-4900 or I-708-67%i!XlO FAX: 1-708-679-2494 
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Introducing an international business 
resource with the speed, ease and 
precision of CD-ROM 

Ward's and World Business Directories on C D - R 0 M 

Companies International CD- 
ROM combines valuable data 
from two Gale resources to 
provide immediate access to 
descriptions and contact infor- 
mation for nearly 250,000 busi- 
nesses worldwide. 

More than 90% of the company list- 
ings derived from Ward's Business Directory 
are difficult-to-track, privately-held firms. From the 
new World Trade centers Associatiotl World Business Directory comes detailed contact informa- 
tion on nearly 105,000 large, medium, and small businesses in 190 countries. 

On-screen menus let both first-time and experienced searchers access information by: 

geographical location -city, state, postal code, area code, or country 
size - sales volume, number of employees 
industries served 
product types - made, sold, or distributed 

Combine two or more variables for a fast and highly targeted data search. Then print or 
download your data to disk. 

Ready, Summer 1993 
Single user version - $1995.00. 
Network version - $2995.00. 

To order ,  or for m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  c a l l  t o l l - f r e e :  

Gale Research lnc. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 8 7 7 - G A L  E 
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THE TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE FOR INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS 

Information Pro fess i ona l s  Requested It.. 
InfoTech '94 Provides It.. . 

Be a Part of It! 
InfoTech '94 features Exhibits, Continuing Education Courses, and Seminars on the follow~ng: 

CD-ROI 'A N€ 
INTERNET 
Multi-Media 

ztworking Hypermedia Managing Technologcal Natural Language Process~n 
Hypertext Change Volce Recogn~t~on 
Expert Systems LAN Management Electronic Imaging 

Digital Imaging Electronic Publishing Desktop Publishing Database Design 
Document Storage 

For more information, contact SLA's Professional Development Section at 
(202) 234-4700. 
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Latin America: 
The Emerging Information P o w e r  

SLA's eighth State-of-the Art Institute will bring together 
a diverse group of experts from the public and private 
sectors to present a series of timely workshops and 
panel discussions. 

Q Opening Remarks and Welcome 
David Bender, Ph-D., Executive Director 
Special Libraries Association 

0 Introductory Remarks 
Lou Wetherbee, Library Management 
Consultant and Facilator 

8 Latin America: Emerging From What to 
What 
Honorable Luigi Einaudi, U.S. Dept. of 
State 

Q Latin American Free Trade Agreement 
(LAFTA) 
Speaker to be announced 

Q Intellectual Property Issues 
Carmen Suro-Bredie, Office of the U.S. 
Trade Representative 

Q Information Networking: Promises and 
Challenges 
Jesus Lau, Centro de Estudios 
Estrategicos, Toluca 
Margarita S. Studemeister, World Bank 

Q Accessing and Using Scientific and 
Technical Information 
Benita Vassallo, Inter-American Develop- 
ment Bank 

0 Latin America: The Information 
Infrastructure 
Ruth Stanat. SIS International, Inc. 

0 Brazilian Information Policy: A 
Developmental Model 
Mario Paranhos, SIS International, Inc. 

O Mexican Information Policy: A Devel- 
opmental Model 
Jesus Lau, Centro de Estudios 
Estrategicos, Toluca 

Q Accessing and Using Business Infor- 
mation 
Susan Benson, Organization of American 
States 
Speaker to be announced, US.  Depart- 
ment of Commerce 

For further information regarding SLA's State-of-the-Art Institute, please contact the Executive Office, 
Special Libraries Association, 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009-2508; (202)234-4700, 
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DATABASES 
AVUUBLE 

W i  k i c m e  L Technology 
Index 

M lndex * 
Blbllogmphk lndex * 

Blopnphy Index * 
B i d q k a l &  AgLprkultunl 

Index * 
Book Review Wgasl * 

BUSIMU Pwkdkl ls  Index * 
c4mhtka Book In&. * 

EduuHon lndex * 
EUIY a d  G m n l  Lltmhna 

Index * 
G m n l  k h  lndex * 

nummnies Index 

Index to legal Pwkdluls * 
~ 1 t . n ~  L n ~ m r ~  * 
' LClYIRC Flk * 

' LCrWon.Englirk MARC Flle * 
M U  IntenutbMI 

M M W W Y  

R u d m '  Gulde Abstmts * 
Readm' Guide Abstnets 

k l ~ t  Eaion  * 
R..den4 Guide to M o d k a l  

Lltentun * 
S0ci.l k k e s  lndrx * 

Vedieal File Index * 
W i l m  Business Abstncts 

Information 
Svstern 

J 
Turn to Wilson for the most comprehensive and 
affordable electronic retrieval system on the market- 
an integrated system of services unmatched in 
quality and ease of use by any other system. 

m m  
CD-ROM Retrieval System 
Search each database on a separate compact disc, most of which are 
updated and cumulated monthly. Three search modes plus unlimited 
no-charge online searching make WlLSONDlSC the most user-friendly 
CD-ROM system available. 

Database Licensing Service 
Access data around the clock from homes, offices, and dormitories via 
machine-readable monthly tapes for each database. WILSONTAPE 
maximizes existing resources. Use the same hardware and software 
used for the public access catalog or other locally-loaded databases. 

UnlanvLI 
Online Retrieval System 
Online access with no start-up fee, no charge for saved searches, 
and no royalty charges added to connect-time rates make 
WlLSONLlNE the most economical search system available. 

Software for Direct Patron Access 
With menu-driven online access for patrons, WlLSEARCH is 
ideal for every type of library. No prior search experience 
or training is required. 

To order or for more information call toll-free 800-367-6770. 
Outside of the US. and Canada, call 716-588-8400. Fax 718-590-1617. 
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Plan Now for. . . 

ONLINEICD-XOM '93 
Washington Hilton, Washington, DC November 1 , 2  & 3 

9 Ways You'll Benefit From The Premier Conference 
& Expo For Information Professionals 

1. Learn Money-saving Search Strategies 
2. Gather ~ i m ~ - s a v i n g - ~ i ~ s  

- 

3. Try New Databases . . . Both Online & CD-ROM 
4. Network With Colleagues 
5. Stretch Your Mind With New Concepts 
6. Hear About New System Features 
7. Peer Ahead To Future Developments & Trends 
8. Visit The Big Exhibit Hall 
9. Take Home Practical Ideas You Can Use Now 

For information on Early Bird Discounts and a free Advance Program, 
call toll-free: 1-8001248-8466 

(In CT 761-1466); Fax 2031761-1444 or write 
Online Inc., 462 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897-2126 
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